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Abstract
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have become one of the dominant machine learning
approaches in recent years for many application domains. Unfortunately, DNNs are
not well suited to addressing the challenges of embedded systems, where on-device
inference on battery-powered, resource-constrained devices is often infeasible due to
prohibitively long inferencing time and resource requirements. Furthermore, offloading
computation into the cloud is often infeasible due to a lack of connectivity, high latency,
or privacy concerns. While compression algorithms often succeed in reducing inferencing
times, they come at the cost of reduced accuracy.
The key insight here is that multiple DNNs, of varying runtimes and prediction
capabilities, are capable of correctly making a prediction on the same input. By choosing
the fastest capable DNN for each input, the average runtime can be reduced. Furthermore,
the fastest capable DNN changes depending on the evaluation criterion.
This thesis presents a new, alternative approach to enable efficient execution of
DNN inference on embedded devices; the aim is to reduce average DNN inferencing
times without a loss in accuracy. Central to the approach is a Model Selector, which
dynamically determines which DNN to use for a given input, by considering the desired
evaluation metric and inference time. It employs statistical machine learning to develop
a low-cost predictive model to quickly select a DNN to use for a given input and the
optimisation constraint. First, the approach is shown to work effectively with off-the-self
pre-trained DNNs. The approach is then extended by combining typical DNN pruning
techniques with statistical machine learning in order to create a set of specialised DNNs
designed specifically for use with a Model Selector.
Two typical DNN application domains are used during evaluation: image classification
and machine translation. Evaluation is reported on a NVIDIA Jetson TX2 embedded
deep learning platform, and a range of influential DNN models including convolutional
and recurrent neural networks are considered. In the first instance, utilising off-the-shelf
pre-trained DNNs, a 44.45% reduction in inference time with a 7.52% improvement in
accuracy, over the most-capable single DNN model, is achieved for image classification.
For machine translation, inference time is reduced by 25.37% over the most-capable
model with little impact on the quality of the translation. Further evaluation utilising
specialised DNNs did not yield an accurate premodel and produced poor results; however
analysis of a perfect premodel shows the potential for faster inference times, and reduced
resource requirements over utilising off-the-shelf DNNs.
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Deep learning is currently one of the key current research areas in machine learning.
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have proven their ability in solving many difficult and
complex problems, such as: object recognition [24, 43], detecting and recognising
objects in an image; facial recognition [102, 123], recognising people from just an image
containing their face; speech processing [2, 154], decoding spoken word into text; and
machine translation [4, 85, 122], translating text from one language to another. As well
as being operated on higher-power servers, many of these deep learning applications are
also important application domains for embedded systems [68], especially for sensing
and mission critical applications such as health care and video surveillance. Once deep
learning technologies become ubiquitous in embedded systems, even greater benefits
will be revealed, such as automatous driving, affordable robots for home, augmented
reality, and more intelligent personal assistance on mobile phone.
Unfortunately, existing deep learning solutions, which utilise DNNs, are not well
suited to addressing the challenges of embedded systems; they are often resource hungry
tasks, demanding a considerable amount of CPU, GPU, memory, and power in order to
run effectively [9]. Furthermore, deep learning solutions are becoming more complex
in an effort to improve their effectiveness [143]. It is often detrimental, or infeasible,
for embedded systems to offer such a large number of system resources to a single
task. Without optimization, the hoped-for advances in embedded capabilities will not
arrive. The disparity between the resources required and those available will lead to huge
energy consumption, reducing battery life, and long inferencing times, making real-time
applications infeasible on battery-powered, resource-limited embedded devices.
Numerous optimisation tactics have been proposed to enable DNN inference on em-
bedded devices, here DNN inference refers to the process of a DNN making a prediction
on some input. Prior approaches are either architecture specific [119] or come with
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drawbacks, such as a reduction in accuracy or an increase in inference time. A common
technique used to accelerate DNN models on embedded devices is a process known as
DNN compression, able to reduce resource and computational requirements of a given
model [32, 35, 36, 50], but this comes at the cost of a loss in precision. To avoid incurring
this cost, alternate approaches have been developed; offload some, or all, computation to
a cloud server where the resources are available for fast inference times [58, 131]. How-
ever, offloading computation into the cloud is often infeasible due to privacy concerns,
high latency, or lack of a reliable connection. As such, there is a critical need to find a
way to effectively execute the DNN models locally on the devices.
This thesis seeks to offer an alternative approach to executing DNN models on embed-
ded systems. The aim is to design a generalisable approach to DNN inference optimisation,
making on-device inference feasible without incurring a penalty to model precision, even
when compared to complex DNNs such as ResNet_v2_152. It is not always clear which
DNN is best for the task at hand on embedded devices, therefore the suggested approach
utilises multiple DNNs. Central to the approach is the design of an adaptive scheme
to determine, at runtime, which of the available DNNs is the best fit for the input and
evaluation criterion. Here, the key insight is that the optimal model – the model which
is able to give the correct input in the fastest time – depends on the input data and
the evaluation criterion. In fact, as a by-product, by utilising multiple DNN models it
is possible to increase accuracy in some cases. In essence, for a simple input – an
image taken under good lighting conditions, with a contrasting background; or a short
sentence with little punctuation – a simple, fast DNN model would be sufficient; a more
complex input would require a more complex model. Similarly, if an accurate output
with high confidence is required, a more sophisticated but slower DNN model would need
to be employed – otherwise, a simple model would provide satisfactory results. Given
the diverse and evolving nature of user requirements, applications workloads, and DNN
models themselves, the best model selection strategy is likely to change over time. This
ever-evolving nature makes automatic design of statistical machine learning models
highly attractive – models can be easily updated to adapt to the changing application
context – a user simply needs to supply a set of candidate features.
In order to achieve the goals laid out above, the proposed solution is split into two
parts, briefly described below:
Model Selector. By combining classic Statistical Machine Learning (SML) algorithms,
such as K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), with DNNs, an adaptive scheme is developed to
quickly select the best pre-trained DNN to use for any given input and the optimization
constraint, at runtime. An automatic method is proposed, able to dynamically construct
the optimal predictor for each DNN problem domain; the user simply needs to supply
a set of candidate features. The predictor is first trained off-line. Then, using a set of
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automatically tuned features of the DNN input, the predictor determines the optimum
DNN for a new, unseen input; taking into consideration the input and evaluation criterion.
Two typical and unique DNN application domains are used as case studies for evaluation:
image classification and machine translation. Evaluation is reported on the NVIDIA
Jetson TX2 embedded platform, a wide range of influential DNN models are considered,
ranging from simple to complex. Experimental results show that a Model Selector
approach delivers portable and good performance across the two DNN tasks. For image
classification, inference accuracy is improved by 7.52% over the most-capable single
DNN model while reducing inference time by 44.45%. For machine translation, inference
time is reduced by 25.37% over the most-capable model with negligible impact on the
quality of the translation.
DNN Specialisation. Further to a Model Selector, a method of starting with a single seed
DNN and generating a pool of smaller, specialised DNNs for the Model Selector to choose
between is proposed; each pool of specialised DNNs is unique to a problem domain. For
example, consider image classification, each specialised DNN tailored will be tailored to a
specific subset of the entire range of possible images. An automatic method is proposed,
able to dynamically separate the DNN training data into different segments and train a
number of smaller DNNs. The user simply needs to supply a set of candidate features,
the training data, and a single pre-trained DNN. Once the new DNNs have been trained
off-line a Model Selector is generated using the above method, able to determine the best
DNN to use, at runtime. Evaluation is reported on the NVIDIA Jetson TX2 embedded
platform, using image classification as a case study. Using this method has the potential
to further reduce resource utilisation over using a Model Selector alone, while reducing
inference time and increasing inference accuracy by 5.15%. During evaluation, it was
not possible to generate an accurate enough Model Selector to reach the full potential of
this approach; however, further work (discussed in Section 7.3) points to further areas of
investigation to reach this potential.
1.2 Motivation
At the time of writing there are nearly 10 billion mobile and embedded devices currently
in use around the world [23] - more devices than there are humans on the planet. Fur-
thermore, deep learning technologies are becoming increasingly popular, from image
classification to virtual assistants. Many mobile and embedded devices, and their applica-
tions, would potentially benefit from the new opportunities enabled by such deep learning
technologies. However, DNNs are inherently computationally and memory intensive. As a
result, it is very challenging to deploy state-of-the-art DNN models in resource-constrained
environments such as mobile and embedded devices.
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As a result, there has been a recent push for more deep learning computation to be
executed on device [58, 105]. Some work has investigated off-loading computation,
however this is not always an effective solution (discussed further in Section 1.3). The
advancement of mobile and embedded systems computational power and architectural
diversity has made on-device computation feasible for less expensive - and less accurate
- DNN models. Typically, newer devices now contain 8 or more CPU cores of different
levels of energy efficiency, alongside a GPU that can be used for DNN processing [124].
Furthermore, mobile operating systems now have in-built support for DNNs; CoreML for
devices running iOS [133], and TensorFlow Lite for Android devices [81]. Furthermore,
recent research has investigated how to build the most effective DNN architectures for
embedded devices [127]. Such recent advances indicate the demand and popularity for
on-device computation. Understandably, it is now common for applications to utilise
DNNs, mobile and embedded devices are a significant source of information and host of
computations in modern technology.
Moreover, there are a number of benefits to on-device computation, including:
• Lower Communication Requirements. If all computation is done on device,
there is no need to communicate with a cloud server, therefore less communication
bandwidth will be used by the device.
• Less Cloud Computing Costs. It can be expensive for application developers to
maintain, or even rent, a cloud server ready to receive requests for deep learning
processing. This cost grows as an application becomes more popular too. If
deep learning computation is done on device, such costs can be reduced, or even
removed entirely.
• Faster Response Times. Further to reducing communication costs, on device
computation allows for faster response times. Applications no longer depend on
the quality and reliability of cloud servers or mobile network connections, the
latter being notorious for unreliability. This benefit is key for mission critical
applications such as health care and video surveillance.
• Privacy Preservation. By not communicating with a cloud server, no data needs
to leave the device, allowing user privacy to be preserved. Google researchers have
taken this one step further, investigating methods of DNN training on device in an
effort to preserve user privacy [93].
1.3 Limitations of Current Work
Due to the popularity and demand for on-device computation, combined with the huge
interest in DNNs in general, a number of different avenues have been explored in DNN
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inference optimisation [21]; typically general purpose optimisation and rarely embedded
devices specific. Relevant research into DNN optimisation can be summarised into 4
general categories: (i) reducing computational demands, by optimising the underlying
operations in a DNN; (ii) efficient DNNs for hardware, building more efficient DNN archi-
tectures better suited to mobile architectures; (iii) offloading computation to a server,
exploring methods to still offload computation in a smarter way; and (iv) ensemble
learning, utilising more than one DNN in order to achieve higher accuracy. The benefits
and drawbacks of each of the categories is discussed, in turn, below:
Reducing Computational Demands. There is a wide range of pre-trained DNNs avail-
able. Unfortunately, these networks are often designed to increase accuracy, without
much concern for inference times. As a consequence, a number of software-based
approaches have been proposed to accelerate DNNs on embedded devices. They aim to
accelerate inference time using methods such as: exploiting parameter tuning [70], com-
putational kernel optimization [7, 35], task parallelism [96, 105], and trading precision
for time [53]. Work that trades precision for time often yields the greatest optimisation
potential, however lower accuracy is undesirable. Since a single model is unlikely to meet
all the constraints of accuracy, inference time and energy consumption across inputs [34],
it is attractive to have a strategy to dynamically select the appropriate model to use. The
work in this thesis presents such a capability and is therefore complementary to these
prior approaches.
Efficient DNNs for Hardware. Methods have been proposed to reduce the computa-
tional demands of a deep learning model by: trading prediction accuracy for runtime, com-
pressing a pre-trained network [12, 37, 106], training small networks directly [32, 107],
or a combination of both [50]. Using these approaches, a user now needs to decide
when to use a specific model. Making such a crucial decision is a non-trivial task as
the application context (e.g. the model input) is often unpredictable and constantly
evolving. The work in this thesis alleviates this user burden by automatically selecting
an appropriate model to use.
Offloading Computation. Off-loading computation to the cloud can accelerate DNN
model inference [58, 131], but this is not always applicable due to privacy, latency or
connectivity issues. Recent work attempts to address the issue privacy by obscuring
private data before offloading [99], or moving some computation to the device [93, 116,
138]. The work in this thesis aims to advance the effort to perform more computation
on-device, making it a feasible choice when cloud offloading is prohibitive.
Ensemble Learning. By combining multiple DNNs together, a higher overall accuracy
can be achieved. A number of works have investigated how best to do this [104, 144, 86].
The main drawback of such an approach is the huge amount of system resources it
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requires; mobile and embedded systems often struggle to execute a single DNN, never
mind multiple in sequence. The work in this thesis is able to utilise the benefits of
ensembles without the drawbacks, by generating DNNs off-line and then adaptively
selecting the best DNN to use at runtime.
1.4 Research Questions and Goals
It is clear that there is a demand for on-device deep learning inference for mobile and
embedded systems. However, despite the efforts of the research community, there is no
clear winner on a single best approach to optimise DNNs for embedded inference. This
thesis presents an approach able to combine multiple DNNs into a single model, allowing
a gain in inference time without a loss in accuracy. Furthermore, work that aims to
improve the efficiency of DNN models can be used in conjunction with the work in this
thesis, applying their techniques to the individual DNNs that the Model Selector chooses
from. More specifically, this thesis posits the following hypothesis:
By utilising statistical machine learning methods (SML), recent research efforts can
be combined to create an adaptive and efficient ensemble-like approach to deep learning
inference, without the added costs of conventional ensembles. Furthermore, large deep
learning models can be broken down into a set of smaller models capable of achieving
the same accuracy for a lower cost.
In order to validate this hypothesis, it is broken down into a set of more specific
research questions that will be easier to evaluated. The research questions will be
revisited throughout this thesis in order to evaluate the progress of the work. The research
questions are formalised below:
[RQ 1] By combining multiple DNNs, is it possible to reduce the average inference time
and computational cost across a dataset without causing a reduction in accuracy?
Moreover, how much can inference time be reduced by?
[RQ 2] Is it possible to train a statistical machine learning model to choose the optimal
DNN, at runtime, depending on the input and precision requirement?
[RQ 3] Can orthogonal DNN optimisation techniques such as model compression be used
in conjunction with a statistical machine learning model to further reduce inference
time without a cost in accuracy?
[RQ 4] Can a set of DNNs be generated that are optimised to work together, when combined
with a statistical machine learning model, that achieve even further reductions in
computational costs and inference times?
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1.5 Research Methodology
This thesis adopts an experimental research methodology, using an iterative approach
based on a quantitative analysis of primary data.
Experimental. In order to investigate the potential effectiveness of a SML model in
conjunction with deep learning models, the research questions are broken down into a
set of basic experiments, such as those in Section 4.1.1. All experiments are designed
to reveal interesting insights, resulting in primary data that is quantitatively analysed in
order to inform future experiments, and update the suggested solutions. Furthermore,
experimentation is used to direct the research and further explore areas of an idea that
were not originally considered.
Iterative. By adopting an experimental research methodology, new insights are revealed
during further experimentation. Therefore, exploration via experimentation is used
to inform an iterative approach to repeatedly improve the suggested approaches into
more refined and accurate models. An iterative approach works best for this research
due to the number of interacting components that all have an impact on one another.
For example, it is not immediately clear what, if any, SML model is able to effectively
utilise multiple DNNs. Therefore, the design of this SML model is initially based on
experimentation choosing the best models based on previous research. Furthermore,
once a model is chosen, a decision needs to be made on the best features, and the best
DNNs etc.; The quantitative analysis of the data from, and between, experiments allows
incremental improvements to be made. Intuitively, an iterative approach allows the
exploration and analysis of a diverse number of methods in order to achieve the best
possible implementation. A detailed experimental evaluation is reported in order to check
the feasibility of the final proposed solution.
Quantitative. Finally, a quantitative assessment using real-world data and deep learning
models in conjunction with the suggested solutions is used for evaluation. An NVIDIA
Jetson TX2 embedded deep learning platform is used for evaluation. It is a single board
computer module designed for embedded applications that require high performance
computing [30]. Two popular DNN application domains are considered: image clas-
sification, and machine translation; using the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 dataset, and
WMT09-WMT14 English-German newstest dataset 1, respectively.
Adopting such a research methodology allows for rapid experimentation and analysis
during the exploration phase. Furthermore, a quantitative analysis means that the sug-
gested approaches can be analysed using techniques used in state-of-the art literature,




This chapter presents the main concepts of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and Statistical
Machine Learning (SML) utilised in this thesis. For clarity, Machine Learning (ML) is
used to mean the broad term that includes SML and DNNs. SML specifically refers to
the ML models that have a basis in statistics, such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs),
whereas DNNs refers to the ML models based on Neural Networks. This Chapter begins
by introducing different types of learning, as this terminology is common across DNNs
and SML. For clarification and conciseness, DNNs and SML will be collectively referred to
as learning models in this section. In addition, an in-depth background for both SML and
DNNs is presented in their own subsections, before ending with a background in feature
selection and engineering.
2.1 Types of Learning
There are a number of general categories of learning models which are defined by the
learning algorithm they use. This Section introduces four of the most prominent learning
algorithms: supervised, unsupervised, reinforcement, and online. Below a brief overview
of each learning algorithm is given, alongside some examples of common learning
models for each. It is worth noting that some learning models can fit into more than one
of these categories depending on its use case.
Supervised. In supervised learning the learning model is provided with example inputs
that are labelled with their correct outputs. Figure 2.1 presents an overview of the entire
supervised learning process, from the original input data to the final predictive model.
Supervised learning begins by distilling the input data into a set of labels and features.
Labels are the desired output that the final predictive model should predict when given
this input. The features are designed to describe the original input in as few values as
possible, e.g. if the original input is an image, the features could be the average brightness,
or the number of edges. The same features will be extracted for every input, however their













Fig. 2.1 An overview of the supervised learning process.
values will vary. The combination of features and labels is called the training data. The
learning model can then learn from the training data and adjust its internal parameters to
adapt to it through training. If training is successful, the learning model can then predict
the output label for new, unseen input data. Supervised learning is commonly used in
optimisation problems, where it is beneficial to predict the best solution to a problem,
and the model can be trained off-line [88, 129]. Two categories of supervised learning
that are used in this thesis are: classification, and regression. Classification is based on
discrete output labels, e.g. is there a cat in this picture?; whereas regression is based on
continuous output labels, e.g. given a person’s height, can their weight be predicted?.
Unsupervised. In unsupervised learning the learning model is only supplied with unla-
belled input data – only the features. Figure 2.2 shows an overview of the unsupervised
learning process; when compared to Figure 2.1 the difference between supervised and
unsupervised learning becomes clear. The learning model aims to find commonalities
in the input data, and extract some meaningful information, without a reference of a
correct output. Often, unlabelled data is much easier to collect than labelled data, making
unsupervised learning particularly useful. Commonly, unsupervised learning is used for
program optimisation [142, 91], or, commercially in recommender systems. In anomaly
detection, the algorithm can draw conclusions about what a "normal" input is, and there-
fore indicate when an input fall outside those bounds; this is useful for detecting fraud
etc. Recommender systems, such as those used by retailers to suggest new purchases,
use unsupervised learning to draw conclusions about past purchases to suggest future
purchases. It is worth noting that there is another kind of learning semi-supervised
learning, where the learning model is provided with some labelled and some unlabelled
data. Semi-supervised learning is not used in this thesis.
Reinforcement. Reinforcement learning (RL) is quite different to the learning methods
described so far. In RL, the algorithm is concerned with an agent taking actions in some
environment to maximise the reward it will collect alone the way. The idea behind RL is
intuitive, if we reward good behaviour and punish bad behaviour, the agent will improve
its performance. RL is useful in cases such as using ML techniques to play chess, during








Fig. 2.2 An overview of the unsupervised learning process.
training the algorithm (agent) will learn what is a good or bad move given the current
state of the board (environment). Reinforcement learning is not used in this thesis.
Online. Online learning is another variation of learning algorithms. In the learning
algorithms mentioned above the learning model is supplied with a full training dataset
and is tasked with learning its properties to make predictions in the future; the result is
a static predictor. In online learning the learning model learns as new training data is
produced, and is even able to make predictions during that time; the result is a dynamic
predictor. Online learning is useful in environments where it is necessary for the predictor
to dynamically adapt to new patterns in the data, as the patterns arise, e.g. stock price
prediction. Online learning is not used in this thesis.
2.2 Statistical Machine Learning
This section introduces Statistical Machine Learning (SML), a number of common SML
algorithms that are used in this thesis, and explains some common data preprocessing
techniques. For clarification, Machine Learning is a general term that encompasses
DNNs and SML. In this thesis the abbreviation SML is used to mean Statistical Machine
Learning specifically, whereas ML is used to mean the general term Machine Learning.
SML applies the principles of computer science and statistics to create statistical models
which are used for future predictions (based on past data), and identifying patterns in
data. Furthermore, SML has been successfully employed for various optimisation tasks,
such as: task scheduling [108], cloud deployment [114], network management [135],
etc.
2.2.1 Common Machine Learning Algorithms
This section provides an overview of some common SML algorithms, focussing on the
algorithms that are used in the work within this thesis.
K-Nearest Neighbours. KNN is one of the most popular machine learning algorithms due
to its simplicity, leading to quick inference times, and high accuracy on many tasks. In
supervised learning, KNN works by plotting the input into an N dimensional space, where










Fig. 2.3 A 2-class, 2-feature example of
the K-Nearest Neighbours algorithm. The
point to be classified is represented as a
green circle, and its 5 nearest neighbours
are enclosed in the dashed ring around it.
Class 2Class 1
New Point
Fig. 2.4 A 2-class, non-linearly separable
example of the Support Vector Machine
algorithm. The hyperplane is represented





































Fig. 2.5 A 2-cluster, 2-feature example of the K-means Clustering algorithm. (a) The
initial random assignment of each data point, (b) Calculate the centroid of each cluster, (c)
Re-assign data points to the nearest centroid, (d) Re-calculate centroids of each cluster.
N is the number of input features, and labelling each input point with its output label.
During inference KNN takes the new, unseen input and finds the k (a hyper-parameter
which is defined by the user) closest training points, which are then used to vote for
the predicted output label. An example of the KNN algorithm, with k = 5, is shown in
Figure 2.3. In this example the five nearest neighbours to the new point (green circle)
are: four red triangles, and one blue square; the final predicted label would be class 2, as
it is the most frequent label. KNN can be used for either classification or regression; in
this thesis KNN is used for classification.
K-means Clustering. K-means is similar to KNN, it is another popular algorithm due
to its simplicity, however K-means is unsupervised. Similar to KNN, K-means works by
plotting the input into an N dimensional space, where N is the number of input features.
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F1 > F2
(F3 - F2) > 5  F4 / F1 = 2
True False
(F1 + F2) / F3 > 0.5
Class 2
Class 1
Fig. 2.6 An example of a simple decision tree. F1, F2, etc. represent different features,
and each box is a different decision in the tree. Each branch of the tree ends in a leaf
node representing the class that would be predicted if that branch was followed.
Figure 2.5 shows a simple example of the K-means algorithm. To begin, the user sets
the value of k, in this example k = 2, which reflects the number of classes the data
should be split into. Each data point is then randomly assigned a class (Figure 2.5a),
and the centroid of each class is calculated, shown in Figure 2.5b. Data points are then
re-assigned to the nearest centroid; the centroids are then re-calculated. The process
of re-assignment and re-calculating is repeated until no more improvements can be
made, that is, the mean distance between all centroids and their data points can not be
reduced any more. K-means results in each input data point being assigned to one of the
k clusters.
Decision Trees. DTs are simple and computationally cheap, yet effective. An advantage
of DTs is their ability to be easily interpretable and visualised once they are trained;
Figure 2.6 presents and example of a trained DT. The root of a DT is the starting point of
all decisions; in the example, the root is the decision ’F1 > F2‘. Every decision is either
true or false, the corresponding branch is taken depending on the outcome of the decision.
The tree ends in leaf nodes, which are the the class that would be predicted if that leaf is
reached. During training a DT will try to find the best decisions that split the data most
effectively. The depth and width etc. are controlled using hyper-parameters, however
the deeper a tree the more complex it becomes; a balance needs to be struck between
complexity and accuracy of the predictor. Some uses of DTs involve determining the
loop unroll factor [71], and deciding the profitability of GPU acceleration [140]. DTs can
be used for either classification or regression problems.
Support Vector Machines. SVMs are another popular SML algorithm that are used in
supervised learning, they are more computationally complex than KNN and DTs, which
allow them to solve more complex problems. During training a SVM will try to draw
a hyperplane between training data points with different labels. In a simple case in
which there is only have two classes, A and B, the SVM will find the hyperplane that




Fig. 2.7 An example of a regression-based
curve fitting. Green boxes represent the 6
training examples. The dashed line shows
the suggested curve, which maps values





Fig. 2.8 An example of a 2 state Markov
Chain. Each state can transition into every
other state, including itself; transition are
represented as arrows. The probability of
each transition labels its arrow.
best separates the data while maximising the margin, that is, the space either side of the
hyperplane that does not contain any data points. Figure 2.4 shows a simple example
of the SVM algorithm. In this example the new point (green circle) would be classified
as a red class 2 as it is on that side of the hyperplane. Making use of kernels in an SVM
increases the computational complexity, but allows the input of non-linearly separable
data. A kernel is some functional transformation of the input data, usually to increase
the number of dimensions, and allow a linear separation to be found. Once a linear
separation has been found the data is mapped back into its original lower-dimensional
space; this is where the curved hyperplane comes from in Figure 2.4. SVMs can be used
for either classification or regression problems.
Logistic Regression. Logistic regression is a widely used supervised learning technique,
it is very similar to linear regression, however logistic regression is designed for non-
linear tasks. Contrary to SML algorithms such as KNN, regression outputs are continuous,
the approach aims to map values of the input, x, to the output, y, by finding the curve, or
function, f (x). Simply put, logistic regression can be considered ‘curve fitting’. During
training the learning process for logistic regression slightly adjusts the parameters in
f (x) (the current learned curve) to reduce the error between the learned curve and the
data points. Figure 2.7 presents an example of a trained logistic regression model. To
begin, the algorithm was presented with six data points which were used to train and
adjust f (x) until the line shown was learned. During deployment a y output value can
then be predicted based on f (x) for any input value of x. Regression has been proven
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useful as a cost estimator, such as predicting execution time [83] or predicting energy
consumption [109].
Markov Chain. Markov Chains are a common, and relatively simple, way to statistically
model random processes. Conceptually, they model a number of ‘states’, which form
a ‘state space’, and the probability of ‘transitioning’ from one state to another. Markov
chains are built upon the Markov Property, which states that the transition from one state
to another is only dependant on the current state and time, and is independent of the
series of states that preceded it [90]. Therefore each transition in a Markov Chain has
a probability of likelihood. As every state in a Markov chain can transition into every
other state the complexity of the model grows exponentially as more states are added,
limiting the number of states a Markov chain can effectively support. Markov chains can
be used to generate data based off of a training dataset. As a simple example, a Markov
Chain could be used to predict future weather patterns; whether it will be Sunny (S), or
Rainy (R). To begin the user would need to supply the model with a list of past data, the
Markov Chain will learn the probability of each transition from each state to create the
model. Figure 2.8 shows a trained example of the Markov chain with two states: ‘S’,
and ‘R’. Markov Chains have been used in previous work for text generation [39] and
financial modelling [97].
2.2.2 Statistical Machine Learning Feature Preprocessing
One key aspect in building a successful SML model is the features. This section introduces
common feature preprocessing techniques that are used in this thesis. Depending on the
problem and the domain, a different set of features will be chosen, however there are a
set of standard steps a user can take to improve the model’s effectiveness. These steps
fall under two main categories: feature scaling and feature selection. Feature scaling is
the process of scaling all features to a common range to prevent the range of any single
feature being a factor in its importance. Feature selection is the process of reducing our
feature count to improve the SML model’s generalisability. Below, a brief overview of
each of these steps is given.
Correlation. Checking for correlation between features reveals redundant features, i.e.
2 or more features which represent the same information, and drop them, reducing the
computation of the SML model. To calculate the correlation between features, a matrix
of correlation coefficients is constructed. This thesis uses Pearson product-moment
correlation (PCC) to produce a matrix, which yields coefficient values between -1 and
+1. The closer the absolute value is to 1, the stronger the linear correlation between the
two features being tested. A threshold value is then chosen empirically, and any features
above the threshold are removed.
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Feature Scaling. The aim of feature scaling is to bring all features into a standard
range to improve accuracy; scaling can also bring computational speed-up. Scaling
does not affect the distribution or variance of feature values. Scaling can come in a
number of forms, which are effective for different SML algorithms. Standardisation and
normalisation will be covered here. During standardisation feature data is scaled to a
mean value of 0, and a standard deviation of 1. To normalise data, it is scaled between
the range 0 and 1.
Principal Component Analysis. (PCA) is a linear transformation technique used for
feature reduction. PCA aims to reduce the feature count while maximising the feature
variance; it is able to remove redundant features. The end goal of PCA is to produce a
new feature-set of principal components where there is the minimum correlation (and
maximum variance) between the features. Internally, PCA is more complex than simply
removing the correlated features. The first principal component is chosen in such a
way that it represents the most variability in the original feature-set that is possible. All
subsequent principal components are chosen in a similar fashion, however they must
also be orthogonal to all preceding principal components. Since the variance between
the features does not depend on the SML output, PCA does not take output labels into
account.
Linear Discriminant Analysis. (LDA), similar to PCA, is an alternate linear transfor-
mation technique used for feature reduction. However, LDA relies on output labels to
reduce the dimensions of the feature-set. LDA aims to find a decision boundary around
each cluster of a class. It then projects the original data points into new dimensions,
such that the resulting clusters are as separate from each other as possible; the individual
elements of each cluster should be as close to the cluster centroid as possible. Each new
dimension is called a linear discriminant. The linear discriminants are ranked based on
their ability to: minimise the distance between each centroid and its data points, and
maximise the distance between each of the clusters. LDA outperforms PCA in most
cases when the input data is uniformly distributed, however LDA requires labelled data.
Feature Importance. Often the final step in feature selection is evaluating the impor-
tance of each feature, and removing the features which have little impact on the final
accuracy. A common way to evaluate feature importance is to first train and evaluate
the SML model using all features, producing a score. In turn, each feature is removed
and the SML model is trained and evaluated again, taking note of the reduction in score.
Intuitively, the features which have little impact on the score when removed are less
important, and can be removed. This process can be repeated iteratively to remove a
number of features until the accuracy drop is too high.








Fig. 2.9 A simple neural network consisting of 3 layers. Blue circles represent individual
neurons, which are grouped into layers that are represented by the orange rectangles.













Fig. 2.10 The structure of a single neuron of a neural network. This neuron consists of m
inputs and a single output. Each circle represents data or an operation.
2.3 Deep Neural Networks
SML models are relatively simple and require a user to carefully engineer a set of features.
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are capable of solving much more complex problems, and,
in some architectures, can learn the features for the user. This section introduces DNNs,
their terminology, how they work, and some of their applications. In some contexts DNNs
are referred to as Deep Learning (DL), which is seen as a subset of Machine Learning
that refers specifically to DNNs. To begin, this Section gives a brief introduction to DNNs
before moving on to introduce and describe some DNN terminology. Furthermore, this
section describes the special DNN architectures that are specific to this work. Finally,
some relevant applications of DNNs are described.
2.3.1 Structure
Neural Networks (NNs) are inspired by the human brain, which is made up of neurons,
and connections; connections are formed between neurons. DNNs are a special ‘Deep’
variant of NNs (here ‘Deep’ simply means the network is large, defined in more detail
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below) and can be seen as a computer simulation of a brain. DNNs are made up of two
main components: neurons and connections. Below, these two components are described
in more detail. They will then be built upon, introducing new components, until a simple
DNN (shown in Figure 2.9) is created.
Neuron. Neurons are a basic unit of a NN that consist of inputs, an activation function,
and an output. In basic NNs, neuron output is calculated as the weighted sum of the inputs
followed by the neuron’s activation function, which is usually non-linear. This can be
seen in Figure 2.10, m inputs (blue) are multiplied by their individual weights (orange),
the sum is taken (green) followed by the neuron’s activation function. The weight of each
input is decided by the input connection. Neurons are organised into layers. In more
complex and specialised NNs, neuron output can be calculated differently; explained in
more detail in Section 2.3.3. Unless a neuron is part of the input layer all of its inputs
are received via connections from other neurons. Finally, unless the neuron is part of the
output layer its output is sent via a connection to one or more neurons.
Connection. Connections are how neurons communicate with each other. Every connec-
tion connects one neuron to another, and has a weight. Except between special layers
(described in Section 2.3.3), the output of the sending neuron is multiplied by the weight
to either increase or decrease the signal given to the receiving neuron. In Figure 2.10
the inputs are the outputs of connected neurons. The weight of a connection will change
during training.
Layer. A layer consists of multiple neurons which are not connected to each other.
Layers are connected when the neurons in one layer are connected to the neurons in
another. Figure 2.9 shows a simple NN consisting of three layers, an input, output and
hidden layer. Each layer is represented by an orange rectangle; note that the connections
are still formed between neurons and not layers. If a layer has no predecessor it is an
input layer, if it has no successor it is an output layer. All layers between the input
and output layers are hidden layers. If the number of hidden layers is large (in general,
more than 8 [66]) then a NN is considered a DNN. Modern DNNs can have hundreds of
layers [149]. There are many different types of specialised layers which are described in
more detail later.
2.3.2 Terminology
A useful DNN is one that can take a new, unseen input and make an accurate prediction
through a process called inference. In order to create an accurate DNN it will need to
be trained on some input data (a training dataset in the context of this thesis) using
some set of hyper-parameters. Below, each of these terms are described in more detail.
Pre-trained networks, transfer learning, and fine-tuning are also described in detail below.






Fig. 2.11 A simple example of training a DNN to differentiate between images that either
do or do not contain dogs. Each class label in the training dataset (e.g.’dogs’) contains
hundreds or even thousands of images.
Training Datasets. Training an accurate DNN typically requires a larger amount of data
compared with traditional NNs. Generally, more and higher quality data results in a better
trained DNN. In this case data means a set of inputs for the DNN along with their desired
output, that is, their class, or label. As a simplified example, to train a DNN to predict
whether an image contains a dog or not then it needs to be provided with two classes of
data; Figure 2.11 shows this example. The first is a set of images of dogs, with the label
of ‘dog’; and the second is a set of images of anything but dogs, labelled as ‘not dogs’.
In real-world applications there are typically hundreds or even thousands of classes
that the DNN will choose between during inference. Collecting enough data to train an
accurate DNN then becomes a huge task. To get around this problem there are a set of
standard datasets for different tasks, each containing huge amounts of data. Two different
datasets are used in this thesis: ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 dataset [113] (often referred
to as ImageNet), used for image classification; and WMT English-German newstest
dataset 1, used for machine translation. It is worth noting that smaller ’toy‘ datasets are
also available, such as MNIST [72] and CIFAR-10 [65]. These datasets consist of fewer
classes (around 10, 100x less than ImageNet) and are often used as a proof of concept for
DNN optimisation tasks, however the results do not always carry over to more complex
problems.
Training. Training a DNN is the process of incrementally updating its weights to reduce
the error of predictions, and increase overall accuracy. Gradient descent is commonly
used to train DNNs, and is based on an algorithm called back-propagation; it is an iterative
process of inference, back-propagation, and weight update. During training the DNN is
given an input, and it produces an output. The inference result could be right or wrong,
which is quantitatively measured by the loss function. Next, the gradient of the loss
function is calculated using back-propagation for each neuron and weight, working from
the output layer backwards. Finally, the weights are updated using gradient descent.
1http://www.statmt.org/wmt15/
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Training a DNN often takes hundreds of thousands of iterations; more training data leads
to more iterations. Training is often measured in epochs instead of iterations, where each
epoch represents a pass over the entire training dataset.
Inference. The process of a DNN calculating its output for a given input is called inference,
also known as a feed-forward pass. During inference the input values are given to their
respective input neurons, which calculate their output. The outputs are then passed to the
next layer in the network via connections. This process is then repeated for every hidden
layer in the network until reaching the output layer, where its output is the output of the
network.
Hyper-Parameters. DNN hyper-parameters are settings that can be tuned to influence
the DNN’s behaviour, they are parameters of a DNN that cannot be learned from the
training data. Attempting to learn DNN hyper-parameters directly from the training
data leads to over-fitting, creating a model unable to generalise well to all data. The
number and type of hyper-parameters depend on the type of DNN. Some examples
include: learning rate, which influences the learning progress of a DNN; number of hidden
layers, either increasing or decreasing the model capacity; and convolutional kernel
size, deciding the size of a kernel in a convolutional layer (see Section 2.3.3). To guide
hyper-parameter tuning during training a validation set of the training data is usually
left out. The validation set is then used to test the trained model’s generalisability to
new data. Hyper-parameter tuning is usually an expensive and time-consuming process,
leading to automatic hyper-parameter tuning libraries being included in frameworks such
as TensorFlow.
Pre-Trained Model. Training a DNN requires a lot of computational power and time.
Bigger networks, more training data, and high quality training data typically leads
to a more accurate DNN. Unfortunately, it can also lead to long training times when
specialised hardware is not available. For example, training the simplest version of
ResNet (ResNet_v2_50) on the ImageNet dataset for 90 epochs using an NVIDIA M40
GPU takes 14 days [151]. To make DNNs more accessible independent researchers have
trained state of the art DNN architectures on complex and freely available datasets such
as ImageNet ILSVRC dataset. They then release the weights of their trained DNN and
its architecture to the public. A pre-trained DNN is a combination of the weights and
architecture, which can be downloaded.
Transfer Learning. A pre-trained DNN can be used to bootstrap the training of a different
DNN through transfer learning. The central concept of transfer learning is to use a more
complex, but successful, DNN to ‘transfer’ its learning to a simpler problem. The key
idea behind transfer learning is that the earlier layers in the DNN have learned some
useful information, and its hyper-parameters have already been found to be useful.
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Therefore, if the later layer(s) are replaced, they can be retrained for the new problem.
For example, starting with a DNN pre-trained on the ImageNet ILSVRC dataset, transfer
learning can be used to only determine the breed of dog contained in the input image.
Transfer learning can take two approaches: simpler fine-tuning, or the more complex
representation learning. In fine-tuning only the last couple of layers are replaced and
retrained, to represent the new problem the DNN is solving. These layers are responsible
for producing the DNN output values, typically label probabilities. To limit training to
only the new, replaced layers, all other layers would need to be frozen. Representation
learning replaces the last few layers of the DNN with a wholly new model, using the
pre-trained model as a kind of feature extractor. Representation learning is more complex
than fine-tuning as the user is required to design a new NN for their task, however, it is
more adaptable.
2.3.3 Neural Network Architectures
This section gives an overview of the different types of neural network architectures, and
the layers that make each of them unique. The following sections cover: Multi-Layer
Perceptrons (MLPs), and explain fully connected layers; Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs), introducing convolutional, and pooling layers; and Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs).
Multi-Layer Perceptrons.
MLPs consist of at least three layers: an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer;
although they can consist of any number of hidden layers. All neurons, except those
in the input layer, use a non-linear activation function. All layers in a MLP are fully
connected in sequence, that is, all neurons in layeri are connected to all neurons in
layeri+1. Figure 2.9 is an example of a small three-layer MLP. Sometimes, MLPs are
referred to as "vanilla" neural networks [42]. MLPs are not directly used in this thesis,
however the architectures that are used build upon them.
Convolutional Neural Networks
For tasks such as image processing, MLPs suffer from several drawbacks, for example
spatial information is lost when flattening the image for input into an MLP. CNNs are
good at capturing spatial information from the input (such as images) through the use of
convolutional layers, which perform convolutions, and pooling layers, which shrink the
output and reduce noise within the network. Typically, one or more convolutional layers
are followed by a pooling layer. Convolutional and pooling layers are described in more
details below.
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...
Fig. 2.12 A red convolutional filter (3x3) is sliding over the blue layer input (5x5). This
convolutional layer has a stride of 1, and no padding. The filter slides from left to right,
top to bottom.
Iter 1 Iter 2 Iter 3 Iter 4
...
Fig. 2.13 A red convolutional filter (3x3) is sliding over the blue layer input (5x5). This
convolutional layer has a stride of 2, and a padding of 1. The filter slides from left to
right, top to bottom.
Convolutional Layers. Convolutional layers perform convolutions in place of general
matrix multiplication, which is typically used in MLPs. Each convolutional layer is made
up of a number of filters of a specified size (usually 3x3 or 5x5). The filters are ’moved‘
across the layer input from left to right, top to bottom, performing a matrix multiplication
and producing a single output value during each iteration; the layer is convolving the
input. Figure 2.12 shows a simple 2D convolutional filter passing over a layer input. As
the iteration increases, the filter moves one step right until reaching the edge of the input
(iter 3) where it continues on the next row (iter 4). Convolutional layers can also be tuned
to have different levels of padding and stride; these values are set per convolutional layer,
and are another example of hyper-parameter. Figure 2.13 shows how the convolutional
filter interacts with the input when the padding and stride are set to 1 and 2, respectively.
For clarification, Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show a single filter of a 2D convolutional layer,
this process is repeated for each filter in the layer. In 3D convolutional layers, each
filter is the same depth as the layer input, in Figure 2.14 this is 3. During training each
filter will learn to recognise a specific "feature", e.g. eyes, or teeth. Therefore, as each
filter slides across the whole input, a CNN is able to recognise what an image contains,
rather than where an object is. The output of a filter is then passed through an activation
function, typically ReLU, which decides if a feature is present at each location in the
image, producing a feature map. The output size of a convolutional layer depends on a












Fig. 2.14 How the data value changes shape as it passes through each layer. Equation 2.1
shows the equation used to calculate output sizes. Data volumes are represented as blue
cuboids, and layers are represented as arrows, described in purple text. Input is a 32x32
image with 3 colour channels.
number of factors, and can be formalised in the following equation:
input_size− f ilter_size+2× padding
stride
+1 (2.1)
Figure 2.14 shows an example of this equation. Filter outputs are stacked depth-wise
meaning the layer output depth is equal to the number of filters. Typically feature maps
are then passed through pooling layers to shrink the output and reduce noise.
Pooling Layers. Pooling layers are very similar to convolutional layers, they are a
special type of convolutional layer used to shrink the output and reduce noise in the
network. Pooling works in a similar way to filters, although the pooling operation is
specified and not learned, and is typically average pooling, or max pooling. In average
pooling, the output value is the average of all the values that the pooling filter can ‘see’,
and in max pooling the output value is the maximum. 3D pooling is performed on each
‘depth slice’, meaning the depth is equal before and after a pooling layer. Figure 2.14
shows how the convolutional and pooling layers change the size and shape of data as it
passes through the network.
CNNs are usually computation bounded due to the number of matrix multiplications
required in each layer, therefore much research has gone into reducing the amount of
computation in each convolutional layer. This thesis makes heavy use of CNNs as a case
study, this is due to its easily accessible nature; the approaches described in this work
have been designed to be applicable to all domains of DNNs.
Recurrent Neural Networks
RNNs are good at capturing temporal information from the input, such as speech. Unlike
the neural network architectures explained above, RNNs contain self connections, where
they get their name from, which serves as a kind of memory. Rather than individual
layers having self connections, RNNs are built of recurring modules; different module







Fig. 2.15 A simple recurrent neural with its inputs, outputs and recurring module (RM).
W variables are the weights for the following connections: Wx, for the connection from
the input layer to RM; Wy, for the connection from RM to the output layer; and Wrm,
for the connection of RM to itself. a is the activation of the previous layer. Figure 2.16























Fig. 2.16 An unrolled version of the RNN shown in Figure 2.15. The subscript of x, y
and a variables represent their time step (t). The RM produces an a value during every t
which is used during the next t (t +1). Connection weights are the same for every time
step.
structures separate different sub-architectures of RNNs. Therefore, when an RNN makes a
prediction on an input it is not only considering the input it received at time t, but also
the previous input at time t −1. Figures 2.15 and 2.16 show an example of a simple RNN,
and how it interacts with itself between values of t. Two popular variants of RNNs are
described below: GRU and LSTM networks.
Gated Recurrent Unit. (GRU) networks [14] are a popular variant of RNN. The key idea
is the ‘cell state’ which allows a GRU network to retain any information without much
loss. A GRU network contains two ‘gates’: the update gate, and the relevance gate; they
help to regulate the flow of information to the cell state. The relevance gate uses a
sigmoid function to decide how relevant the information from the previous time step
is, while calculating the current cell state; it outputs a candidate updated cell state. The
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update gate also uses a sigmoid function, it decides the portion of the previous cell state
to retain based off of the candidate updated cell state (which was output by the relevance
gate). During training, the gates learn which data in a sequence is important and which is
not – they learn which information is worth keeping – allowing a GRU network to pass
information in long sequences. GRU networks are relatively simple and require much less
computational power, so can be used to form deeper networks.
Long Short-Term Memory. (LSTMs) networks [48] are another popular variant of RNN.
LSTMs are capable of both long and short term temporal dependencies; they have shown
to be effective for many tasks, particularly when the input consists of long sequences. In
a GRU module, the cell state is equal to the output value, however that is not the case in an
LSTM, they are different things. To facilitate this, an LSTM contains three gates: the forget
gate, the update gate, and the output gate. The update and forget gates are responsible for
updating the current cell state by filtering the previous cell state and candidate cell state.
The output gate decides what to output based on the current cell state (after the update
and forget gates) and the input. Relative to GRU networks, LSTM networks are slower and
more complex, however LSTMs are more powerful.
Unlike CNNs, RNNs are typically memory bounded. This thesis makes use of RNNs as
a case study of machine translation.
2.3.4 Applications
Many applications can benefit from DNNs, ranging from machine translation to medicine.
This thesis presents work which can be applied to DNNs in general, and therefore is a
benefit to all applications. In order to facilitate the evaluation of the contributions of
this thesis, it has been applied to two common DNN domains: image classification, and
machine translation. These domains have been chosen due to their easy accessibility and
large usage. Below a brief overview of each domain is provided.
Image classification. The task of automatically labelling an input image to describe
its contents is known as image classification. There are many useful applications of
image classification such as facial recognition. With the help of the yearly ImageNet
Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [113] plenty of recent research
has improved the accuracy of DNNs designed for this task. Currently, the most powerful
networks are able to match humans for accuracy in the ILSVRC challenge, however
these networks also come at a high computation cost.
Machine Translation. The most well known application of machine translation is
Google translate, which aims to make translation between languages easily accessible.
However, machine translation has proven to be a more difficult task than image classifica-
tion and there is still plenty of research focussing on how to improve it [20]. Evaluation
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of this work uses the WMT newstest dataset, although there are a number of others




Deep Learning (DL) has proven its ability in solving many difficult problems such as:
object recognition [24, 43], facial recognition [102, 123], speech processing [2], and
machine translation [4]. However, the DNN architectures that have been developed to solve
these problems are often resource intensive tasks, consuming a considerable amount of
CPU, GPU, memory, and power [9]. While running on powerful, specialised servers,
their resource consumption is often an afterthought, however many of these tasks are
also important application domains for resource-limited embedded systems [68]. There-
fore DNNs need optimising, otherwise the gap between the resources available and the
resources required will lead to long inferencing times, making real-time applications
infeasible. The work in this thesis makes use of statistical machine learning (SML)
techniques to optimise DNNs for embedded systems. This section briefly reviews pre-
vious relevant research into DNN optimisation, and work that utilises SML for different
optimisation tasks. Although this thesis focusses on improving inferencing times, the
similar work that is presented below often uses DNN parameter count (the total number of
weights and biases in a model) to evaluate their approaches. A reduction in parameter
count does not necessarily lead to a reduction in runtime, what matters more is sparsity
and the underlying hardware; these points are explained in more detail in Sections 3.1
and 3.2, respectively. The areas of DNN optimisation that are covered are as follows:
reducing computational demands, efficient DNNs for hardware, offloading computation to
a server, ensemble learning, and improving DNN training. The final subsection focusses
on applications of machine learning in optimisation.
3.1 Reducing DNN Computational Demands
DNNs are a powerful tool. They have been able to achieve notable successes in various
tasks that previously seemed difficult [66, 74, 14]. There is a wide availability of pre-
trained state-of-the-art DNNs for a wide variety of domains, such as image classification.
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Table 3.1 An overview of the work presented in Section 3.1. Due to the lack of agreed
upon benchmark(s) a number of different datasets and base models have been used to
evaluate work. This has also lead to a number of footnotes needing to be added for
some work. See below the table for more information. Size is the rounded number
of parameters of the model. Accuracy is the top-1 accuracy for image classification
problems. NSI is an abbreviation of No Significant Impact.




- ILSVRC AlexNet 61M 62.5%
Base VGG-16
Model [118]
- ILSVRC VGG-16 138.4M 71.3%
Base Inception
Model [125]
- ILSVRC Inception 6.8M 68.7%
Han et al. [37] Per layer pruning MNIST AlexNet 6.7M(89%) NSI
Han et al. [37] Per layer pruning MNIST VGG-16 10.3M(92.5%) NSI
Srinivas et
al. [120]
Per layer pruning CIFAR-10 AlexNet 36.6M(34.6%) NSI
He et al. [45] Per layer pruning LVCSR Unclear 13.1M(40.7%) NSI
Luo et al. [84] Per layer filter pruning ILSVRC VGG-16 1.22M(99.1%) 62.97%(-8.33%)
Hu et al. [51] Per layer filter pruning ILSVRC VGG-16 65.6M(52.6%) NSI
He et al. [46] Per layer filter pruning ILSVRC ResNet-101 (41.2%)a NSIe
Fang et al. [29] Per layer filter pruning ILSVRC-100b ResNet-50 (Up to ~17.2%)c NSI - 73%(~-20%)
Molchanov et al.
[94]
Per layer filter pruning ILSVRC VGG-16 (54.5%)d 84.5%(-4.8%)e
Anwar et al. [3] Per layer quantisation MNIST Custom NN - (~90%) NSI
Wu et al. [147] Per layer quantisation ILSVRC-12f AlexNet ~3.3M(94.7%) NSI
Chen et al. [12] New NN architecture MNIST Custom NN - (87.5%) NSIg
Hwang et al. [54] New NN architecture TIMIT Custom NN - NSIg
Khoram et al. [62] Per layer quantisation ILSVRC VGG-16 ~43.7M(~68.4%) NSI
Han et al. [36] Per layer optimisation ILSVRC AlexNet ~1.8M(97.1%) NSI
Howard et al. [49] New NN architecture ILSVRC MobileNet_V3 5.4M 75.2%
Zoph et al. [158] New NN architecture ILSVRC NasNetMobile 7.7M 74.4%
SqueezeNet [55] New NN architecture ILSVRC AlexNet ~1.2M(98%) NSI
aOnly presented as a reduction in FLOPs.
bA subset of ImageNet is used, containing only 100 classes.
cPresented as a range of different models. Smaller models are less accurate.
dOnly presented as a time speedup on NVIDIA TITAN X.
eOnly the top-5 accuracy is given.
fA subset of ImageNet is used, containing only 12 classes.
gCompared to a comparable non-quantised NN.
Unfortunately, these networks are often designed to increase accuracy, without much
concern for inference times. As a consequence, there has been much research into the
optimal trade-off between accuracy and inference runtime. This section investigates
current approaches that take a pre-trained model and reduce its computational complexity
while having minimal impact on accuracy. Pruning, quantization, and other miscellaneous
methods are discussed, finishing with a short summary. Each subsection will begin with
a brief overview of the approach, followed by a discussion of recent work in the area. It
is worth noting that the community is yet to agree on some benchmark(s) to measure all
methods, therefore comparisons between work can be difficult. MLPerf [92] is a recently
published machine learning benchmark suite that aims to become a “de facto” benchmark
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(a) Before Pruning (b) After Pruning
Fig. 3.1 An example of pruning on a simple DNN, shown in (a). The input and output
layers are coloured red to show that they cannot be pruned. After pruning (b), the chosen
neurons (blue circles) are removed from the network along with their connections. The
pruned network uses less computational resources.
suite in order to make future research more comparable. To help frame current work
Table 3.1 presents an overview of work in this area.
3.1.1 Pruning
Neural network pruning is based on the idea that neural networks are often over-
parametrized. Some neurons are redundant and have little impact on the overall output; an
idea initially introduced back in 1990 by Yan Lecun [73]. Figure 3.1 shows an example of
how pruning works. For this example, the removed neurons have been chosen at random;
a smart pruning method would carefully pick which neurons to remove. Figure 3.1b
shows that each neurons respective connections are also removed as they are no longer
needed, further reducing computational demands of the network.
If every neuron in a network can be ranked according to how much they contribute,
those which have minimal effect on the final output can be removed. However, removing
a neuron will result in a drop in the overall network accuracy, and some fine-tuning is
required for the model to recover. Therefore, pruning is usually an iterative process
of prune, fine-tune, and repeat. Successful pruning will result in a faster, smaller, and
more generalised network. Two different types of pruning are presented below: standard
pruning, which focusses on pruning fully connected layers; and filter pruning, which
focusses on pruning convolutional filters from CNNs.
Standard Pruning
Until recently, most pruning research focussed on the fully connected layers; specifically
on how to effectively rank neurons. Early approaches to neuron ranking were based
on Biased Weight Decay [38] and the Hessian of the loss function [73, 41]. Magnitude
based ranking methods, such as Biased Weight Decay, are less effective than those based
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on the Hessian of the loss function. However, the methods proposed in [73, 41] are more
computationally expensive. In more recent work such as [45], three metrics are proposed
to rank the neurons in a layer. All three of the metrics achieved similar results, able to
prune the DNN to around 40% of its original size. However, in [110] the authors show
that a blind pruning method that randomly selects the nodes to be removed achieves
similar results. In [37], the authors show that removing the neurons that have an absolute
weight value near zero can be an effective method, reducing the number of connections
in AlexNet by 90% without a drop in accuracy. While this is a less computationally
expensive method, it is less effective. The pruning is done on a per layer basis, and
is based on the assumption that weights are always distributed around zero within a
layer, which is not always true. Furthermore, the threshold for ‘near zero’ is based on a
quality parameter which needs to be manually chosen per layer, which is infeasible for
large networks. An alternate, computationally cheaper method to pruning was presented
in [120]; here they avoid the expensive fine-tuning step. Their method is based on finding
the difference between pairs of neurons, which they name saliency, and removing those
with the lowest saliency. Unfortunately, this method only achieves a 35% reduction
in AlexNet, much lower than other methods. When a pruning method does not utilise
fine-tuning there is often a trade-off in computation and pruning effectiveness.
Uses training data to determine the pruned filters?
Filter Pruning
In CNNs the pruning operation needs to be slightly different. Using standard pruning
methods will only prune some of the weights in each convolutional filter, resulting in
sparse filters, termed non-structured sparsity. It is a non-trivial task to reach the full
potential of computational speed up given by non-structured sparsity. In this scenario,
even though some of the weights have been removed the user may not see any benefit as
the entire convolutional filter still requires full execution to allow the model to continue.
In [145, 76] the authors propose a structured sparsity method of CNN pruning, removing
entire convolutional filters, therefore avoiding the sparsity problem. An added benefit of
removing convolutional filters is the reduction in memory use. A number of methods
have been proposed to choose which filters should be pruned. In [84] the authors propose
using layeri+1’s statistics to guide the pruning of layeri, while a successful method, this
is computationally heavy due to the analysis needed at each layer. Hu et al. [51] propose
using the percentage of zero activations of each filter. They show that this method is
mainly effective for deeper convolution layers and fully-connected layers in large CNNs.
In [29] the authors propose a ranking method named Triplet Response Residual (TRR),
based on the intuition that a filter is important if it is able to extract features that are
useful to differentiate images belonging to different classes. TRR is able to outperform
L1-Norm ranking method, achieving much higher accuracy when the same percentage
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of the model is pruned. However, calculating TRR is computationally expensive and
becomes infeasible with large numbers of filters and/or classes. Another ranking method
was proposed in [94], based on first order Taylor expansion of the network cost function.
The aim was to choose the best filters to remove while having minimal impact on the
absolute network cost. In this work they were also able to carry out a brute force search
for the best filters to prune for VGG-16, and show that Taylor expansion based pruning
methods achieve the best performance. Alternate methods have been proposed where a
pre-trained model is not required. In [46] the authors propose soft filter pruning where
pruned filters are allowed to recover during training; achieving on par performance to
a pruned pre-trained model. Lin et al. [79] present a new method of ranking filters for
removal using a mask, yielding more pruning over typical pruning approaches. However,
their approach requires the method for calculating loss to be altered, resulting in the need
for an expensive retraining step, alongside extra hyper-parameter tuning. Therefore, their
approach can be significantly more expensive than typical pruning techniques.
3.1.2 Quantization
Neural network quantization focusses on reducing the precision and bit-width of the
weights and activations within a model; predominantly 32-bit floating point has been
used. Quantization is an effective method of reducing the bandwidth and storage of a
DNN. Furthermore, when integer representation is used in place of floating point there is a
reduction in overall computation. Numerous works such as [136] have demonstrated
that weights and activations can be represented using 8-bit integers without incurring
a significant loss in accuracy. In order to convert the floating point representation into
an integer, a scale factor is introduced to map the original dynamic range into the
integer format range. This leads to a lower resolution of representable values, therefore a
reduction in overall precision. The mapping between floating point and integer values
has a big impact on the overall resulting performance.
The work presented in [3] quantized the neural network using L2 error minimization;
quantizing the layers one by one. Wu et al. [147] applied k-means clustering quantization
to the parameter values. HashedNets are presented in [12] which reduce bit-width
though the use of hash functions to randomly group connection weights. All three of
these works show promising results, as shown in Table 3.1, shrinking the NN by over
87% each. However, their results are based on simple problems and small NN, and it
is unclear whether the results carry over to bigger problems and models. Alternatively,
more extreme methods of bit-width reduction have been suggested. In [54] the authors
proposed ternary weights and 3-bit activations, achieving only negligible performance
loss. Binary networks have also been suggested, such as BinaryConnect [17] and
BinaryNet [18]; here the weights and activations are limited to either +1 or −1. However,
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the presented methods have not been proven on large datasets such as ILSVRC 2012,
only smaller toy datasets such as MNIST and CIFAR-10. All the above methods equally
reduce the precision and bit-width of the entire network at once. The work presented
in [62] allows for unique quantization precisions for each parameter. However this is
currently only applicable to specialised hardware.
3.1.3 Other Methods
This subsection covers a number of methods that have been suggested to reduce the
computational complexity of DNNs that do not fit into either pruning or quantization.
Han et al. [36] present Deep Compression, a three stage pipeline of pruning, trained
quantization and Huffman coding. Deep Compression was shown to reduce AlexNet
by 35x and VGG-16 by 49x. However, this work still suffers from manually tuning
the threshold parameter for pruning for each layer, making this work infeasible for
larger DNNs. Replacing the fully connected layer with global average pooling has been
suggested as another method of reducing the number of parameters of DNNs. The work
in [125, 78] show success with this approach, achieving state-of-the-art results on a
number of benchmarks. Unfortunately, this approach makes fine-tuning the networks for
a different task more difficult.
Finally, some work suggests entirely new DNN architectures, built with the objective
of using less parameters from the ground up [49, 158]. SqueezeNet [55] was able to
achieve AlexNet level accuracy with 50x fewer parameters; this can be reduced further
when used in combination with Deep Compression. AlexNet does not achieve state-of-
the-art results, therefore SqueezeNet is mostly used in applications where model size is a
priority and not accuracy. EfficientNets [128] are a new DNN architecture, designed to
be a smarter way of scaling up CNNs in order to use less parameters to achieve similar
or better performance. A family of DNNs are presented which trade-off accuracy for
faster inferencing times; however it is still down to the user to decide which is the
best model to use, a non-trivial task. Recently researchers have investigated methods
to automatically generate new DNN architectures [16, 157]. This is a promising area
of research, removing the need for experts or off-the-shelf DNNs for the typical user;
however they are computationally expensive while searching got the most efficient DNN
for big datasets. Such work could be used in conjunction to the work presented in this
thesis, able to automatically design the best DNN for sub-sets of the full dataset.
3.1.4 Summary
Methods have been proposed to reduce the computational complexity of DNNs by trading
prediction accuracy for runtime through: pruning, quantization, unique architectures,
training small networks directly, or some combination of those methods. These methods
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Table 3.2 An overview of the work presented in Section 3.2. Due to the lack of agreed
upon benchmark(s) a number of different base models and hardware platforms have been
used to evaluate work. This has also lead to a number of footnotes needing to be added
for some work. See below the table for more information. Speedup is given on a mobile
GPU unless otherwise stated. Accuracy is the top-1 accuracy for image classification
problems. NSI is an abbreviation of No Significant Impact.
Paper Description Dataset Base Model Speedup Accuracy
(Reduction%)
Han et al. [35] Custom Hardware ILSVRC AlexNet 92.3% NSI
SparseSep [7] Compiler and Runtime ILSVRC VGG-16 63% NSIa
CNNDroid [70] NN GPU accelerated library ILSVRC AlexNet 97.6%b NSI
AutoTVM [11] DNN optimisation framework ILSVRC MobileNet 22.7%c NSI
Lane et al. [67] Resource control inference software ILSVRC AlexNet 75.5%d (-4.9%)e
Huynh et al. [53] Optimising inference software ILSVRC VGG-16 74.4% 83.94%(-6%)f
Motamedi et al. [96] Thread granularity optimisation ILSVRC AlexNet 46.3%g NSI
Song et al. [119] Adaptive NN architecture Unclear Custom NN Up to 44.4% (Up to -10%)
aResults given for a Snapdragon 400 SoC.
bResults compared to a CPU implementation.
cResults compared to a native GPU acceleration.
dOnly given as a reduction in model size which is unlikley to directly translate to speedup.
eUnclear whether top-1 or top-5 score.
fPresented as top-5 score.
gResults given for a a Snapdragon 810 SoC.
have not been proven to achieve state-of-the-art accuracy on complex problems or large
networks. To make matters worse [31] shows that across thousands of experiments,
complex techniques shown to yield high compression rates on smaller datasets perform
inconsistently, and that simple magnitude pruning approaches achieve comparable or
better results. Further exacerbating the problem, there is evidence that pruning may not
always be the best approach to address hardware constraints. Yazdani et al. [150] shows
that even though pruning may give correct test accuracy, the inference confidence score
reduces significantly. Therefore, pruning (and similar methods) is not an acceptable
approach for applications that depend on the confidence score of a prediction. As
a consequence the usefulness of many DNN optimisation techniques are brought into
question when applied to large datasets and newer, more accurate DNN architectures.
Often faster DNN inference means lower accuracy, leading to a choice between high
accuracy, or a smaller, cheaper model. Furthermore, making such a crucial decision is a
non-trivial task as the application context (e.g. the model input) is often unpredictable
and constantly evolving. The work presented in this thesis aims to remove this decision
by automatically choosing the best model to use at runtime.
3.2 Efficient DNNs for Hardware
Recently, a number of software-based approaches have been proposed to accelerate DNNs
on embedded devices. This section focusses on software optimisations that make efficient
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use of available hardware resources for DNN execution; some hardware optimisations
are also mentioned in this section. The approaches presented below are not mutually
exclusive to those presented in Section 3.1; they can be used in conjunction. In order to
frame current work Table 3.2 presents an overview of work in this area. These approaches
aim to accelerate inference time by computational kernel optimization [35, 7], exploiting
parameter tuning [70, 95], task parallelism [96, 67, 105], and trading precision for
time [53, 29]. Each of these approaches are discussed below.
3.2.1 Computational Kernel Optimsation
The works in [35, 7] present methods to speed up computational kernels to reduce the
resource requirements of DNNs. Here a computational kernel is a segment of computation
that has been compiled for high throughput, usually for a device such as a GPU e.g. a
convolutional filter. In [7] the authors present SparseSep, a compiler and runtime that
is able to effectively utilise DNN sparsity through the use of codebooks to achieve on
average 11.3x and 13.3x less memory and running time, respectively. By controlling the
sparsity that is introduced during compilation SparseSep generates a codebook that can be
combined with a sparse matrix to recreate a dense matrix which closely approximates the
original. Unfortunately, due to the approximation, this method also results in an accuracy
loss of around 5%. Han et al. [35] take a different approach, they present a custom
hardware architecture named Efficient Inference Engine (EIE), also developed to make
use of kernel sparsity. EIE makes use of the sparsity by being developed specifically for
the task, additional logic is built into the device to keep track of where input and output
values belong in the network. When EIE is used in conjunction with Deep Compression
it is able to achieve 13x speed up over a GPU. However, both of these approaches have
only been shown to work on AlexNet and VGG, which do not achieve state-of-the-art
performance. AlexNet and VGG are relatively small DNNs compared to better performing
DNNs such as ResNet-152, therefore the approaches may not necessarily extrapolate to
large models [31].
3.2.2 Tuneable Parameters
CNNdroid [70] is an open source library for execution of trained convolutional neural
networks on Android devices. AutoTVM [11] is a tuning compiler that is implemented
into TVM 1 for hardware specific optimisations. These works also aim to optimise
computational kernels, however they do not make use of sparsity, instead they tune how
the kernel runs (e.g. what order is memory accessed, what is the best batch size etc.)
to achieve speed-up. As they do not change the DNN at all, only how it is executed,
1https://github.com/apache/incubator-tvm
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they do not impact accuracy. Both libraries make use of some base code with tunable
parameters, which is accessed through a front-end library, to optimise software for the
desired hardware. On compilation the library will enter a optimisation loop where it
will profile, tune, and recompile the DNN until a threshold is met. While this approach
often achieves huge speed-ups, seeing up to 60X speedup and up to 130X energy savings
(when compared to CPU performance), it has some drawbacks. Unless an effective
conversion tool is available, DNNs will need to be re-written and re-trained in the native
library. The DNN programmer needs to make use of the specific library’s front-end, which
also requires an implementation for all components of the DNN. Furthermore, tuning can
be a long process depending on the size of the DNN and the number of parameters that are
being optimised.
3.2.3 Task Parallelism
A number of researchers have presented inference software as an approach to efficiently
run DNNs inference on embedded devices. Lane et al. [67] note that the high resource
cost of DNNs leads to bottlenecks and slowdowns when used on embedded devices. To
combat this they present a pair of resource control algorithms that decompose monolithic
network architectures into unit-blocks of various types – making it more manageable.
They term this DeepX. The smaller unit-blocks can then be offloaded to other devices to
improve inference time. Their method aims to reduce energy consumption and model size
while meeting a runtime deadline such as 500ms and having minimal impact on accuracy
(<-5%). Using DeepX on AlexNet they were able to achieve an average of 92.4% and
75.5% reduction in energy and memory, respectively, while losing 4.9% accuracy. Huynh
et al. [53] present DeepMon, which is similar to DeepX. DeepMon presents a suite of
optimisation techniques for offloading computation to a GPU, which can be tuned more
specifically for the DNN and hardware constraints than DeepX. If all methods presented
in DeepMon are utilised it can achieve a runtime of 269ms at a cost of 6% accuracy
drop on AlexNet, nearly halving the runtime of DeepX. Furthermore, with careful tuning
DeepMon can still outperform DeepX while only reducing accuracy by 1.6%. In a similar
vein Rallapalli et al. [105] reveal that by offloading the DNN layers that require the most
memory to the CPU they can reduce bottlenecks and increase throughput. In [96] the
authors show that launching the maximum number of logical threads is often not the best
approach for embedded systems, due to their unique architectures and resource limits.
They implemented a regression model which allows an accurate prediction of the correct
number of threads for each DNN with minimal profiling leading to a 57.8% reduction in
application runtime, and up to 47.4% reduction in its energy efficiency. The methods
presented above show that runtime speed-up can be achieved with careful optimisation
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and computation mapping onto devices. However, the best gains are when accuracy is
sacrificed which might not be an option, as discussed in section 3.1.
3.2.4 Accuracy-Runtime Trade-off
Fang et al. [29] present a framework which can adapt to the resources available at
runtime; they name this NestDNN. They achieve this through the implementation of a
Multi-Capacity Model that can grow and shrink depending on the resources currently
available. While an effective method, it requires tuning for each new DNN and hardware.
Furthermore, the filter ranking method they propose grows exponentially as the number
of classes increases, therefore their approach has only been evaluated on a subset of
Imagenet ILSVRC 2012. In a similar vein, Pervasive CNN [119] (P-CNN) generates
multiple computation kernels for each layer of a CNN during compilation. At runtime
P-CNN uses performance modelling to select the best kernels to use to meet the users
accuracy or runtime requirements. While these methods are adaptable at runtime to a
changing environment, the methods mean that the user has to choose between accuracy
and speed. Furthermore, the initial implementation of these methods can be very time
and computationally expensive, especially for larger more accurate models such as
ResNet-152.
3.2.5 Summary
Since a single model is unlikely to meet all the constraints of accuracy, inference time and
energy consumption across inputs [9, 34], it is attractive to have a strategy to dynamically
select the appropriate model to use. The work in this thesis provides exactly such a
capability and is thus complementary to these prior approaches.
3.3 Offloading DNN Computation to a Server
In some embedded environments a powerful external server is available for computation,
however the use of an external server is not always feasible due to privacy, latency,
or connectivity issues. This section focusses on work which attempts to combat these
problems through choosing which work should be offloaded, or novel methods of privacy
protection. Work that chooses when to offload work to a server will be discussed first,
followed by work that combats privacy concerns.
When an external server is available the simplest solution is to always offload DNN
computation to it. However, it is not always the best solution, communication across a
network is inherently unreliable unless tightly managed – which is often not the case.
Due to the network, the latency of sending data to a server and receiving a result could
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be longer than doing the computation on the device [28]. Neurosurgeon [58] presents
a solution to overcome this problem by identifying when it is suitable to offload layers
to a server. Neurosurgeon successfully identifies the best layers to offload with the use
of regression models to predict layer runtime and energy consumption. The approach
is able to reduce end-to-end latency (runtime) by 67.74%,and energy consumption by
59.5%. In [131] the authors present Distributed Deep Neural Networks (DDNN). DDNN
is designed to be a framework that can spread DNN computation across cloud, fog, and
end devices, allowing a combination of fast and localized inference on edge devices
and complex inference in cloud servers. Each device that the DNN is spread across
is able to generate an intermediate prediction that can be used in two ways. If the
intermediate prediction is of high confidence, then that prediction is the output and no
further computation is needed. If the intermediate prediction is not of high confidence,
it is fed into the next device’s DNN partition and computation continues. This method
reduces communication as data is only sent when it is needed, and when data is sent
across the network it is in a much smaller format – the intermediate output is much smaller
than the original DNN input. They show that through this method the communication
overhead could be reduced by 20x due to the changing data as it passes through a DNN.
Furthermore, they claim to help with privacy issues as the raw data is partially processed
on-device before transmission. Both works presented above use layer level partitioning;
an interesting direction that the community has yet to explore may be to use finer-grained
partitioning. For example, partitioning a DNN at the computational kernel level could lead
to even more obscurity in communication, and improvements in computational efficiency
by only offloading the kernels the edge device struggles to execute quickly.
The work presented by Ossia et al. [99] partially addresses the issue of privacy-
preserving when offloading DNN inference to the cloud. Similar to DDNN the authors
present an approach which performs part of the inference on-device before transmitting
the partially processed data. They note that some information could be extracted from
the partially processed data and therefore present methods to obscure it. Through
influencing the training of the model with Siamese fine-tuning and adding some noise
before transmission they successfully obscure the data at the cost of accuracy (<5%).
Alternatively, [116] suggests training two separate models, a shared, and a personal.
The shared model is trained on a server on non-private data. The personal model is a
fine-tuned version of the shared model using the personal data on the device, all training
is carried out on-device. Their approach shows an increase in accuracy after fine-tuning
without transmitting private data. However, the approach requires training, a resource
intensive task, to be carried out on an embedded device, a resource limited device; the
cost of this is not given in the paper.
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The work presented in this thesis aims to make on-device inference feasible for
embedded devices, and therefore avoiding the issues around latency, connectivity, and
privacy.
3.4 Ensemble Learning
This section investigates recent approaches to DNN ensemble models. Previous sections
have focussed on techniques designed to improve performance of DNNs, potentially at
the cost of accuracy. DNN ensemble models aim to improve accuracy without caring
about performance. A DNN ensemble model is when multiple DNNs are used to make a
prediction on a single input, the predictions from each model are then combined by some
algorithm to produce a single output. In this section the collection of DNNs into one model
will be referred to as an ensemble model, and the DNNs which make up the ensemble
model are referred to as component models or component DNNs. Ensemble models
can be thought of in two different ways: horizontally stacked, where the output of one
component model feeds into the next; or vertically stacked, where multiple component
models exist ‘side by side’ and do not interact until their outputs are combined. Below a
brief overview of some recent work in the area is presented.
Kontschieder et al. [64] present a horizontally stacked ensemble model they term
Deep Neural Decision Forests. They combine a CNN with a decision forest, feeding the
output from the CNN’s fully connected layer into the decision forest which produces
the final output. To facilitate end-to-end training the authors introduce decision trees
(which form the decision forest) capable of stochastic back-propagation. Their results
show a slight improvement over Inception on the ILSVRC 2012 dataset, improving top-5
accuracy by 4% depending on the number of crops used. Zhou et al. [156] take this
approach further, they replace the neurons in a DNN with random forest models; they
call this gcForest. This approach achieves competitive performance with DNNs, while
requiring less training and has less hyper-parameters to tune. However, the results of
gcForest are only presented on smaller datasets such as MNIST. Furthermore, while they
claim their approach is highly parallel, their approach is almost 4x slower than a DNN
running on a GPU in their example.
Work surrounding vertically stacked DNN ensembles often investigate how to effec-
tively combine the component model outputs to produce the most accurate final ensemble
output. Using this approach some guarantee can be given about the confidence of a
prediction, for example if all models in the ensemble predict the same output then there
is a high confidence that is correct. Two examples of vertically stacked DNNs are shown
in [104, 144] Wen et al. [144] present an ensemble of CNNs for facial recognition. Their
approach trains a number of different CNNs, all with the same architecture, on the same
dataset to produce a number of candidate component models. A simple selection method
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is then used to select the n best performing component models, without taking diversity
into account – which is shown to be a useful consideration in ensembles [86] The output
of each component model is combined using probability-based fusion. Their results show
an improvement in accuracy by up to 5% on a number of different datasets. Similarly Qui
et al. [104] presented an ensemble of DNNs for regression and time series forecasting. In
this work, the authors use a single DNN frozen at different stages of training to produce 20
different component models; again not taking diversity into account. The output of each
component model is then fed into a Support Vector Regressor (SVR) which produces the
final output. When evaluating the approach on a number of different datasets it is show
to outperform other methods in the area. Stahlberg et al. [122] present an approach based
on minimum bayes risk to combine two models just before the decoding step where the
sequence of words is generated. This work was then taken further in [121] to extend the
approach to combine any number of models. The authors compare their ensemble model
against each component model working alone and show that their approach improves the
BLEU score by around 1 or 2 ( 5% increase) in a number of different WMT newstest
datasets.
The work presented in this thesis aims to make use of the concept behind ensemble
models – different DNNs are good at different tasks, even in the same dataset. This
thesis aims to enhance inference speed without losing accuracy by using a predictive
ensemble approach. Ensemble approaches often increase inference time as they need
to execute multiple DNNs, the work in this thesis pre-learns the best component DNN to
use on a particular input, therefore only executing one component DNN. This approach
effectively combines multiple DNNs, bringing the strengths of all approaches, without the
weaknesses.
3.5 Improving DNN Training
There are two main phases for DNNs: training, and inference. Previous sections have
focusses on approaches that aim to improve inference accuracy, or inference runtime;
this section investigates approaches to improve DNN training. The largest costs when
creating a DNN are usually the data collection phase, as huge amounts of data are needed
to create an effective model, and the training phase, due to iterating over the training data
multiple times. This section focusses on recent research which attempts to improve the
training of a DNN through speeding up training or developing methods that require less
data to train effectively. As training is not a focus of the work in this thesis only a brief
overview of a few works in this area are given below. This section discusses the training
of sparse networks, followed by transfer learning.
Some recent work [22, 6] tries to improve training by directly training a sparse model.
These approaches aim to achieve the same end goal as those discussed in section 3.1
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without the need to start with a pre-trained DNN. Bellec et al. [6] introduce Deep-R,
a method of training a sparse network while achieving the same performance as a
dense DNN. Their approach involves ‘rewiring’ the network during training so the most
needed connections are available when they are needed, meanwhile restricting the total
number of active connections. Deep-R chooses the connections that should be active
using a Bayesian approach that probabilistically chooses which connections will be
needed during the upcoming iteration. The approach is compared to training a dense
network from scratch and they show that even with a restriction of 1.3% of connections
active they approach achieves very similar accuracy. Unfortunately, the method is only
shown to work for MNIST and CIFAR-10 using a simple CNN. Deep-R is computationally
expensive and challenging to apply to large networks and datasets. A less computationally
expensive approach is presented in [22]. To achieve similar performance to a dense DNN
the authors present an algorithm they term Sparse Momentum. Sparse Momentum uses
exponentially smoothed gradients (momentum) to identify layers and weights which
reduce the error. The authors show that their approach can achieve on par performance
with other comparative methods, such as Deep-R, on a subset of the ImageNet ILSVRC
dataset. The actual speed-up of this approach is not given and is estimated by proxy of
the reduction of FLOPS which can obscure the actual speed-up value. Furthermore, the
FLOPS reduction on the subset of ImageNet is not given.
An alternate approach to improving DNN training is transfer learning, which aims
to distil some information from a larger teacher model to help a smaller student model.
This teacher-student dynamic is designed so that the student model requires less training
data to generate an effective DNN. Zagoruyko et al. [152] introduce a method they term
Attention Transfer (AT) to facilitate transfer learning. The attention that they develop is
designed to summarise the convolutional filter activations into a state that allows transfer
between models, even when they are different sizes. They investigate using the filter
activations directly, or their gradients to create and effect transfer method. For Imagenet
they determine that activation-based attention is the best method, and they are able to
achieve 1.1% top-1 and 0.8% top-5 better validation accuracy over training from scratch.
However, to evaluate AT they use small versions of ResNet (ResNet-34 as a teacher, and
ResNet-18 as a student), and a subset of ImageNet; it’s unclear whether the same benefits
carry over to larger models and datasets.
The work in this thesis does not effect training times of the DNNs, however these
methods could be used to enhance the methods that are presented. One approach could
be to train a number of different models from scratch using the methods presented above
instead of relying only on pre-trained DNNs.
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3.6 Applications of Machine Learning
Machine learning has been employed for various optimization tasks. It has proven its
ability to be adaptable to evolving environments, making it particularly useful. This thesis
uses machine learning techniques to optimise DNNs, both statically and dynamically. This
section looks at the different ways that machine learning has been employed to solve
a wide array of problems. First, techniques which utilise ML for static optimisation
(optimisation carried out before runtime e.g. compilation) are discussed, followed by
dynamic optimisation (optimisation carried out at runtime, e.g. resource management).
Using machine learning in compiler optimisation has become commmonplace [141],
it provides the utility for dynamic and adaptable compilers. Wang et al. [139] present a
profile-driven approach for parallelism detection for compilers. Their approach is based
on the Intermediate Representation (IR) of the input program, which they instrument and
execute to generate a Control and Data Flow Graph (CDFG). The CDFG is then used to
inform an SVM classifier that chooses whether or not to parallelise a loop candidate and
how it should be scheduled. This approach achieves, on average, 96% of the performance
of the hand-tuned benchmarks. However, this approach relies on the user for final
approval of the prediction due to the uncertainty of the approach. Furthermore, this
approach relies on dynamic profiling of the code, introducing further overheads (up to up
to 100x slowdown) during compilation. In [129] the authors present an adaptive method
for OpenCL kernel mapping. An OpenCL kernel is a segment of computation that has
been compiled for high throughput and can easily be mapped to a number of different
processing devices such as a CPU or GPU. Similar to above, this approach extracts
features directly from the IR, however this approach does not use dynamic profiling.
The extracted features are fed into an SVM classifier which chooses which device to run
the kernel, and the frequency the device should run at. Using this approach the authors
achieve 92.6%, 91.4% of the Oracle (here, the Oracle is the best possible achievable
results) performance and energy consumption, respectively. While this approach avoids
the overheads introduced by dynamic profiling, it is yet to be seen how adaptable this
approach would be to more complex loops, and varying loop sizes. These approaches
show that ML techniques are an effective tool for creating compilers (static optimisation)
that can adapt to new software and hardware combinations, similar to work presented in
section 3.2.
ML techniques have also been proven to work in dynamic environments, namely cloud
resource management. Such an approach is presented by Delimitro et al. [19] where
they introduce Quasar. Quasar is a scheduling framework that estimates the scale-out
and scale-up factor for jobs using collaborative filtering based on profiling information
from the first few tasks. Using this method Quasar improves resource utilization by
47% in a 200-server EC2 cluster while meeting performance constraints. Quasar is
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one of the first works that present a performance-centric approach to cloud processing
jobs. In a similar vein, [137] presents Ernest, a performance prediction framework
for cloud servers. Ernest is designed to predict the computation and communication
of tasks as they run, this information is then used to effectively allocate resources. As
opposed to Quasar which makes a prediction at the beginning of task execution, Ernest is
designed with a low overhead to always be running and adapting to the task workload as
it runs. Furthermore, to reduce overhead Ernest employs an optimal experiment design
strategy to create a predictor able to make accurate predictions quickly. Ernest is able to
reduce resource consumption by 75%, however this number is based on virtual machine
instances.
The work presented above shows that ML can be an effective tool for dynamically
choosing the best hardware or software configurations to apply in a changing environment.
The work in this thesis takes the same principles and applies it to DNN optimisation; this is
not commonplace in DNN optimisation techniques. Instead of choosing the best hardware
or software configuration to use, this thesis focusses on choosing the best DNN for the
task at hand.
3.7 Discussion and Conclusion
This chapter has introduced the basic concepts of DNNs and SML that are used in this
thesis. Furthermore this chapter discusses the recent work in the area and shows how
the work in this thesis fits into the current state-of-the-art. This section provides further
discussion of the presented works, and how they relate to the work in this thesis at a
higher level.
Table 3.3 provides a summary of how this thesis relates to similar work in the area.
The works presented in Table 3.3 have been chosen due to their similarities to the work
in this thesis; each work was chosen to represent different aspects of the related work
presented above. For clarity, a brief description of each heading is given:
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• Adaptive. Is the work able to adapt to a changing environment? Often the best
DNN changes depending on the data or resources available.
• Automatic Network Tuning. Does the work automatically tune and optimise the
network? When this process is not automatic it relies on human input to choose
the best strategy during DNN compression.
• Large Dataset. Has the work been proven effective on a large dataset such as
ImageNet? Some work has been proven on toy datasets, or subsets of ImageNet.
However, the results do not necessarily carry over to larger models and datasets [31].
Furthermore, this can indicate that the method is not scalable, such as NestDNN.
• On Device. Is all of the computation carried out on-device? Offloading computa-
tion to an external server is not always a viable option.
• Conserves Accuracy. Does the approach conserve the accuracy of the base DNN
before compression? The most effective compression methods often come at the
cost of accuracy.
Table 3.3 shows that this thesis is unique. Most work in the area is not adaptive, which
leaves a huge amount of potential efficiency untapped. NestDNN is arguable the closest
competitor to this thesis, however the methods presented are incredibly computationally
expensive and are unable to scale to large datasets and large models. Furthermore,
NestDNN does not try to conserve accuracy. This thesis takes a novel approach to
efficient DNN inference, surpassing similar work in the area. Some work such as that in
Section 3.2 is not included in this table as it is not comparable; it would be better utilised
in conjunction to the work in this thesis, leading to further improvements DNN efficiency.
A deeper discussion is presented on those works below.
Performance-Accuracy Trade-off. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss a number of methods
for improving the inference speed of DNNs, however these methods are often at the cost
of accuracy. To make matters worse, Yazdani et al. [150] show that even though these
methods often have no significant impact on scoring metrics such as top-1 and top-5,
the inference confidence score reduces significantly. Therefore, these are not acceptable
approaches for applications that depend on the confidence score of a prediction. The
work in this thesis aims to circumvent this issue by allowing more flexibility in the choice
of DNN at runtime, furthermore the presented approaches can be adapted to a different
optimisation metric such as prediction confidence.
Computation Offloading. Section 3.2 investigates some recent methods that decide
when it is beneficial to offload work to other processors on device. Section 3.3 inves-
tigates the similar problem of offloading computation to a server; this problem has an
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additional caveat of network communication and latency. An interesting direction that
the community has yet to explore may be to combine these two research areas into one.
This could result in a framework which is able to identify when it is beneficial to offload
computation, given the current state of the environment (which processors are free, or
best for the task at hand). The work in this thesis takes a different approach to inference
speed-up. Instead of focussing on the device to run the DNN, this work presents methods
to choose the best DNN to use when running in an embedded environment. Moreover,
computational offloading could be used in conjunction with this work to provide even
more gains in inference speed.
Ensemble Models. The work in this thesis is closely related to ensemble learning
(section 3.4) which is shown to be useful for scheduling parallel tasks [26] and optimising
application memory usage [88]. This work applies a similar technique to optimise DNN
inference on embedded devices. However, this work differs from conventional ensemble
approaches; it only executes a single component model during inference instead of them
all. To facilitate this, the work uses a pre-classifier to choose the best DNN, turning the
conventional approach of ensemble models on its head. By doing this, the work is able to
see the accuracy gains of ensemble models without the added computational overheads.
An avenue of research that could be of interest, but is not explored in this thesis could




This chapter presents the methodology and justification for the design choices of the
work in this thesis. First, the central thesis is presented: that SML can be effectively
utilised to reduce DNN inference costs, at little or no impact to accuracy; this section
will focus on the overarching idea of the whole thesis. The central thesis is then broken
down into an additional two sections, each focussing on individual, yet complimentary
components of the central thesis.
4.1 Overview
This thesis presents a novel approach to DNN inference optimisation. Typical approaches
to DNN optimisation focus solely on how to improve inference times or reduce model
sizes. Whether that is through tuning the network directly (Section 3.1), tuning the
underlying code for the hardware (Section 3.2), or choosing when to offload computation
(Section 3.3). However, the downfall of these approaches lie in their assumption that one
size fits all, that is, that one DNN is suitable for all inputs; this leaves much optimisation
potential – for both accuracy improvement and inference time reduction – on the table.
Some work, such as that in Section 3.4, focus on improving accuracy; however, it comes
at a computational cost. This thesis presents an alternate approach to DNN optimisation,
reducing inference time and improving accuracy, without the added computational cost.
Instead, the presented approach utilises more memory space than typical approaches
in order to achieve its benefits The next sections describe the overall motivation for
this thesis, beginning with the initial motivation. A natural progression of the initial
motivation is then described, exploiting the opportunities of specialising DNNs; this is
explorative research, showing the potential for future research. To finish, the key points
and ideas are summarised.
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(a) Image 1 (b) Image 2 (c) Image 3
Fig. 4.1 The three images used on four CNN-based image recognition models in Sec-
tion 4.1.1. The target object is highlighted in each image.
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Fig. 4.2 The inference time of four CNN-based image recognition models when processing
the images in Figure 4.1. This example (combined with Table 4.1) shows that the optimal
model (i.e. the fastest one that gives an accurate output) depends on the success criterion
and the input.
4.1.1 Initial Motivation
As a motivating example, consider performing an image classification task on an NVIDIA
Jetson TX2 platform (described in detail in Section 5.1.1).
Setup. This experiment compares the performance of three influential CNN architectures:
Inception [125], ResNet [43], and MobileNet [50]; described further in Section 5.1.2.
Specifically, the following CNNs were used:
• Inception_v2. The second version of the Inception architecture.
• ResNet_v1_50. The first version of the ResNet architecture, with 50 layers.
• ResNet_v2_152. The second version of the ResNet architecture, with 152 layers.
• MobileNet_v1_025. The first version of the MobileNet architecture with a width
multiplier of 0.25.
All models are built upon TensorFlow [1] and have been pre-trained by independent
researchers using the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 training dataset [113]. The GPU on the
Jetson TX2 was used for inference.
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Table 4.1 A list of CNNs that give the correct prediction per image under the top-1 and
the top-5 scores. The optimal CNN for each image under each scoring metric is marked in
italics.
Scoring Metric Image 1 Image 2 Image 3
















Evaluation Criteria. As input, each CNN takes an image, in return a list of label confi-
dence values are given as output. Each value indicates the confidence that a particular
object is in the image. The resulting list of object values are sorted in descending order
regarding their prediction confidence; the label with the highest confidence appears at the
top of the list. In this example, the accuracy of a model is evaluated using the top-1 and
top-5 scores defined by the ImageNet Challenge. Specifically, the top-1 score, checks if
the top output label matches the ground truth label of the image; the top-5 score checks
if the ground truth label of the image is in the top 5 of the output labels. The scoring is
done on a per-model, per-image basis.
Results. Figure 4.2 shows the inference time per CNN of each image in Figure 4.1; the
images are from the ImageNet ILSVRC validation dataset. Recognising the main object
(a cottontail rabbit) in the image shown in Figure 4.1a is a straightforward task; the main
object is central within the image, and contrasts with the background. Table 4.1 shows that
all CNNs were able to provide a correct answer under the top-1 and top-5 scoring criterion.
For this image, MobileNet_v1_025 is the best model to use under both scoring criterion,
it has the fastest inference time – 6.13x faster than ResNet_v2_152. Clearly, for this
image, MobileNet_v1_025 is good enough. There is no need to use a more complex (and
computationally expensive) model for inference. Now consider a slightly more complex
image classification task using the image shown in Figure 4.1b. MobileNet_v1_025
is unable to give a correct answer regardless of the success criterion. For this image,
Inception_v2 should be used, although it is 3.24x slower than MobileNet_v1_025.
Finally, consider the image shown in Figure 4.1c, intuitively it is a more difficult task.
The main object is a similar colour to the background, and rotated at an usual angle. In
this case the optimal model changes depending on our success criterion. ResNet_v1_50
is the best model to use under top-5 scoring, executing inference 2.06x faster than
ResNet_v2_152. However, if top-1 is used for evaluation then ResNet_v2_152 must











Fig. 4.3 An example of how an ensemble of DNNs works, using model stacking. The
input is passed to each component DNN, which will produce its own output. The outputs
are then combined to produce the final output. Section 3.4 explains ensembles in depth.
the most expensive. Inference time for this image is 6.14x and 2.98x slower than
MobileNet_v1_025 for top-1 and top-5 scoring respectively. The results are similar if
we use different images of similar complexity levels.
Conclusion. This example shows that the best model depends on the input and the
evaluation criterion. Furthermore, determining which model to use is non-trivial. A
‘Model Selector’ is needed, a technique that is capable of choosing the best DNN to use at
runtime, depending on the individual input, and the available DNNs. It is worth noting
that the proposed solution is significantly different to an ensemble of stacked DNNs,
and is significantly more efficient. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show how the Model Selector
is implemented differently to a stacked ensemble. Figure 4.3 shows an ensemble of
stacked DNNs, and Figure 4.4 shows a comparative setup with a Model Selector; using
an approach known as a bucket of models, also known a mixture of experts. Comparing
the two Figures it becomes clear that if an implemented Model Selector requires less
resources than the two DNNs it prevents running, then compute resources can be saved
overall. Furthermore, if each input is considered individually, and only one DNN is run per
input, the benefits are twofold: (i) sometimes a cheaper DNN can be selected to improve
accuracy, and (ii) the cheapest accurate DNN can be selected to reduce inference time.
Section 4.2 describes a Model Selector in detail.
4.1.2 A Natural Progression
The previous section clearly shows that different DNN models are capable of handling
different inputs; if the optimal DNN can be chosen for each input at runtime then inference
times can be reduced, and accuracy increased. It is well established that different parts of
a DNN learn and utilise different features of the input which are used to larger or smaller de-
grees in classifying particular inputs [98, 103]. This can explain why less complex DNNs
are able to classify inputs that more complex DNNs cannot, they are learning different fea-










Fig. 4.4 A look at how a Model Selector would work in place of an ensemble of stacked
DNNs; using a bucket of models approach. The dashed lines and boxes represent possible
paths that the input could have taken; solid lines and boxes represent the actual path
taken. In this example, the Model Selector chose to select DNN-2 for the given input.
DNN-1, and DNN-3 will not run in this example.
meaning it is able to classify different images correctly. Furthermore, as ResNet_v2_152
is a larger and more complex DNN it learns more features, which contributes to its higher
overall accuracy; it has more opportunities to learn a diverse set of features. Therefore,
the natural progression to a Model Selector would mean breaking down a DNN such as
ResNet_v2_152 into sub-DNNs that are each specialised for its ‘data segment’ (subset
of the input data), while removing the features of the network that are important to
other data segments; specialising each sub-DNN. In this scenario, each sub-DNN would
be faster than the original DNN, as the problem it is solving is much simpler so more
pruning will be possible. This work exploits the opportunities of specialising DNNs, it
is explorative work showing the potential for future research. As a motivating example,
consider performing an image classification using ResNet_v2_152.
Setup. This experiment compares the convolutional filter activations caused by different
images when using ResNet_v2_50 for inference. A pre-trained version of ResNet_v2_50
was used, built upon TensorFlow [1], and trained by independent researchers using the
ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 training dataset [113]. All 50k images from the ImageNet
ILSVRC 2012 validation dataset were inferred on ResNet_v2_50, and the activation
of every convolutional filter for each image was recorded; the L2-norm of each filter is
calculated to produce a single value per filter, per image. The L2-norm is recorded as this
is a common method used for ranking neurons and filters for removal [45, 110]. Using
this data, two averages are calculated:
• Overall Layer Average Activation. (OLAA) Calculated per layer in the model,
it is the average L2-norm of all image activations across all filters in each layer.
This provides a baseline average activation value for each layer in the DNN.
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• Overall Filter Average Activation. (OFAA) Calculated per filter, it is the average
L2-norm of all image activations for each filter. This provides a baseline average
activation value for each filter in the DNN.
Evaluation Criteria. Next, the importance of every filter for an image needs to be
determined. A simple approach would be marking a filter as important if an image causes
an activation higher than the average activation. However, this proved to be unreliable
during pilot experiments; typically an image would determine all filters to be important
or none, indicating that some images produce higher activations on average. Furthermore,
some layers in the DNN appear to naturally have higher activations on average than others,
therefore the filter activations need to be brought into the same range. In order to achieve
this, a layer penalty was used, calculated using the following metrics:
• Image Layer Average Activation. (ILAA) Similar to OLAA, however calculated
on a single image. Used to normalise filter values within each layer.
• Image Filter Activation. (IFA) Similar to OLFA, however this is simply the
L2-norm of an image’s activation for each filter. If this is higher than the model
average for the same filter (OFAA), then this filter is important for an image.
• Image Layer Penalty. (ILP) Calculated per layer, per image. It is calculated as
OLAA− ILAA. Used to normalise an image’s filter activations within each layer,
therefore preventing images that have high activations on average from determining
that every filter as important.
Finally, each filter was determined to be important if the following held true:
IFA− ILP > OFAA (4.1)
In essence, this equation checks whether an image causes a higher than average activation
for every single filter, while accounting for the layer variation per image (ILP). If an
image causes a higher than average activation for a filter, then it is considered important
for this image. Using this measure of filter importance, each image determined that
approximately 40% of all filters are important.
Results. Tables 4.2, and 4.3 analyse the important filters for each of the three images
shown in Figure 4.2; the images are from the ImageNet ILSVRC validation dataset. Here
an overlapping filter is one that an image shares with one of the other two, whereas a
unique filter is not shared at all. Table 4.2 compares the important filters between each
of the chosen images. Between the images there is a high overlap of important filters,
this is to be expected. Early layers of a DNN learn generic features that are applicable
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Table 4.2 The percentage of filters that are important for each image (shown in Figure 4.2)
when using ResNet_v2_50 for inference. The method for determining importance is
defined in Section 4.1.2.
Image Total Unique Overlapping
Image 1 40.64% 5.90% 34.74%
Image 2 40.45% 5.22% 35.23%
Image 3 40.82% 5.96% 34.86%
Table 4.3 The percentage of filters that are not important for each image (shown in
Figure 4.2) when using ResNet_v2_50 for inference. Here, and unimportant filter is
every filter that is not determined to be important.
Image Total Unique Overlapping
Image 1 59.36% 4.96% 54.40%
Image 2 59.55% 4.47% 55.08%
Image 3 59.18% 4.84% 54.34%
to most inputs, the later layers then build upon the generic features in order to create
more specialised features [98, 103]. Furthermore, each image determines that 5-6% of
all filters are important to only this image and not the other two. Therefore, if a DNN
was no longer required to classify image 1 an extra 5-6% of filters could be removed
from the DNN to compress it, reducing end-to-end inference time. A compounding effect
with diminishing returns would be expected as more images are removed from the
classification pool; the level of the compounding effect is one aspect that is evaluated
in this thesis. Table 4.3 compares the unimportant filters between each of the chosen
images. Here, a high overlap is to be expected, and is the reason DNN pruning works -
most inputs agree that many of the filters are unimportant and therefore can be removed.
Conclusion. This example shows that the most efficient DNN depends on the input image
- not every input uses all of the DNN the same amount. If inputs could be grouped so that
all inputs within a group agree on which filters are important, and all groups disagree
on which filters are important then each group could have a specialised DNN created for
it. Each specialised DNN would be capable of classifying all images it has been trained
for while needing less filters, and therefore performing inference faster. For this method
to work, it would rely on a Model Selector to be trained which can determine the best
specialised DNN to use, at runtime, for each input. Furthermore, if only one pre-trained
DNN is available, it could be cloned and pruned numerous times (once for each group,
creating numerous sub-DNNs) to reduce the overall inference time more than typical DNN
pruning is capable of, without impacting accuracy. In order to achieve this a method
needs to be developed to split the DNN training data into closely related subsets that agree
on important filters - a non-trivial task. If this idea was taken to an extreme, e.g. each
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data segment would being a single image, the Model Selector would be doing the actual
classification, replacing the DNN entirely. Clearly, this would result in low accuracy as
SML is not as effective at complex classification problems as DNNs are. Therefore, an
integral part of splitting the data into data segments is finding the right balance of data
segments to make. More data segments will lead to more specialised sub-DNNs, and
allow for further pruning; however, this will also lead to a more complex classification
problem for the SML based Model Selector, a task that may be too complex for the SML
model to solve.
4.1.3 Summary
Figure 4.5 shows how the two concepts explained above interact, while also being two
individual problems. The following paragraphs will describe each component in more
detail.
Model Selector. On its own the Model Selector, termed premodel, aims to overcome
some of the downsides to using an ensemble approach to DNN inference optimisation.
Given a pool of available DNNs and incoming data, the premodel is tasked with choosing
the ‘optimal’ DNN for each input, a non-trivial task. In this context, the optimal DNN is the
one that is able to achieve the highest accuracy in the lowest time. Initially the premodel
is designed to select between off-the-shelf DNNs; when integrated into the next work it is
choosing between bespoke, specialised DNNs. Inspiration for the model selector came
from classical work in image classification, before DNNs were an effective solution to the
problem [40, 134]. The older work shows how simple SML models, such as SVMs, can
be effective at more coarse grained image classification problems. This component is
described in more detail in section 4.2.
DNN Model Specialisation. Some level of model specialisation has already been shown
to work in recent literature [37, 94]. Pruning and quantisation are good examples, they
aim to remove unnecessary computation from a DNN, making it smaller without reducing
accuracy. However, in general, these approaches are applied to a single model and a
whole dataset. The aim of this work is to find the best way to separate a dataset into
‘data segments’ and tailor a DNN to each segment of the data. Once successful, it can be
combined with a model selector to improve accuracy and efficiency. This component is
described in more detail in section 4.3.
This thesis aims to be an alternate approach to DNN inference optimisation, compli-
mentary to optimisation techniques that do not utilise pruning, e.g. work discussed in
Sections 3.2 and 3.5. The following two sections describe the design and implementation
of each of the components introduced above in more detail.







Model Selector Pool of DNNs
Fig. 4.5 An overview of how the two main pieces of work in this thesis interact. Each
component has work directly relating to it. Section 4.2 focusses on the Model Selector,
and Section 4.3 focusses on tailoring DNNs for the DNN Pool.
4.2 Model Selector - Design and Implementation
This section focusses on the work that has been published in LCTES ’18 [130]; showing
an effective implementation of a Model Selector. The following subsections provide an
overview of the design and implementation of this work.
4.2.1 Overview
Figure 4.5 provides an overview of how the model selector (termed premodel) interacts
with the rest of the inference process. Note that in this Section, the DNN pool will be
made out of off-the-shelf DNNs. There are two paths an input will take, the first is the
same as a normal inference process, and the second chooses the best DNN based on the
input. The premodel is based on a set of quantifiable properties – or features, such
as the number of edges and brightness of an image – of the input; extracted by the
feature extractor. A set of candidate features need to be supplied that are narrowed
down through an automatic feature selection process, described in detail in Section 4.2.4.
Next, the premodel will carry out model selection via its internal algorithm (described
in more detail in section 4.2.2) resulting in a DNN choice. Finally, the input is passed to
the chosen DNN which will provide the classification result of the entire process. The
premodel has been designed to work in exactly the same way as a normal, single model
inference process i.e. the input and output (classification result) will be in the same
format. Accurate model selection will result in the correct classification result being
given while using the cheapest possible DNN, improving overall efficiency.
The premodel is automatically generated and trained depending on the problem
domain, however requires some human input to begin. The user needs to supply: a
set of candidate features, as mentioned in Section 4.2.4, these could be automatically
generated [71, 13]; a set of pre-trained candidate DNNs, usually easily accessible, but
depends on the problem domain; and an evaluation method for the DNNs, allowing
the technique to quantify the accuracy of each DNN. By making the process automatic
the best premodel architecture and SML classifier(s) can be chosen to create a fast
and accurate premodel. Making this process automatic allows the premodel to adapt
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to different scoring methods, e.g.top-1 accuracy or F1-score; a different DNN may be
selected depending on the scoring method. As input, the premodel takes the same input
as the problem domain DNNs, from which it will extract features and make a prediction,
outputting a label referring to the best DNN to use for the current task. While the overall
accuracy and runtime is improved by using this method, there may be some individual
cases when the accuracy is lower, or the runtime is higher than optimal for a given input.
This would be due to an incorrect prediction by the premodel, or the DNN selection
algorithm (described in Section 4.2.3) choosing not to include a DNN which is vital to
accurate predictions for that input.
Limitations. The success of this approach lies in the assumption that the average
execution time of the chosen DNN, plus the cost of the premodel overhead is less than





oi mi < max(m1 +m2 + ...+mn) (4.2)
where p is the cost of running the premodel, mi is the cost of running DNN i, and oi is
the proportion of the input data that considers model i optimal. The sum of all oi is equal
to 1. Note that this equation only takes cost into account, and not accuracy.
Limitations Example. First, consider the scenario laid out in Table 4.4. In order to
produce this data the three selected DNNs ran inference on every image in the ImageNet
ILSVRC 2012 validation dataset. The average inference time of each DNN was recorded,
and the optimal DNN for each image was calculated; the column marked ‘Proportion of
Input’ represents the proportion of the entire dataset that considers that DNN optimal
under top-1 scoring. For this example, the worse case (with respect to inference time)
DNN was used for the images that no DNN could correctly classify; in this case that is
ResNet_v2_152. In this example, a premodelwould be required to choose a DNN quicker
than 1129ms; anything quicker than that would result in inference time savings on average.
Now consider a second scenario using the same data, but with MobileNet_v1_100
removed, shown in Table 4.5. In this case, a much higher proportion of the dataset
considers Inception_v4 to be optimal, a much slower model. A premodel is required
to execute faster than 154ms in order to break even, leaving little room for improvement.
The two given examples indicate that the most effective approach should involve both
quick DNNs, and slow but accurate DNNs.
The following sections provide an in depth description of each component of the
model selection process. The sections will cover the following parts of premodel
creation: design, selecting the best DNNs to use, feature selection, premodel training,
and premodel deployment.
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Table 4.4 An example use case of the Model Selector. Using equation 4.2: p+742.86 <
1872.03. Therefore the premodel must be quicker than 1129.17ms in order to be
effective in this case.
Model Name i Proportion of Input(o) DNN runtime (m)(ms) o*m
MobileNet_v1_100 1 0.72 336.71 242.43
Inception_v4 2 0.12 1674.27 200.91
ResNet_v2_152 3 0.16 1872.03 299.52
Totals – 1.0 – 742.86
Table 4.5 An example use case of the Model Selector. Using equation 4.2: p+1717.78 <
1872.03. Therefore the premodel must be quicker than 154.25ms in order to be effective
in this case.
Model Name i Proportion of Input(o) DNN runtime (m)(ms) o*m
Inception_v4 1 0.78 1674.27 1305.93
ResNet_v2_152 2 0.22 1872.03 411.85















Fig. 4.6 An example of a multi-classifier architecture of premodel. Each diamond
represents a separate SML classifier which decides whether to choose a specific DNN or
not. The process for selecting which DNNs are included and their order is described in
section 4.2.3.
4.2.2 Premodel Design
Due to the nature of the environment of the model selection process, there are two main
requirements to consider during design: (i) fast execution time, and (ii) high accuracy. A
model selector which takes longer than the DNNs it is choosing between would outweigh
its benefits. Furthermore, an inaccurate premodel would often choose a DNN which
is not optimal for the given input leading to one of two cases: (i) the chosen DNN can
correctly classify the input, but is slower than the optimal DNN; or (ii) the chosen DNN is
unable to correctly classify in input, leading to an incorrect classification. Therefore, a
highly accurate premodel is imperative to achieve a reduced overall cost, and a better
overall score across a dataset. Using a standard SML classifier, such as a SVM, can
yield acceptable results across DNN applications. However, during experimentation it
was discovered that performance could be maximised by using multiple SML classifiers
in sequence. Therefore, an automatic approach to premodel generation was created,
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Algorithm 1 DNN Selection Algorithm
Require: training_data, θ , selection_method
1: current_DNNs = []
2: current_DNNs.add(most_optimum_DNN(training_data))
3: current_accuracy = calculate_accuracy(current_DNNs)
4: accuracy_di f f erence = 100
5: while accuracy_di f f erence > θ do




9: new_accuracy = calculate_accuracy(current_DNNs)
10: accuracy_di f f erence = new_accuracy− current_accuracy
11: current_accuracy = new_accuracy
12: end while
improving performance across DNN applications, such as image classification, or machine
translation – also called domains. Below, the architectures and SML classifiers that were
considered are introduced.
SML Classifiers. A number of fast predicting, well known SML classifiers were consid-
ered. Only SML classifiers were considered due to their simplicity and speed. A neural
network could achieve a higher accuracy than a SML classifier, however their added cost
does not warrant the potential accuracy gain. The SML classifiers that are considered
are: K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), a simple clustering based classifier; Decision Tree (DT),
a tree based classifier; Naive Bayes (NB), a probabilistic classifier; and Support Vector
Machines (SVM), a more complex, but well performing classification algorithm.
Single-Classifier Architecture. A single-classifier architecture premodel works in the
same way as a ‘vanilla’ SML model. The features of an input are given to the model, and
the predicted label is returned. In the context of a model selector, the SML is usually
tasked with a multi-class classification problem, which can make predictions less accurate
as the number of classes increases.
Multi-Classifier Architecture. A multi-classifier architecture premodel is made up of
multiple SML classifiers organised in sequence, where each SML is tasked with deciding
whether to use a specific DNN or not. Figure 4.6 shows an example of a multi-classifier
architecture premodel. The choice and order of DNNs included in this architecture is
described in more detail in section 4.2.3. Using this architecture can lead to increased
accuracy in some problem domains at little added cost to the inference time. Furthermore,
if each SML in the premodel is the same, e.g. a KNN classifier, further optimisations can
be made to curtail the overhead introduced by using multiple classifiers.
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Algorithm 2 Most Optimum DNN
Require: training_data
1: counter_map = initialise_counter_map()
2: for input in training_data do
3: DNN_O = optimal_DNN(input)
4: counter_map[DNN_O]+ = 1
5: end for
6: (most_optimal_DNN,most_optimal_count) = max_val_pair(counter_map)
7: return most_optimal_DNN
4.2.3 DNN Selection Algorithm
A key problem to solve for a model selector is choosing which DNNs to choose from,
i.e. the pool of available DNNs. A simple solution would mean training the premodel
to select between every DNN the user supplies, however, this can lead to low premodel
accuracy, long selection times, and high memory usage. Furthermore, experimentation
shows that simply increasing the DNN count results in diminishing returns. The solution
presented in this thesis attempts to find a balance between DNN count and the overall score
of the chosen evaluation metric, e.g.top-1 or F1-score; it is termed the DNN Selection
Algorithm.
Algorithm 1 describes the DNN selection algorithm. Note that the algorithm uses the
term optimum/optimal, in this context the most optimum DNN for a single image is that
which gives the correct output for the lowest cost, e.g. if two DNNs produce the correct
output then the faster one is the optimal DNN; here we use DNNO to mean the optimal DNN.
Algorithm 1 also makes use of the function most_optimum_DNN which is described in
detail in Algorithm 2. Put simply, Algorithm 2 counts the number of times each DNN is
DNNO for every input in the training dataset, and return the DNN that has the highest count.
For example, considering the following counts of DNNO across 25 inputs:
• MobileNet_v1_100 - 12
• Inception_v4 - 8
• ResNet_v2_152 - 5
in this case, algorithm 2 would return MobileNet_v1_100.
Algorithm 1 requires three input parameters: training_data, the training data for
the premodel (described in more detail in section 4.2.5); θ , a threshold parameter used
to decide when to stop; and selection_method, one of a choice of methods that define
the evaluation method (scoring_metric) to use when selecting the next DNN during each
iteration. Algorithm 1 line 2 shows that the first DNN selected is always the most optimum,
that is, the DNN that is optimal for most of the data in training_data. Further DNN selection
is decided by the selection_method which gives a scoring_metric in each iteration (see
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line 6). Different selection methods have been implemented to make the algorithm more
adaptable to the user’s needs. The selection_method can be a choice of:
• Accuracy. Each iteration of the loop chooses the DNN that gives the highest
increase overall to the joint DNN accuracy. Including the first DNN selection criteria
the selected DNNs follow the pattern: most optimal, most accurate, most accurate,
etc.
• Optimal. Each iteration of the loop chooses the DNN that is optimal for the most of
the training data that currently cannot be predicted correctly; therefore optimising
the choice for any images that cannot be predicted with the current selection.
Including the first DNN selection criteria the selected DNNs follow the pattern: most
optimal, most optimal, most optimal, etc.
• Alternate. A hybrid of the first two approaches. This method alternates between
choosing the most optimal and the most accurate DNN in each iteration. Including
the first DNN selection criteria the selected DNNs follow the pattern: most optimal,
most accurate, most optimal, most accurate, etc.
In general, algorithm 1 walks through the following steps: (i) First, select the most
optimal DNN, that is, the DNN that is optimal for most of the training data; (ii) Determine
the scoring metric for this iteration, based on the selection method; (iii) Consider, in
turn each of the remaining unselected DNNs and select the one which bring the greatest
improvement to the scoring method; (iv) Repeat step (iii) until the accuracy improvement
of the step is less than θ ; (v) Terminate, the best models have been selected. The DNN
selection algorithm has been designed to select the DNNs that are best able to compliment
one another when working together, maximising accuracy while minimising runtime.
4.2.4 Feature Selection
As mentioned in section 4.2.1 the premodel requires a set of features to work effectively.
Selecting the right features to characterise the input is key to building a successful SML
classifier. However, the right features will change depending on the problem domain.
To avoid requiring the user to filter and choose the best features to use depending on
the problem domain an automatic feature filtering and selecting process was created;
the user is simply required to provide a set of candidate features. Automatic feature
generation could be used to provide candidate features, however this is out of the scope
of this work [71, 13]. This section will describe how the automatic feature selection and
scaling works.
Due to the speed of the premodel, feature extraction is the biggest overhead of
this approach. Therefore, by reducing the feature count the overall overhead of this
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approach can be reduced. Furthermore, reducing the feature count also improves the
generalisability of the premodel, i.e. reducing the likelihood of over-fitting on the
training data.
Feature Correlation. The first step is correlation-based feature selection, described in
detail in section 2.2.2. Pearson product-moment correlation (PCC) is used, which returns
a value between −1 and 1 to indicate the similarity between two features. The closer
the absolute value is to 1, the more similar the two features are, meaning they represent
similar information. It was empirically decided that a threshold value of 0.75 is effective
at this stage. If the absolute value of PCC between two features is greater than 0.75, then
one of the features is removed, retaining the other.
Feature Importance. Next, the importance of each feature is evaluated. In order to
evaluate the importance of each feature a baseline is needed. To get a baseline the
premodel is first trained and evaluated using K-fold cross validation (see Section 4.2.5)
using all of the current features, recording the accuracy. Each feature is then removed
in turn and the premodel is retrained and re-evaluated, noting the change in accuracy
from the baseline. Intuitively, if there is a large drop in accuracy when a feature is
removed then the feature must be important for the task at hand. Alternatively, if the
accuracy drop is very small, or accuracy increases the feature must be unimportant. It
was empirically determined that if the accuracy drop is greater than 1% then a feature
is deemed important. This step is performed iteratively, performing a greedy search,
removing the least important features one by one. At the end of this stage all remaining
features are deemed important.
Feature Scaling. The final step in feature selection is feature scaling, or normalising,
bringing all features into a common range in order to prevent the range of any single
feature being a factor in its importance. Feature scaling also reduces the computation
time of the premodel. All features are normalised, bringing them into a range between





where x is all values for this feature, xi is the value to normalise, and zi is the normalised
value.
To facilitate feature scaling during deployment, the minimum and and maximum value
of each feature in the training set is recorded; they are used to scale the corresponding
features of new data. If a feature value falls outside of the minimum/maximum range
during deployment then it is still scaled accordingly, however its normalised value will
be capped at 1.0. For example, with a minimum value of 0, and a maximum value of 10,
the feature value 15 would be scaled and capped to 1.0.













Fig. 4.7 The premodel training process. The same procedure is used to train each
individual SML in a multi-classifier architecture premodel.
4.2.5 Premodel Training
Training the premodel follows the standard SML training procedure, summarised in
Figure 4.7. In general, the optimal DNN for each training image needs to be discovered
through inference profiling, it is then combined with the input features to create a training
dataset. The training dataset will summarise the best DNN to use based on a set of features.
Finally, the premodel is trained on the training data so it is able to predict the optimal
DNN for any new inputs at runtime. This section covers different aspects of training
the premodel, covering the generation of training data, building the premodel and the
overall cost of training.
Generate Training Data
As mentioned above, the training data consists of a set of feature values for each input
combined with the optimal DNN for that input. The premodel can be trained for different
evaluation criteria, e.g.top-1 or top-5 for image classification, as the optimal model
changes depending on the evaluation criteria. To accurately evaluate the performance of
each candidate DNN they must be applied to unseen training inputs, that is, input that has
not been used to train the DNN. Inference profiling (see Figure 4.7) involves exhaustively
executing inference of every candidate DNN with every training input, measuring the
prediction output and execution time. Inference profiling should be carried out on an
unloaded machine to reduce noise and speed up data generation; it is a one-off cost,
i.e. it only needs to be completed once. During development it was discovered that
the relative runtime of DNNs is stable, i.e. the relative time difference between DNNs
stays the same whether running on an embedded system or a high-performance server; if
MobileNet_v1_100 is faster than ResNet_v2_152 on a server, it will be on an embedded
system too. This means that inference profiling can be carried out on a high-performance
server to speed-up data generation. It is worth noting that adding a new candidate DNN
at a later date simply requires executing inference of the new DNN with all inputs while
taking the same measurements described above.
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Once inference profiling and feature extraction (explained in section 4.2.4) are
complete their respective outputs can be combined to produce the premodel training
data. As with any machine learning training problem, it is difficult to quantify the exact
amount of data required in order to produce accurate predictions. The data presented in
Chapter 6 indicate that 10k training inputs is not sufficient, whereas 50k inputs produced
accurate predictions. Using the DNN outputs, evaluation criteria, and inference execution
times, the optimum DNN for each input can be calculated. The optimum DNN is that which
achieves the accuracy goal (top-1 or top-5) in the least amount of time. The features
(premodel input) and optimum DNN (ground truth label) for each input are combined to
create the full training data for the premodel.
Automatically Building the Premodel
Once the training data is available the best premodel architecture for the problem domain
can be ascertained. First, the best DNNs to include in the premodel needs to be decided,
explained in section 4.2.3. Next, the best classifier and SML classifier to use is searched
for, initially through a random search of all possibilities, and then a fine-grained search
based on the most accurate combinations. For example, the random search could reveal
that SVM and KNN perform effectively at the task at hand, therefore the fine-grained search
will investigate if a multi or single-classifier architecture would work best. During the
fine-grained investigation the best hyper-parameters for each classifier is also decided.
Training Cost
The overall generation and training cost of the premodel is dominated by the generation
of the training data. As the candidate SML classifiers are computationally simple, their
training and evaluation costs during premodel generation are inexpensive. Furthermore,
as more candidate DNNs and training inputs are considered, the more training time will
increase. As an example, the total training cost of an image classification premodel–
considering 12 candidate DNNs, and 50k training inputs on a NVIDIA P40 GPU – took
around 30 hours; 24-25 of those hours were spent on training data generation.
4.2.6 Deployment
Deployment of the model selection process has been designed to be simple and easy to
use, similar to current DNN usage techniques. All inner workings of the process have been
encapsulated, such as the need to extract features from an input and pass them to the
premodel. A user would interact with this approach in the same way as they do a typical
DNN, passing in an input and receiving a prediction as output. For example, in the case of
image classification, the user would pass in an image and be given a prediction of what
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that image contains, along with its confidence levels, in return. The following paragraphs
briefly describe a deployment process for this technique; a more detailed example is in
Section 6.1.1.
First, a premodel needs to be generated and trained; an automatic process, however
requires some human input to begin. The user needs to supply: a set of candidate features,
as mentioned in Section 4.2.4, these could be automatically generated; a set of pre-trained
candidate DNNs, usually easily accessible, but depends on the problem domain; and an
evaluation method for the DNNs, allowing the technique to quantify the accuracy of
each DNN. Once all data has been supplied the training data is generated, the premodel
architecture selected, and the selected premodel is trained. Considering 12 candidate
DNNs, and 29 candidate feature values, the whole process took around 1.5 days.
The premodel can now be deployed. To make use of the premodel the user will
first need to load it into memory, which will automatically load the dependant DNNs into
memory at the same time. Inference now follows the same process as using any single
DNN, the user will supply the premodel with an input – which, internally, will follow the
process in Figure 4.5 – and be returned an output in the same format as the candidate
DNNs.
4.3 DNN Specialisation - Design and Implementation
This section focusses on work that is not yet published. It builds upon the work published
in ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems [89]. Based on the work
discussed in Section 3.4, the diversity of the component models within an ensemble is an
important metric to take into consideration when using multiple models together. The
DNN selection algorithm in Section 4.2.3 attempts to utilise the DNNs with the highest
diversity by only including those which significantly increase accuracy; a necessary step
when using off-the-shelf DNNs. The problem with using off-the-shelf DNNs is their lack
of diversity. They have all be trained to generalise across the entire dataset, and therefore,
have little diversity. More could be done to increase diversity, if each DNN was trained
and optimised for a subset of the training data then model diversity would increase.
This work aims to build a pool of bespoke DNNs that are designed to work together,
specialising each bespoke DNN for a specific segment of the training data. By adapting
the DNNs specifically for this purpose, they can collectively achieve a higher accuracy,
lower overall runtime, and lower memory consumption than using off-the-shelf DNNs.
Furthermore, if the bespoke DNNs are all generated based on the same seed DNN there
is the opportunity for weight sharing, further reducing memory requirements. The
following subsections provide an overview of the design and implementation of this
work.
















Fig. 4.8 An overview of how the DNN specialisation process works. First, the training
data is segmented using a clustering based method. The data segments are then used to
create N sub-DNNs during DNN specialisation, where N is the number of data segments.
4.3.1 Overview
The first step in building a pool of bespoke DNNs is deciding how many to build, and
what data each DNN will specialise in. In general, the more diverse the set of component
models in an ensemble, the better the overall accuracy [86]. Therefore, by generating
a more diverse set of bespoke DNNs, the overall accuracy of the approach described in
Section 4.2 can be improved. The question now becomes "What is the best way to split
the data for the task at hand in order to increase diversity in each split?"; a question that
can be tackled through the use of clustering. Clustering, or Data Segmentation as it is
termed in this thesis, now has a number of problems to solve: (i) How many clusters to
use, and therefore the number of bespoke DNNs to generate; (ii) Which features to use to
represent the data for clustering; and (iii) What value to use for each of the clustering
hyper-parameters. They are discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.2.
Next, the pool of bespoke DNNs needs to be generated based on the Data Segmenta-
tion output. To reduce the overall runtime, and memory consumption, of this approach
the generated DNNs need to be as small as possible. Furthermore, if the bespoke DNNs
can share some parts of their networks, memory can further be reduced with the im-
plementation of weight sharing. Generation of the bespoke DNNs is based on the work
discussed in Section 3.1.1; designed to prune a DNN down to its smallest possible size,
reducing runtime and memory consumption, without affecting accuracy. During this
stage the problems to consider are: (i) How much to prune a bespoke DNN without
affecting accuracy on its specific task, and (ii) How much to fine-tune a bespoke DNN to
avoid over-fitting. They are discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.3.
Figure 4.8 provides an overview of how the DNN specialisation process generates sub-
DNNs which will populate the DNN pool shown in Figure 4.5. The first stage of generating
the pool of sub-DNNs is termed Data Segmentation; it is responsible for splitting the
DNN training data into data segments. Similar to the premodel in Section 4.2, Data
Segmentation is based on a set of features, such as the number of edges and brightness of
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an image, which are extracted by the feature extractor. A set of candidate features need
to be supplied that are narrowed down through an automatic feature selection process,
described in detail in Section 4.3.2. The Data Segmentation process will decide how
many segments to split the training data into, and the best way to split it. Next, the
data segments are passed into the sub-DNN Creation process, which will make a copy
of the base DNN for each data segment. To begin Sub-DNN Creation it is passed multiple
data-segment-base-DNN pairs. The Sub-DNN Creation process is responsible for creating
a specialised DNN for each data segment through a process of fine-tuning and pruning;
explained in more detail in Section 4.3.3. Finally, the generated sub-DNNs are added to a
pool, and form the pool of DNNs shown in Figure 4.5. The model selection and inference
process then follows the same algorithm proposed in Section 4.2, resulting in the most
useful and diverse set of sub-DNNs being utilised. After sub-DNN generation, inference
will work in exactly the same way as a normal, single model inference process i.e. the
input and output (classification result) will be in the same format. Successful sub-DNN
generation will result in a number of faster, more specialised DNNs capable of faster
overall inference without a loss in accuracy.
By combining the ability to build a pool of diverse DNNs to select from, with a
premodel (described in Section 4.2), more accurate, faster running and more memory
efficient DNN inference can be achieved. The following sections provide an in depth
description of each component of the DNN specialisation process. The sections will cover
Data Segmentation, Sub-DNN Creation, premodel generation, and deployment.
4.3.2 Data Segmentation
The Data Segmentation process aims to find the best way to split the DNN training data;
how many splits should be made, and which data forms each data segment. The full DNN
specialisation process described in Figure 4.8 is a time consuming process from end to
end (dominated by the Sub-DNN Creation process), therefore, it is important that good
data segments are found before generating the sub-DNNs. Good Data Segmentation will
result in a pool of smaller, faster, and more specialised DNNs with the same collective
inference capability as the original base DNN. Furthermore, bad Data Segmentation would
impact the premodel accuracy during inference as the premodel would find it difficult
to differentiate the optimal DNN for each input; leading to incorrect DNN choice, and
incorrect classification outputs.
Data Segmentation is based on a set of quantifiable properties – or features, such as
the number of edges and brightness of an image – of the input; extracted by the feature
extractor. A set of candidate features need to be supplied that are narrowed down through
an automatic feature selection process, described in detail in an upcoming subsection.
The feature extraction and selection process is similar to that described for the premodel
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in Section 4.2.4. The main difference between the two extraction processes is how
the importance of each candidate feature is determined; the premodel is a supervised
learning algorithm, whereas Data Segmentation is based on an unsupervised learning
algorithm. The similarities and differences are clarified in an upcoming subsection. Once
the features are extracted they are passed into an unsupervised clustering algorithm that
is responsible for deciding how to segment the data. The K-Means clustering algorithm
will look for similarities in the input data to group the inputs into k segments. Similar to
the premodel described in Section 4.2, the data segmentation process has been designed
to adapt to different DNN domains. A set of candidate features need to be supplied by the
user, then Data Segmentation will choose the best value of k to use, and the best features.
Unfortunately, as the set of candidate features grows in size, the possible combinations
of features grows exponentially. To make the search for the best parameters feasible the
clustering algorithm needs to be quickly evaluated.
The following sections describe: how the clustering output is evaluated, to infer
whether it is a good clustering or not; how feature selection is carried out, specifically,
how it differs from the work in Section 4.2.4; and how the number of data segments
is decided. Finally, this section ends with a summary containing a worked example,
showing the outcome of each step.
Clustering Evaluation
A key problem to solve when segmenting the training data is choosing the best features
and number of clusters (k) to use; k directly relates to the number of data segments created.
Here, the search space can be massive, and grows exponentially as more candidate
features are added, due to the number of feature combinations growing exponentially.
Furthermore, a full evaluation from end-to-end can take days to run, dominated by
compute intensive and time consuming DNN fine-tuning. Exacerbating the problem
further, a poor choice of features or k value will lead to overlapping clusters, resulting
in poor premodel accuracy during inference. Therefore, it is imperative to evaluate the
data segmentation of each combination of features and k before any fine-tuning takes
place; the best set of features and value of k can then be used in end-to-end evaluation.
To evaluate each data segmentation, two evaluation metrics are used: Mean Squared
Error (MSE), and Mean Silhouette Coefficient (MSC). The chosen metrics are common
clustering evaluation metrics used in previous work [8, 100, 10, 132]. Each evaluation
metric is described below:
MSE. MSE is the mean of the squared differences between each cluster element and its
centroid [75]. It is a measure of how distinct each cluster is from all other clusters; MSE
is also able to value the variability of the data assigned to a cluster. The equation for
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Fig. 4.9 An overview of how the data segmentation process works. First, a greedy search
is performed for every value of K, in this case from 2 to 10, and scores recorded. The size
of the clusters are then analysed, removing any invalid feature-sets. Next, the remaining
feature-sets are evaluated for every value of K, and new scores recorded. Finally, the new
clustering cluster sizes are analysed, removing any invalid clusterings. The best feature-
set-k combination is the chosen from the remaining clusterings. A full walk-through of





i=1 xi − x̄i
n
(4.4)
where xi is sample i, and x̄i is the centroid for xi. When calculating SSE lower is better.
MSC. MSC is the mean of the Silhouette Coefficient [111] for each sample in the dataset.
It is a measure of how well formed the predicted clusters are. MSC returns a value
between 1 and −1, ranging from best to worst, respectively. Values close to 0 indicate
overlapping clusters, and negative values generally indicate that a sample has been
assigned to the wrong cluster, i.e. a different cluster is closer and more similar. The









where ai is the difference between sample i and its centroid (intra-cluster distance), and
bi is the difference between sample i and the nearest centroid that it is not a part of
(nearest-cluster distance). When calculating MSC higher is better.
Data Segmentation Feature Selection
Selecting the right features to characterise the input is key to building a successful
clustering algorithm. However, the right features will change depending on the problem
domain. To avoid requiring the user to filter and choose the best features to use depending
on the problem domain an automatic feature filtering and selecting process was created;
the user is simply required to provide a set of candidate features. Feature correlation and
feature scaling follow the same process for feature selection as described in Section 4.2.4,
it will not be repeated here.
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Algorithm 3 Initial Data Segmentation Algorithm
Require: candidate_features
1: for k_valinrange(2,10) do
2: remaining_ f eatures = candidate_ f eatures
3: while length(remaining_ f eatures)>= 2 do
4: f eature_scores = {}
5: for f eatureinremaining_ f eatures do
6: temp_ f eatures = remove_ f eature( f eature,remaining_ f eatures)
7: score = evaluate_ f eatures(temp_ f eatures)
8: f eature_scores[ f eature] = score
9: end for
10: write_to_disk( f eature_scores)
11: least_imp_ f eature = get_least_important( f eature_scores)
12: remaining_ f eatures = remove_ f eature(least_imp_ f eature,remaining_ f eatures)
13: end while
14: end for
The key problem to solve here is choosing how many (n), and which, features to use.
A simple solution would be an exhaustive search. However, the number of iterations (I)
grows exponentially as n increases due to the exploding number of possible combinations
of features. The total number of combinations I for any value of n can be calculated by:
I = 2n −1 (4.6)
To reduce the search space a simple greedy search is implemented instead. The
greedy search works by determining the importance of each of the n features. Feature
importance can be determined by the change in score between the original dataset, and
the dataset with that feature removed. The least important feature is then removed, and
the process repeated with n−1 features, terminating when n = 1. Using Big O Notation,
the number of iterations required is significantly reduced from O(Cn) to O(n2). Using a





Number of Data Segments
Choosing the number of data segments, and therefore the value of k clusters, requires
careful consideration. Too few clusters can lead to a lot of overlap between data segments,
meaning a difficult classification problem for the premodel, and less chance to specialise
each sub-DNN. Too many clusters can lead to long sub-DNN training times, and a complex
classification problem for the premodel. Furthermore, the best number of data segments
will change depending on the problem domain. The possible values of k that were
considered ranges from 2 to 10; 10 is taken as the upper limit as 10 or more sub-DNNs
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would reduce the training data for each sub-DNN significantly, therefore reducing the
effectiveness of training during fine-tuning [47, 155]; Section 4.3.3 provides more detail.
Figure 4.9, and Algorithm 3 present an overview of the process described in this section.
In its simplest form, the search for the best value of k forms an outer loop around
feature selection (4.3.2), that is, the best features will be found for each value of k. As
each value of k presents a unique feature optimisation problem, the optimal features are
likely to vary between k values. Therefore it is important that each optimal feature-set
from each value of k is analysed individually at first, to avoid any single feature-set
dominating. During initial experimentation it was found that, in some cases, a greedy
feature search can lead to very unbalanced clusters. In some cases, when k = 2 one
cluster would contain 90% of the data or more; this is an unfortunate side effect of a more
time efficient search method. To avoid such bad feature-sets being chosen for deployment
a cluster size analysis phase was included in data segment selection. A minimum cluster
size threshold (θ ) value of 10 (representing 10%) was chosen as a sub-DNN trained on
less than 10% of the data would have reduced effectiveness [47, 155].
Initially, the three best performing feature-sets, regarding their MSC scores, for each
value of k are extracted. Next, the cluster sizes are analysed to make sure they pass an
initial minimum cluster size threshold θ2 ; the value is divided by 2 in this case to allow
extra leeway during initial analysis. The remaining feature-sets are then considered the
‘best’ feature-sets for this data. Each of the best feature-sets are then evaluated against
every value of k, recording their MSE and MSC scores. Again, the cluster sizes are
analysed, any feature-set-k combination that produces a cluster containing less than
θ% of the data is removed. Note that the full value of θ is considered in this case, the
clusters generated here directly relate to the training data used for each sub-DNN. This
stage results in each best feature-set being scored against every considered value of k,
and the infeasible combinations have been removed. The next stage focusses on choosing
the best feature-set-k combination.
A common method for choosing the best number of clusters is known as the elbow
method, which is based on the MSE scores. However, the elbow method is often
unreliable and ambiguous [60]; this was the case during pilot experiments. A better
method involves choosing the feature-set-k combination that achieves the highest MSC
score [59], indicating well formed, non-overlapping clusters. Based on pilot experiments,
a hybrid of the two mentioned approaches was adopted; fully evaluated in Section 6.2.2.
The hybrid approach considers a tolerance (δ ) below the maximum value of MSC score,
the chosen feature-set-k combination is the chosen based on the lowest MSE score within
the threshold.
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Table 4.6 All candidate features considered during Data Segmentation.
Feature Description
n_keypoints # of keypoints
avg_brightness Average brightness
brightness_rms Root mean square of brightness
avg_perc_brightness Average of perceived brightness
perc_brightness_rms Root mean square of perceived brightness
contrast The level of contrast
edge_length{1-7} A 7-bin histogram of edge lengths
edge_angle{1-7} A 7-bin histogram of edge angles
area_by_perim Area / perimeter of the main object
aspect_ratio The aspect ratio of the main object
hue{1-7} A 7-bin histogram of the different hues
Summary
Once Data Segmentation is complete, it will output a number of data segments, based
on the clusters, that should be easily separable. To clarify, Data Segmentation works on
the DNN domain training data, as it is used during Sub-DNN Creation to specialise each
sub-DNN. To end this section, a worked example is provided to help demonstrate Data
Segmentation First a setup is described, followed by an example of the greedy feature
search is given. Next the example shows how the best feature-sets are chosen, finishing
with choosing the best feature-set-k combination.
Setup. In this example 29 candidate features are supplied the Data Segmentation process,
they are listed in Table 4.6. Features are extracted from 500k randomly selected images
in the ImageNet training dataset; there is an equal number of images selected from each
of the 1k ImageNet classes. OpenCV and SimpleCV were used to extract features from
each image. For this example θ = 10, and δ = 0.08; during pilot experiments these
values produced good results. Both values are analysed in the Section 6.2.2.
Greedy Feature Search. The goal of data segmentation is to decide the best number
of clusters, and the best features to use. This paragraph focusses on choosing the best
features. This example walks through the first two iterations of a greedy feature search
where Table 4.6 shows all candidate features, and k = 2. Note that this process will be
repeated for every considered value of k. First, feature correlation and feature scaling
is carried out, following the same process as described in Section 4.2.4; the remaining
features are shown in Table 4.7 in the left column. Next, the importance of each feature
is calculated (shown in Table 4.7). As a reminder, feature importance can be determined
by the change in MSC score between using all features, and the same clustering with that
feature removed. In this instance, the contrast feature is removed as removing it actually
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Table 4.7 The importance of every feature
during the first iteration of a greedy search
for feature selection using k = 2. Features
are sorted by increasing importance, the


















Table 4.8 The importance of every feature
during the second iteration of a greedy
search for feature selection using k = 2.
Features are sorted by increasing impor-
tance, the least important feature is at the
















Table 4.9 A list of feature-set-k combinations that produce the best MSC scores after a
greedy search across all values of k. The combinations that produce invalid cluster sizes
have been removed. MSC and MSE scores achieved by each feature-set are presented in
Figures 4.10 and 4.11, respectively. A full list of the features contained in each feature-set
is provided in Appendix A.
KMeans_2_193 KMeans_2_187 KMeans_3_228 KMeans_3_233
KMeans_3_171 KMeans_4_320 KMeans_4_190 KMeans_5_373
KMeans_6_199 KMeans_6_376
increases the overall MSC score. The importance of each feature is then re-calculated
based on the new feature-set, giving the values presented in Table 4.8. In this instance,
the avg_brightness feature is removed, completing the second iteration of the feature
search. This process is repeated until 3 features remain.
Choosing the Best Feature-Sets. During the greedy feature search every feature-set is
given a unique feature-set ID, integers of increasing value starting at 1. As an example,
the feature-set with ID 1 contains all features listed in Table 4.7, whereas the feature-
set with ID 199 only contains the following features: edge_angle_4, area_by_perim,
aspect_ratio, hue1, and hue7. A full list of the features contained in each relevant
feature is provided in Appendix A. At this stage, each feature-set-k combination is named
































































































Fig. 4.10 Mean Silhouette Coefficient (MSC) of the best feature-sets (Table 4.9) across
every value of k. The x axis of this figure matches Figure 4.11. Lower MSC threshold,
determined as max(MSC)−δ is shown as a dashed line. For MSC, higher is better.
with the following convention: KMeans_k_i, where k is the number of clusters (or data
segments) considered, and i is the feature-set ID; KMeans_6_199 is 6 data segments
created using the feature set described earlier. Table 4.9 shows the feature-sets from each
value of k that achieved the best MSC scores, the feature-sets that produce cluster sizes
less than θ2 have been removed. In this case 10 best feature-sets have been chosen, each
one is now scored against every value of k being considered.
Choosing the Best Feature-Set-k Combination. The final stage of Data Segmentation
is choosing the best feature-set-k combination overall that produces the best Data Seg-
mentation; Figure 4.9 presents an overview of this process. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show
the MSC and MSE scores of all feature-set-k combinations, respectively; the combina-
tions that produce cluster sizes less than θ have been removed. First, MSC scores are
analysed and the best scorer is found, in this case that is KMeans_2_199. Next, the value
of δ is taken away from the MSC score of the top scorer, all feature-set-k combinations
that achieve a MSC score greater than the result are now considered. In this example,
KMeans_3_199 achieves an MSC score of 0.618, and δ = 0.08, therefore the MSC
score lower bound becomes 0.538 (as 0.618−0.08 = 0.538), marked with a dashed line
in Figure 4.10. Of the 15 feature-set-k combinations, only 5 are within the threshold:
KMeans_2_193, KMeans_2_228, KMeans_2_199, KMeans_3_199, KMeans_2_373.
Figure 4.11 shows the MSE scores of all combinations, the combinations within the
threshold are marked with a red tilde. In this case there is a clear winner: KMeans_3_199.
Therefore the best parameters to use for Data Segmentation in this example are: feature-
set ID 199, and k = 3.
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Fig. 4.11 Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the best feature-sets (Table 4.9) across every
value of k. The x axis of this figure matches Figure 4.10. Red tilde marks show the
feature-set-k combinations that are greater than the lower MSC threshold. For MSE,
lower is better.
4.3.3 Sub-DNN Creation
To begin, the sub-DNN creation process is given two inputs: (i) a set of training data
segments, each data segment correlating to a cluster; and (ii) clones of the pre-trained
base DNN (e.g. ResNet_v2_50), one for each data segment. Each DNN clone is assigned a
data segment. In general, more complex problems require more complex DNNs. After
data segmentation each data segment represents a simpler problem to solve, therefore,
each sub-DNN will have a simpler problem to solve. Simpler sub-DNNs will lead to
cheaper and faster overall inference. The following process is carried out, in turn, for
each combination of data segment and DNN to create each sub-DNN.
Initial Fine-Tuning
Initially, the DNN clone is fine-tuned on its data segment with a learning rate of 1×10−5
for 10 epochs, or until the validation loss begins to increase instead of decrease, indicating
over-fitting. Such a low learning rate and so few epochs are used as the DNN has already
been pre-trained and is expected to be well fitted to the data segment. To clarify, validation
loss is the loss score based on the training validation set, that is, 20% of the training
data used to validate training; it is not the loss score based on the ImageNet Validation
set. Initial fine-tuning aims to begin specialising this DNN clone for its data segment by
slightly adjusting the weights, preventing the first iteration of pruning from removing
exactly the same neurons for each DNN clone.
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Pruning and Fine-Tuning
Pruning and fine-tuning makes up the majority of the sub-DNN creation process; it is
computationally expensive due to iterative fine-tuning. Previous work in DNN pruning
indicates that the first layers of a DNN learn general features [153, 115], the later layers
building on those general features to form more specialised features and classify more
complex problems. Therefore, during this approach pruning begins part way through the
model to preserve the general features. Pilot experiments indicated that not pruning or
fine-tuning the first 35% of a DNN produced good results, full evaluation in Section 6.2.3.
Beneficially, all sub-DNNs will be exactly the same up until the point that pruning begins,
therefore, they can share weights.
Initially, each convolutional layer in a sub-DNN is pruned by 40%, that is, 40% of the
convolutional filters in each layer are removed; convolutional layers make up the majority
of resource consumption in a CNN. During pilot experimentation, 40% was shown to be
an effective value for shrinking a DNN without negatively affecting its accuracy. Keras-
Surgeon [146] was used to prune the DNNs. Specific sub-DNNs may be pruned more
later on after more analysis. Typically, pruning and fine-tuning is an iterative, per-layer
process, however, it is also time consuming. In this work, fine-tuning is only carried out
every 3-4 layers of pruning, helping to reduce over-fitting and reduces overall runtime
of Sub-DNN Creation. Similar to the initial fine-tuning, a low learning rate is used for
5 epochs, or until the validation loss begins to increase instead of decrease, indicating
over-fitting. Unfortunately, this also increases the likelihood of a sub-DNN under-fitting
on its data segment. Therefore, some final fine-tuning is carried out to ensure a well
performing sub-DNN, explained in more detail in the next Section.
An alternate method for Sub-DNN Creation involves first pruning and fine-tuning the
base DNN as much as possible on all of the training data (similar to the work in [37])
before cloning, pruning, and fine-tuning to create each sub-DNN. The intuition behind
this idea is that there are some common sections of the base DNN that will be removed by
all sub-DNNs, therefore this method would save on repeated computation during pruning
and fine-tuning. However, this method would restrict the divergence of the individual
sub-DNNs and potentially damage the effectiveness of this overall approach.
Final Fine-Tuning
In order to avoid over-fitting, sub-DNNs are not fine-tuned after each layer is pruned.
Final fine-tuning aims to make up for any lost accuracy during pruning and fine-tuning
and helps to fully specialise a sub-DNN to its data segment. Similar to initial fine-tuning,
final fine-tuning is carried out with a low learning rate on its data segment for 20 epochs,
or until the validation loss begins to increase instead of decrease, indicating over-fitting.
More training epochs are carried out here as the DNN is expected to need to learn some
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new features after pruning has taken place. Fine-tuning after pruning is an important step
in order to recover from any lost accuracy due to pruning [29, 46]. Once final fine-tuning
is finished this sub-DNN has been created. The process will repeat on the next sub-DNN if
more are available to be created.
4.3.4 Premodel Generation and Training
Generation and training of a premodel is very similar to that in the previous work (see
Section 4.2.5). The features are automatically selected, the premodel is automatically
generated, and the premodel is trained via a similar process. This Section briefly covers
the areas where this premodel is different to the one described in Section 4.2.
Feature Selection
Similar to the premodel in Section 4.2, and clustering during Data Segmentation (Sec-
tion 4.3.2), this premodel requires the right features to characterise the input in order
to build a successful SML classifier. The same automatic feature filtering and selecting
process was used to choose the best features based on a set of supplied candidate features;
the process is described in more detail in Section 4.2.4. Automatic feature generation
could be used to provide candidate features, however this is out of the scope of this
work [71, 13].
Training
Training the premodel follows the standard SML training procedure. In general, the
optimal sub-DNN for each image in the ImageNet validation dataset needs to be discovered
through inference profiling, it is then combined with the input features to create a
premodel training dataset. A different premodel training dataset will be generated
depending on the optimisation metric, and problem domain. Finally, the premodel is
trained on the premodel training data so it is able to predict the optimal sub-DNN for any
new inputs at runtime. Overall, premodel training is very similar to that described in
Section 4.2.5, therefore, the same information will not be repeated here. In this work,
the premodel does not take the DNN Selection Algorithm (Section 4.2.3) into account,
unlike in the previous work in Section 4.2. The Data Segmentation process, if successful,
will accurately and effectively segment the data, meaning there will be no need to select
the best sub-DNNs; evaluated fully in Section 6.2.2.
4.3.5 Deployment
Deployment of DNN specialisation is closely integrated with Model Selection, described
previously. It has been designed to be simple and easy to use, encapsulating the inner
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workings, and requiring little input from a user. During deployment, a user would interact
with this approach in the same way as they do a typical DNN, passing in an input and
receiving a prediction as output. DNN specialisation requires some extra pre-deployment
computation, however, this is a one-off cost and does not need to be repeated unless
the problem domain changes. The following paragraphs briefly describe a deployment
process for this technique.
First, the user to supply some data to begin the DNN specialisation process:
1. Some DNN training data for the problem domain.
2. A set of candidate features for the DNN training data, these could be automatically
generated.
3. A pre-trained base, or seed, DNN, used to generate the sub-DNNs.
4. A set of candidate features for the premodel training data, these could be the same
or different to the DNN training data features.
5. An evaluation method for the DNNs, allowing the technique to quantify the accuracy
of each DNN.
Once all of the above has been supplied, Data Segmentation can begin, making use
of the DNN training data candidate features, and generating the data segments. Data
segments, DNN training data, and the seed DNN are then used to generate the individual
sub-DNNs, populating the premodel pool of DNNs. Finally, premodel training data is
generated, the premodel architecture selected, and the selected premodel is trained.
Considering half a million DNN training data points, and 29 candidate feature values for
DNN and premodel training data, the whole process took around one week, running on
the GPU-Server described in Section 5.1.1.
The premodel can now be deployed. To make use of the premodel the user will first
need to load it into memory, which will automatically load the sub-DNNs into memory at
the same time. Inference now follows the same process as using any single DNN, the user
will supply the premodel with an input – which, internally, will follow the process in
Figure 4.5 – and be returned an output in the same format as the seed DNN.
Chapter 5
Experimental Setup
This chapter presents the experimental setup used to evaluate the work in this thesis - the
results of which are reported in the next chapter. First, the setup of the systems used to
train and evaluate models is presented, covering the hardware and software used. Next,
the methodologies used to evaluate the different models (DNN and SML) and different
problem domains is presented. Finally, the methods to record and evaluate the results of
an end-to-end evaluation are described in detail.
5.1 Systems Setup
This Section describes the systems used to train models and evaluate the approaches
described in the previous Chapter. First, the hardware and setups used are described in
detail, including a brief description of how the system has been used. To end this Section,
the deep learning frameworks and DNN architectures used are described in detail, along
with their uses.
5.1.1 Hardware and Software
Two distinct systems were used to evaluate this thesis: a high end GPU-based server,
termed GPU-server; and an embedded deep learning platform, NVIDIA Jetson TX2. All
experimental results are reported based on an implementation on a Jetson TX2; that is,
the resource utilisation and model runtime are extracted directly from the Jetson TX2
during runtime. The GPU-server was primarily used for the computationally intensive
tasks that are not directly involved in deployment, e.g. model training. The hardware and
setup of the GPU-server is described first, followed by the NVIDIA Jetson TX2.
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GPU-Server
Brief Description. The GPU-server is a high-end system used that has been used
for compute intensive tasks such as feature extraction and DNN training. All compute
intensive tasks that are not directly involved in the final deployment were executed on this
device to save time. The following tasks were executed on the GPU-server: premodel
training data generation, premodel training, data segmentation, DNN training, and DNN
fine-tuning.
Hardware. The server has an Intel Core i7-3770 CPU, with 4 cores and hyper-threading,
running at 3.4Ghz (and turbo boost up to 3.9Ghz). Alongside the CPU, there is a 2688
core NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN (GK110) running at 876Mhz, with 6GB of GDDR5
internal memory. The system also has 32GB of DDR3 memory, and a further 32GB of
virtual memory. Finally, the GPU-server has 1TB of SSD storage.
Software. In terms of software, the server is running Debian 10.2 with Linux kernel
v4.19.0. Keras v2.2.4 was installed, alongside keras_applications v1.0.7 for access to pre-
trained DNN models. Keras used a TensorFlow v.1.14.0 back-end, running with cuDNN
(v7.0) and CUDA (v10.0.130); used for DNN model training (see Section 5.1.2). The
premodel is implemented using the Python scikit-learn package. The feature extractor
is built upon OpenCV and SimpleCV. All testing was run using Python 3.5.2.
NVIDIA Jetson TX2
Brief Description. NVIDIA Jetson TX2 is an embedded deep learning platform. It
is a single board computer module designed for embedded applications that require
high performance computing [30]. The TX2 has been specifically designed to run GPU
workloads, such as DNN inference, on device in a fast and energy efficient manner [112];
making it a perfect evaluation device for this thesis. The TX2 device has been used to
evaluate the runtime and energy consumption of individual models, as well as a full
end-to-end evaluation of the proposed solution.
Hardware. The TX2 system has a 64-bit ARMv8 dual-core Denver2 and a 64-bit
ARMv8 quad-core Cortex-A57 running at 2.0 Ghz, and a 256-core NVIDIA Pascal GPU
running at 1.3 Ghz. The board has 8 GB of LPDDR4 RAM and 96 GB of storage (32
GB eMMC plus 64 GB SD card).
Software. The evaluation platform runs Ubuntu 16.04 with Linux kernel v4.4.15. Keras
v2.2.4 was installed, using a TensorFlow v.1.14.0 back-end, running with cuDNN (v7.0)
and CUDA (v9.0.252); used for DNN evaluation (see Section 5.1.2). Similar to the GPU-
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server, Python 3.5.2 was used with scikit-learn for the premodel, and OpenCV and
SimpleCV were used for the feature extractor.
5.1.2 Deep Learning Frameworks and Model Architectures
The work in this thesis has been designed to be generally applicable to varying DNN
problem domains. Therefore, the work has been implemented in platform and problem
domain agnostic deep Learning frameworks, and considers multiple different off-the-
shelf pre-trained DNNs. First, the deep learning frameworks that were used are described,
followed by a brief description of each DNN architecture.
Deep Learning Frameworks
Deep Learning Frameworks (also known as DNN frameworks) offer building blocks for
designing, training and validating DNNs through a high level programming interface. They
are designed to have easy-to-use interfaces that aim to simplify the implementation of
complex and large-scale deep learning models. Furthermore, deep learning frameworks
rely on GPU-accelerated libraries such as cuDNN and NCCL to deliver high-performance
multi-GPU accelerated training. Widely used deep learning frameworks include: MXNet,
PyTorch, TensorFlow and Keras. They can generally be separated into higher and lower
level frameworks. As a general rule, lower level frameworks implement the underlying
mathematical operations of NNs whereas higher level frameworks abstract away from the
underlying operations. Lower level frameworks implement operations such as matrix
multiplication, convolutional operations, and activation functions. The user builds upon
the mathematical operations to create a neural network, giving the user fine-grained
control over the network. Higher level frameworks build upon lower level frameworks
and abstract away from the underlying operations in order to release a more readable
API in terms of layers, weights, and model saving. This thesis makes use of a lower
and higher level framework: TensorFlow and Keras, respectively. They are the most
popularly used frameworks [57]; a brief description of both is given below.
TensorFlow. TensorFlow [1] was developed by researchers and engineers from the
Google Brain team, it is an open source project for – at a generic level – numerical
computation using data flow graphs. Each node in the graph represents a mathematical
operation, while the edges represent multi-dimensional data arrays, or tensors, that flow
between them. The flexible architecture of TensorFlow allows the user to deploy models
to one or more CPUs or GPUs in a desktop, server, or mobile device without re-writing
code. For visualizing TensorFlow results, TensorFlow offers TensorBoard, a suite of
visualisation tools. In this evaluation TensorFlow was used as a back-end for Keras, and
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some lower level operations, such as quantisation, were implemented directly in it for
optimisation.
Keras. Keras [15] is a higher level deep learning framework that builds upon the
operations in lower level frameworks. TensorFlow, Theano, or CNTK (all lower level
frameworks) can be used as a ‘back-end’ for Keras, that is, the framework that Keras
is abstracting over. Keras provides a high-level API, alongside multiple pre-trained
DNNs of popular architectures, that make both prototyping and deployment simple and
effective. Unfortunately, Keras’ less configurable environment means TensorFlow needed
to be used directly for some of the evaluation. In this evaluation, Keras was used where
possible to allow fast implementation, testing, and evaluation of the proposed approaches.
DNN Architectures
Throughout the evaluation, this thesis considers a wide range of influential DNN models,
ranging from simple to complex. The DNNs were chosen due to their popularity and
usability, as well as their pre-trained availability. The following paragraphs provide brief
descriptions of the DNN architectures evaluated, and the naming conventions each one
uses.
Image Classification. Below is a list, and brief description, of the image classification
DNNs used for evaluation in this thesis; all models were trained on the ImageNet ILSVRC
2012 training set. A range of CNNs were considered for evaluation, from low-end, simpler,
and less accurate models, to high-end, complex and accurate models. The 14 CNNs used
for evaluation are as follows:
• ResNet. ResNet [43] NNs are a family of very deep DNNs; they tend to have
hundreds of layers. For context, alternate DNN architectures, such as Inception
and MobileNet, tend to have tens of layers. In short, ResNet networks introduced
the ‘residual block’ which helped to solve the degradation problem in larger NNs,
a problem which limited previous NN architectures in size. Two versions of the
ResNet architecture [44], and three different sizes of each version (50, 101, and
152 layers), were considered in the evaluation of this thesis for a total of 6 unique
ResNet models. They are named as ResNet_vi_ j, where i is the version number,
and j is the number of layers in the model. The ResNet architecture provides a
range of high-end, computationally expensive, and accurate DNNs.
• Inception. Briefly, the Inception architecture was first introduced by researchers
at Google in 2014 [125]. The key idea behind it is the ‘Inception Cell’ which
performs a series of convolutions at different scales and aggregates the results, as
opposed to using layers with filters of all the same size - a typical approach in CNN
architectures. Four different versions of Inception [126] were considered during
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evaluation, they are named as Inception_vi, where i is the version number. The
Inception architecture provides a range of mid-end DNNs. Their complexity and
accuracy sits between ResNet and MobileNet architectures.
• MobileNet. MobileNet is a group of CNNs that use "depth-wise separable convolu-
tions to build light weight deep neural networks" [50]; primarily designed for fast
and efficient mobile inference, although the models are useful on any embedded
system. A hyper-parameter, determining the width of the model, was introduced
to decide the width of the model, making it adaptable to different applications.
Four different widths of MobileNet were considered during the evaluation of this
thesis. They are named as MobileNet_vi_ j, where i is the version number, and j
is a width multiplier out of 100, with 100 being the full uncompressed model. The
MobileNet architecture provides a range of low-end, computationally cheap, but
less accurate DNNs.
A number of popular CNNs were not used for evaluation in this thesis. Reasons for an
architecture not being used include: A architecture of similar complexity is already being
used, the model cannot run on the Jetson TX2, or the architecture has been superseded
by a newer architecture already used. The following CNN architectures were considered,
but not used for evaluation:
• AlexNet. AlexNet [66] was one of the first CNNs to achieve considerable accuracy
in the 2012 ImageNet challenge, achieving a top-5 score of 84.7%. AlexNet is a
relatively simple architecture consisting of just 5 convolutional layers, and 3 fully
connected layers; there are no alternate versions of AlexNet. Due to its simplicity,
and relatively low accuracy when compared to MobileNet and ResNet, it was not
included in the evaluation of this work.
• VGGNet. VGGNet [118] was the first runner up in the ImageNet classification
task challenge in 2014. Although it did not win, it was a significant improvement
over the winner of the challenge in the last two years. VGGNet introduced the
concept of stacking 3x3 convolutional filters to simulate the effects of using larger
filters, such as 11x11 or 5x5 that were used in AlexNet. By stacking convolutional
filters VGGNet reduced the overall number of parameters in the model, allowing
for deeper CNNs to be designed. There are many versions of VGGNet, however
the most popular, and widely available as a pre-trained model, are VGG-16 and
VGG-19; 16 and 19 refer to the number of layers in the model. VGGNet was
not used for the evaluation of this thesis as the number of parameters in the
model means that it is unable to run on the Jetson TX2. VGG-16 and VGG-19
contain 138.4M and 143.7M parameters, respectively. For context, the largest
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version of ResNet (ResNet_v2_152) contains just 60.4M parameters; ResNet also
out-performs VGGNet in accuracy.
• DenseNet. DenseNet [52] is an architecture of CNNs that focusses on a dense set of
connections between the layers. Traditional CNNs with L layers have L connections
- one connection between each layer and the next. DenseNets have L(L+ 1)/2
connections, the feature maps of all preceding layers are used as inputs to a layer,
in turn, the feature maps of each layer are used as input to all subsequent layers. By
increasing the number of connections DenseNets are able to substantially reduce
the number of parameters. The largest version of DenseNet (DenseNet_201, 201
is the number of layers) and ResNet (ResNet_v2_152) achieve similar top-1 and
top-5 accuracy, however DenseNet requires a third of the parameters. ResNet was
chosen in place of DenseNet due to their comparable runtimes and accuracies;
ResNet is also more widely used for evaluation and therefore, it is easier to obtain
a pre-trained model.
Machine Translation. Two unique architectures of machine translation DNNs were used
for evaluation in this thesis. Models were trained using Tensorflow-NMT, a Neural
Machine Translation library provided by TensorFlow [85], and the WMT09-WMT14
English-German newstest dataset 1. Pre-trained RNNs of varying sizes and architectures
proved difficult to come by, therefore the RNNs used in this thesis were trained using
the hardware available, limiting the choice. Two different architectures of RNN were
considered: the standard TensorFlow-NMT model architecture, and the Google Neural
Machine Translation Attention (GNMT) [148] architecture. Multiple sizes of each
architecture were considered. The RNN models are named as gnmt_N_layer, prefixing
the name with gnmt_ where the model uses the GNMT architecture, and N is the number
of layers in the model. For example, 4_layer is a default TensorFlow-NMT model made
up of 4 layers. In total 15 RNNs were considered.
5.2 Evaluation Methodology
The evaluation of this work can be split into two general categories: the evaluation of
the DNNs, and the evaluation of the premodel. The evaluation of each category will be
carried out in different ways, as each is trying to solve a different problem. The following
sections outline the methodology used to evaluate the premodel, then each individual
DNN used in this thesis.
1http://www.statmt.org/wmt15/
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5.2.1 Premodel Evaluation
The proposed premodel is evaluated using standard SML evaluation techniques. The
premodel training dataset and k-fold cross validation is used, with k equal to 10. Specif-
ically, the training dataset is split into 10 sets (folds) which each equally represent the
full dataset. One fold is retained for premodel testing, and the remaining 9 are used as
training data. This process is then repeated 10 times, one for each fold, with each fold
being used exactly once for testing.
For example, if the training dataset consists of 50k images, it will be split into 10
sets (folds) of 5k images each. Each fold will equally represent each premodel class as
much as possible. Next, 9 folds (45k images) are used to train the premodel, and the
remaining fold (5k images) is used for testing; this process is repeated 10 times.
The accuracy, inference time, and energy consumption of every data point in the
dataset is recorded, and an average is taken as the premodel score. Section 5.3 gives a
detailed explanation on how the inference time and energy consumption are recorded.
This standard methodology evaluates the generalisation ability of a SML model. For
end-to-end evaluation, that is, from input (such as an image) to DNN prediction output,
the premodel outputs (choice of DNN) from k-fold cross validation are used to choose
the DNN for each input.
5.2.2 DNN Evaluation
DNNs are evaluated in different ways depending on the problem they are trying to solve;
different problem domains have conventional ways of evaluating success. In this thesis,
two typical problem domains are covered: image classification and machine translation.
The same evaluation methodology is used for individual DNNs as well as evaluating
end-to-end performance, this is possible as end-to-end input and output is similar to
individual DNNs. The next two Sections cover how each of these domains are evaluated.
Image Classification
Image classification is typically evaluated using different forms of accuracy (top-1 and
top-5), and calculating metrics based on its confusion matrix (precision, recall, and
f1-score). For context, Figure 5.1 shows how to calculate the values in a confusion matrix
based on ground truth labels, and predicted labels. The following 5 evaluation methods
for image classification are used in this thesis:
• Top-1 (higher is better). Top-1 scoring is commonly used in the ImageNet Chal-
lenge, a popular yearly image classification competition. As input, each DNN takes
an image, and returns a list of label confidence values as output. Each value
indicates the confidence that a particular object is in the image. The resulting list



















Fig. 5.1 A confusion matrix showing how different values are calculated based on a
models predictions. Values are true or false depending on whether the ground truth and
predicted label match or not, respectively. Positive and negative is determined based on
the predicted label.
of object values are sorted in descending order with regards to their prediction
confidence; the label with the highest confidence appears at the top of the list. For
top-1 scoring, if the ground truth label is at the top of the list for a particular image,
it counts as a match. The top-1 score is then calculated as the average number of
matches over the whole test dataset. For example, if 25 of 50 images had a match
under the top-1 criteria described above, the DNNs overall top-1 score for the given
dataset would be 50%.
• Top-5 (higher is better). Top-5 scoring is very similar to top-1 scoring, it is also
commonly used in the ImageNet Challenge. In this case, once the resulting list
of object values have been sorted in descending order, the top five most confident
labels are checked for the ground truth label, if it is found it counts as a match. The
top-5 score is then calculated as the average number of matches over the whole
test dataset.
• Precision (higher is better). Precision is a measure of the correctly predicted
images to the total number of images that are predicted to have a specific object.
Note that when calculating precision, only the top most confident prediction
is considered. Mathematically, using the confusion matrix, precision can be
calculated using Equation 5.1 below. Colloquially, precision can be thought of as
an answer to the question "Of all the images that are labelled to have a cat, how
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• Recall (higher is better). Recall is a measure of correctly predicted images to the
total number of test images that belong to an object class. Note that when calculat-
ing recall, only the top most confident prediction is considered. Mathematically,
using the confusion matrix, recall can be calculated using Equation 5.2 below.
Colloquially, recall can be thought of as an answer to the question “Of all the test





• F1-Score (higher is better). F1-score is the weighted harmonic mean of precision
and recall; it is used to summarise the precision and recall of a model in a single
value. It is useful when the test datasets have an uneven distribution of classes.
Mathematically, F1-score can be calculated using Equation 5.3 below.




Machine translation is inherently harder to evaluate than image classification. It involves
degrees of correctness rather than being either correct or incorrect. Therefore, a different
set of metrics are used to evaluate the performance of machine translation DNNs. The
following 4 evaluation methods for machine translation are described in detail below:
• BLEU (higher is better). Bilingual Evaluation Understudy Evaluation (BLEU)
was first suggested in 2002 [101], since then it has become a widely used evaluation
metric for machine translation; it is similar to precision in image classification.
BLEU uses n-grams for its calculation, where n can be any number. A 1-gram,
or unigram, would be each individual word, whereas a 2-gram, or bigram, would
be word pairs. BLEU works by counting the matching n-grams in the candidate
(DNN model output) and reference text (ground truth text), the comparison is made
regardless of the order. A value between 1 and 0 is returned by BLEU, 0 being
a completely different to the reference text, and 1 being a perfect match to the
reference text; a value of 1 is very rarely achieved.
• BLEU-PS (higher is better). BLEU per second. As BLEU is only able to represent
a degree of correctness, BLEU-PS is also used; it is designed to evaluate the
trade-off between BLEU and inference time. BLEU-PS is similar to Energy
Delay Product (EDP) [69], which is used to evaluate the trade-off between energy
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• Rouge (higher is better). Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation [77]
is another commonly used evaluation metric for machine translation. Similar to
BLEU, ROUGE measures the degree of correctness of a candidate text; however,
unlike BLEU, ROUGE is more similar to recall in image classification. Whereas
BLEU measures how often the words (and/or n-grams) in the candidate text appear
in the reference text(s), ROUGE measures how often the words (and/or n-grams)
in the reference text(s) appear in the candidate text; a subtle difference. A value
between 1 and 0 is returned by ROUGE, 1 being a perfect match; a value of 1 is
very rarely achieved.
• F1-Measure (higher is better). Similar to F1-score, F1-measure is the weighted
harmonic mean of BLEU and ROUGE scores; it is used to summarise both scores
into a single value. For clarity, F1-measure can be calculated using the equation
below.
F1-Measure = 2× BLEU ×ROUGE
BLEU +ROUGE
(5.5)
5.3 Overall Performance Report
The overall performance of this work is completely evaluated end-to-end, that is, from
the point that an input value is given, e.g. an image, to when the prediction is returned. In
Figure 4.5, it is the full traversal from the left to the right. The following sections describe
the metrics used for end-to-end evaluation, followed by the implemented strategy to
ensure reliable and accurate results.
5.3.1 End-to-End Evaluation Metrics
Inference time and energy consumption are important to consider when running DNNs on
embedded systems. If a network consumes a lot of energy it will become a hindrance
in battery powered devices such as mobile phones. Furthermore, DNNs are often very
computationally intensive and therefore take a long time to run, especially on embedded
devices. Both metrics are considered during the evaluation of this work, and are measured
at 3 different stages: (i) premodel evaluation, (ii) DNN evaluation, and (iii) end-to-end
evaluation. The following list describes how each metric is recorded for each evaluation
stage.
• Inference Time (lower is better). Inference time is the wall clock time between
the start and end point of the evaluation. For premodel evaluation, the start point
is when the feature extractor starts to extract features, and the end point is once the
premodel outputs its predicted DNN. For DNN evaluation, the start point is when
the DNN receives an input, and the end point is when the DNN returns an output.
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End-to-end evaluation includes both of the steps above, starting when the feature
extractor begins, and ending when the DNN returns an output.
• Energy Consumption (lower is better). Energy consumption measures the energy
consumed by the running model, over its whole runtime from a start point to an
end point. To measure energy consumption, a lightweight runtime was developed
to take readings from the on-board energy sensors of the NVIDIA Jetson TX2 at a
frequency of 1,000 samples per second. Static power consumption, used by the
system when idle, is deducted from the energy readings. The start and end points
for premodel, DNNs, and end-to-end evaluation are the same as inference timings.
5.3.2 Evaluation Strategy
Recording inference time and energy consumption is inherently noisy. To ensure reliabil-
ity and reduce noise in the collected values each input is run on each DNN multiple times
until a 95% confidence bound smaller than 5% per DNN, per input is achieved. Meaning
that, for each input on each DNN there is a 95% chance that the actual mean value falls
within 5% of the mean of the repeated tests. The same confidence strategy is not required
for all other metrics used in this thesis; each DNN returns a deterministic output when
given an input. Furthermore, during experimentation the results exclude the loading time
of the DNN models as they only need to be loaded once in practice. Finally, the reported




This chapter presents a full evaluation of the work described in Chapter 4, using the
methods described in Chapter 5. Similar to Chapter 4, this chapter is split into two main
sections, each evaluating a different component of the overall thesis. First, the idea of a
‘Model Selector’ is fully evaluated in-depth, from end-to-end; the evaluation is carried
out using off-the-shelf DNN models, without considering DNN specialisation. To end this
chapter, DNN specialisation and the generation of a pool of DNNs, designed to work in
conjunction with a Model Selector, is evaluated end-to-end.
6.1 Model Selector - Evaluation
The results presented in this section are based on two papers: a conference paper [130],
and a journal paper [89]. Evaluation of this work is split into three main sections, two case
studies (covering image classification and machine translation) and an in-depth evaluation
of different components of this approach. The two presented case studies will cover an
overview of the effectiveness of a Model Selector approach on each of the DNN application
domains. The in-depth evaluation will then evaluate each individual component of the
Model Selector approach in isolation, analysing any individual successes or failures. For
clarification, the end-to-end approach utilising a premodel is termed a Model Selector
approach in this thesis. First, the two case studies are presented, starting with image
classification; this section ends with the in-depth evaluation.
6.1.1 Case Study: Image Classification
To evaluate the Model Selector within the DNN application domain of image classification,
14 pre-trained off-the-shelf CNN models were considered (see Section 5.1.2). All consid-
ered CNN models are built and trained using TensorFlow and the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012
training dataset. The ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 validation dataset is used to generate
the training data for the Model Selector, and evaluate the overall approach using k-fold
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Table 6.1 All candidate features considered for the image classification case study.
Edge_length, edge_angle, and hue features account for 7 individual features each, one
feature for each bin in the histogram. This is a copy of Table 4.6, to help clarify reading.
Feature Description
n_keypoints # of keypoints
avg_brightness Average brightness
brightness_rms Root mean square of brightness
avg_perc_brightness Average of perceived brightness
perc_brightness_rms Root mean square of perceived brightness
contrast The level of contrast
edge_length{1-7} A 7-bin histogram of edge lengths
edge_angle{1-7} A 7-bin histogram of edge angles
area_by_perim Area / perimeter of the main object
aspect_ratio The aspect ratio of the main object
hue{1-7} A 7-bin histogram of the different hues
cross-validation. First the Model Selector and feature selection process is described,
followed by an analysis of the overall end-to-end performance of the generated Model
Selector for image classification.
Premodel Generation
The premodel and feature selection process is presented in this section. In order to carry
out the following steps the premodel training dataset was generated by exhaustively
predicting every image on every candidate CNN; the optimal CNN for each image was
calculated resulting in the training labels for premodel training. First, all candidate
features are described, followed by an analysis of the feature selection process, describing
which features are removed, and why. Next, the feature analysis process is presented,
describing which features are further removed, and explaining why. Finally, the automatic
premodel generation process is presented, describing the final premodel architecture
that is used for end-to-end evaluation.
Feature Selection. For image classification a total of 29 candidate features were con-
sidered, shown in Table 6.1; edge_length, edge_angle, and hue features account for
7 individual features each, one feature for each bin in the histogram. Features were
chosen based on previous image classification work [40], such as edge-based features
(more edges lead to a more complex image), as well as intuition based on the motivation
presented in Section 4.1.1, such as contrast (lower contrast makes it harder to see image
content). Table 6.2 summarises the features removed using correlation-based feature
selection, leaving just 17 features. As a reminder, the correlation-based feature selection
method calculates the Pearson product-moment correlation (PCC) between each feature,
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Table 6.2 Correlation values (absolute) of removed features to the features that were kept.
Higher values mean the features are more correlated, up to a maximum value of 1.




edge_length1 edge_length {4-7} 0.78 - 0.85
hue1 hue {2-6} 0.99
Table 6.3 The remaining image classification features after feature selection and impor-
tance analysis.
n_keypoints avg_perc_brightness hue1 aspect_ratio
contrast area_by_perim edge_length1
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Fig. 6.1 The importance of the top 5 most important features for an image classification
premodel. Values denote the loss in accuracy when each feature is not used in the
premodel. Higher values show more important features.
and every other feature, yielding a value between −1 and 1. The closer the absolute
value is to 1, the stronger the linear correlation, and therefore similarity, between the
two features being tested. Next, the importance of each remaining feature is evaluated,
and a greedy search performed to further reduce the feature count, resulting in 7 features
remaining (Table 6.3); described in the next paragraph.
Feature Analysis. The importance of each remaining feature, after feature selection, is
analysed next. Feature importance is calculated by first training a premodel using all
features (n) and taking note of the premodel accuracy. Each feature is then removed, in
turn, retraining and evaluating the premodel on the remaining n−1 features, noting the
drop in accuracy. Figure 6.1 shows the top 5 dominant features based on their impact
on their importance. It is clear that the remaining features all hold a similar level of
importance, ranging between 18% and 11%, for the most and least important feature,
respectively. The similarity of importance in the remaining features is an indication that
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(a) Inference Time
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(b) Energy Consumption
Fig. 6.2 The overall performance of individual CNN models compared to an approach
using a Model Selector. Inference time (a) and energy consumption (b) of the premodel
is shown when using a Model Selector. Results are presented as the average per image
across all ImageNet ILSVRC validation set images. lower is better.
each feature is able to represent distinct information about an image. All remaining
features, presented in Table 6.3, are important for the prediction task at hand.
Premodel Generation. Finally, the premodel is automatically generated using the auto-
matic premodel generation method, described in Section 4.2.2; resulting in a premodel
using a multiple classifier architecture consisting of a series of simple KNN models.
Analysis of the choice found that the chosen architecture achieves a quick prediction
time (<1ms) and high accuracy for this problem; meeting the two goals laid out in Sec-
tion 4.2.2. Furthermore, the DNN Selection Algorithm ( 4.2.3) was applied to determine
the best CNNs to include in the premodel selection choice. DNN selection algorithm
parameters were set to: selection_method was set to ‘Accuracy’, and θ = 0.5; see Sec-
tion 6.1.3 for a sensitivity analysis of these parameters. As a result, three models were
chosen: MobileNet_v1_100 was chosen for Model-1, Inception_v4 for Model-2, and
ResNet_v1_152 for Model-3. Now the premodel architecture has been fully described,
using the data generated at the start of this section a new premodel training dataset
is calculated using only the three selected CNNs by the DNN Selection Algorithm. The
generated premodel architecture can now be evaluated using k-fold cross-validation.
Overall Performance
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 present the overall performance of a Model Selector on the Ima-
geNet ILSVRC validation dataset. This section analyses the end-to-end performance
of a Model Selector approach, using the generated premodel, in comparison with its
component CNNs. The component CNNs are used for comparison as they present a range
of CNN complexities, from low (MobileNet_v1_100), to mid (Inception_v4), to high
(ResNet_v1_152); CNN models of similar complexities produced similar results. The
following paragraphs analyse the achieved inference time, energy consumption, accuracy
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(b) Precision, Recall, and F1
Fig. 6.3 The overall performance of individual CNN models compared to an approach
using a Model Selector. An Oracle Model Selector is shown in (a), showing the highest
achievable top-1 and top-5 scores if the premodel is 100% accurate. Results are pre-
sented as the geometric mean of 10-fold cross-validation across all ImageNet ILSVRC
validation set images. higher is better.
scores, and Precision, Recall, and F1 scores of each of the approaches, before ending
with a short summary.
Inference Time. Figure 6.2a compares the inference time of the selected CNNs against a
Model Selector approach; the cost of the premodel is also included and clearly shown.
The fastest CNN for inferencing is MobileNet_v1_100, running 2.8x and 2x faster than
Inception_v4 and Resnet_v1_152, respectively. However, MobileNet_v1_100 is
the least accuracy CNN (see Figure 6.3a). The average inference time of the Model
Selector approach is around 1-second, slightly longer than the 0.4-second average of
MobileNet_v1_100. A Model Selector is expected to have a larger inference time
than the fastest component CNN as the cost of the premodel needs to be accounted for,
alongside the cost of choosing Inception_v4 or ResNet_v1_152 on occasion. Most
premodel overhead is due to feature extraction. When compared to Inception_v4,
the most accurate CNN in the selected models, a Model Selector is 1.8x faster. Given
that a Model Selector can significantly improve prediction accuracy in comparison to
MobileNet_v1_100, the modest cost of this approach is acceptable.
Energy Consumption. Figure 6.2b compares the energy consumption of the selected
CNNs against a Model Selector approach; the cost of the premodel is also included
and clearly shown; energy consumption was captured using the method described in
Section 5.3.1. On the evaluation platform chosen (NVIDIA Jetson TX2) the energy
consumption is generally proportional to the model inference time. As the Model Selector
approach reduces overall inference time it also reduces overall energy consumption by
more than 2x when compared to Inception_v4 and ResNet_v1_152. The energy
footprint of the premodel is small, it is 4x and 24x lower than MobileNet_v1_100
and ResNet_v1_152, respectively. As such, a Model Selector approach is suitable for
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power-constrained devices, and can be used to improve the overall accuracy when using
multiple inferencing models. Furthermore, in cases where the premodel predicts that
none of the included CNN models can make a successful prediction for an image, inference
can be skipped to avoid wasting power and time. Note that since the premodel runs on
the CPU, its energy footprint ratio of the total Model Selector approach is smaller than
that for inference time.
Accuracy. Figure 6.3a compares the top-1 and top-5 scores achieved by the selected
CNNs against a Model Selector approach. In this case, a theoretically perfect predictor,
termed Oracle, is also presented, showing the theoretically highest possible top-1 and
top-5 scores achievable using a Model Selector approach. For clarity, the Oracle is a
Model Selector approach with a premodel that theoretically achieves 100% prediction
accuracy. Note that Oracle does not achieve 100% top-1 or top-5 scores as there are
cases where all of the CNNs fail; however, not all CNNs fail on the same images. For
instance, ResNet_v1_152 will successfully classify some images that Inception_v4
will fail on. Therefore, by effectively leveraging multiple CNNs, a Model Selector ap-
proach outperforms all individual CNN models. The Model Selector approach improves on
MobileNet_v1_100 by 16.6% and 6% in top-1 and top-5 scores, respectively. Further-
more, it also improves on the the top-1 accuracy of ResNet_v1_152 and Inception_v4
by 10.7% and 7.6%, respectively. Although very little improvement of the top-5 score
over Inception_v4 (just 0.34%) can be observed, the Model Selector approach is 2x
faster. Finally, the Model Selector approach delivers over 96% of Oracle performance
(86.3% vs 91.2% for top-1 and 95.4% vs 98.3% for top-5). Overall, a 7.52% improve-
ment in accuracy is achieved over the most capable single CNN model while reducing
inference time by 44.45%.
Precision, Recall, and F1 Scores. Finally, Figure 6.3b compares the precision, recall,
and F1 scores achieved by the selected CNNs against a Model Selector approach. The
results here are very similar to those presented in the previous paragraph, with the Model
Selector approach outperforming individual CNN models. Specifically, the Model Selector
approach achieves the highest overall precision score, leading to the overall best F1
score. High precision can reduce false positives, which is important for certain domains
like video surveillance because it can reduce the human involvement for inspecting
false-positive predictions. Unfortunately, unlike the selected CNNs, the Model Selector
approach is unable to produce consistent results across precision and recall. This is likely
a by-product of the model selector being optimised for top-1 accuracy.
Conclusion. Overall, applying a Model Selector to the image classification problem
results in an improvement in performance. By implementing a premodel in conjunction
with off-the-shelf pre-trained CNNs, end-to-end accuracy is improved for all metrics (top-
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1, top-5, precision, recall, and F1-score), while reducing average end-to-end inference
time when compared to the single most capable CNN model (ResNet_v1_152). There are
some cases when the Model Selector approach will have a longer end-to-end inference
time; however, such cases are few and far between, making up only 2.3% of all images.
An in-depth analysis of a Model Selector approach when applied to image classification
is presented in Section 6.1.3.
6.1.2 Case Study: Neural Machine Translation
To evaluate the Model Selector within the DNN application domain of Neural Machine
Translation (NMT), 15 off-the-shelf RNN model architectures were considered (see Sec-
tion 5.1.2). The WMT09-WMT16 English-German newstest dataset [27] was used for
evaluation, split into a training and validation set as described below. All considered RNN
models are built and trained using TensorFlow-NMT, an NMT library provided by Tensor-
Flow [85], and the WMT09-WMT14 English-German newstest dataset. The WMT15/16
English-German newstest dataset is used to generate the training data for the Model
Selector, and evaluate the overall approach using k-fold cross-validation. In this the-
sis, RNN models using the following naming convention: gnmt_N_layer, the name is
prefixed with gnmt_ where the model uses the Google Neural Machine Translation
Attention [148], N is the number of layers in the model. For example, 4_layer is a
default Tensorflow-NMT model made up of 4 layers. First the Model Selector and
feature selection process is described, followed by an analysis of the overall end-to-end
performance of the generated Model Selector for machine translation.
Model Selector Generation
The premodel and feature selection process are presented in this section. In order to carry
out the following steps the premodel training dataset was generated by exhaustively
predicting every sentence on every candidate RNN; the optimal RNN for each image was
calculated resulting in the training labels for premodel training. First, all candidate
features are described, followed by an analysis of the feature selection process, describing
which features are removed, and why. Next, the feature analysis process is presented,
describing which features are further removed, and explaining why. Finally, the automatic
premodel generation process is presented, describing the final premodel architecture
that is used for end-to-end evaluation.
Candidate Features. For machine translation a total of 11 candidate features were
considered, shown in Table 6.4; a Bag of Words (BoW) representation of each sentence
was also considered (explained in more detail in the following). Similar to image
classification, features were chosen based on previous machine translation work [61,
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Table 6.4 All candidate features considered for the machine translation case study.
Feature Description
n_words # words in the sentence
n_bpe_chars # bpe characters in a sentence
avg_bpe Average number of bpe characters per word
n_tokens # tokens in the sentence when tokenized
avg_noun Average number of nouns per word
avg_verb Average number of verbs per word
avg_adj Average number of adjectives per word
avg_sat_adj Average number of satellite adjectives per word
avg_adverb Average number of adverbs per word
avg_punc Average punctuation characters per word
avg_word_length Average number of characters per word
Table 6.5 Correlation values (absolute) of removed
features to the features that were kept. Higher
values mean the features are more correlated, up
to a maximum value of 1.




Table 6.6 The remaining ma-
chine translation features after





82], such as BoW, as well as intuition based on pilot experiments, such as n_words
(longer sentences are more complex and require a more complex translator). For a BoW
representation of each sentence a domain-specific vocabulary was generated based on
all words in the selected training dataset, WMT09-WMT14 English-German newstest
dataset. Chi-square (Chi2) was used to perform BoW feature reduction, a widely used
technique for BoW, leaving a feature vector length of 2 000; a full evaluation of the effect
of BoW and Chi2 feature selection on the machine translation premodel is presented
in Section 6.1.3. The following paragraphs present the feature selection process for all
features proposed in Table 6.4.
Feature Selection. Table 6.5 summarises the features removed using correlation-based
feature selection. At this stage just 2 features are removed, leaving 9. Next, the impor-
tance of each of the remaining 9 features is evaluated, and a greedy search performed,
further reducing the feature count down to 3 (Table 6.6); described in the next paragraph.
Feature Analysis. The importance of each feature remaining after feature selection is
analysed next. Feature importance is calculated by first training a premodel using all 3
features remaining after feature selection (n) and taking note of the premodel accuracy.
Each feature is then removed, in turn, retraining and evaluating the premodel on the
remaining n− 1 features, noting the drop in accuracy. Figure 6.4 shows the accuracy
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Fig. 6.4 The importance of the remaining features after feature selection and feature
analysis. Values denote the loss in accuracy when each feature is not used in the
premodel. Higher values show more important features.
loss by removing any of the three selected features shown in Table 6.6. It is clear that
including BoW as a feature significantly increases premodel accuracy; this is to be
expected, as BoW is a well-researched and utilised representation of text input. By
removing either n_words or avg_adj, there is a small drop in accuracy; this indicates
that BoW is able to capture similar information. Both features are kept as they bring a
small increase to accuracy with negligible overhead. All remaining features, presented in
Table 6.6, are important for the prediction task at hand.
Premodel Generation. Finally, the premodel is automatically generated using the auto-
matic premodel generation method, described in Section 4.2.2; resulting in a premodel
using a single classifier architecture using a Naive Bayes (NB) model. It is likely that a
single classifier architecture premodel was chosen in this problem domain because of the
reduced dataset, i.e., only one tenth of the training data compared to image classification.
Analysis of the premodel choice found that the chosen architecture achieves a quick
prediction time (<1ms) and high accuracy for this problem; meeting the two goals laid out
in Section 4.2.2. When applying the DNN selection algorithm selection_method was set to
‘Accuracy’, and θ = 2.0; see Section 6.1.3 for a sensitivity analysis of these parameters.
As a result, three models were chosen: gnmt_2_layer, gnmt_8_layer, and 3_layer
for Model-1, Model-2, and Model-3, respectively. Now the premodel architecture has
been fully described, using the data generated at the start of this section a new premodel
training dataset is calculated using only the three selected RNNs by the DNN Selection
Algorithm. The generated premodel architecture can now be evaluated using k-fold
cross-validation.
Overall Performance
Figure 6.5 presents the overall performance of a Model Selector on the The WMT15/16
English-German newstest dataset. This section analyses the end-to-end evaluation results
a Model Selector approach, using the generated premodel, when compared to its compo-
nent RNNs. The component RNNs are used for comparison as they present a range of RNN
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(c) BLEU, Rouge, and F1 Measure
Fig. 6.5 The overall performance of individual RNN models compared to an approach
using a Model Selector. Inference time (a) and energy consumption (b) of the premodel
when using a Model Selector is negligible, therefore cannot be seen. Results are presented
as the average per sentence across all WMT15/16 English-German newstest dataset. In
(a) and (b) lower is better. Higher is better in (c).
complexities and capabilities, from low (3_layer), to high (gnmt_8_layer). Further-
more, the Model Selector approach is compared against an Oracle, a theoretical perfect
premodel approach that achieves the best possible score for each evaluation metric. The
following paragraphs analyse the results of inference time, energy consumption, and
accuracy scores.
Inference Time. Figure 6.5a compares the inference time of the selected RNNs against
an Oracle and Model Selector approach. The fastest RNN for inferencing is 3_layer,
running 1.55x faster than Oracle and 2.05x faster than the most complex individual
RNN, gnmt_8_layer; however, 3_layer is the least accurate RNN (see Figure 6.5c). A
similar inference time is achieved by by the Oracle, Model Selector approach, and
gnmt_2_layer; nonetheless, gnmt_2_layer is outperformed in terms of accuracy. The
runtime of the Model Selector approach premodel and feature extraction is negligible,
consisting of less than 1 ms for the premodel and less than 5 ms for feature extraction, per
sentence. Feature extraction and premodel overheads are included in the inference time
of the Model Selector approach and Oracle. Incidentally, the Model Selector approach is
slightly quicker than the Oracle; this is as a result of the premodel often mispredicting
gnmt_2_layer for gnmt_8_layer and vice versa. This specific misprediction makes
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up 38.5% of the cases where premodel makes an incorrect prediction. To improve
accuracy, more data is required to train the premodel in order to reduce the high feature
to sentence ratio. Alternatively, a deep investigation into the sentences that are best for
each RNN could intuitively reveal a new feature to add to the premodel; however, the
differences may not be intuitive to spot. Overall, the Model Selector approach is 1.34x
faster than the single most capable RNN without a decrease in accuracy.
Energy Consumption. Figure 6.5b compares the energy consumption of the selected
RNNs against an Oracle and Model Selector approach. The negligible cost of the
premodel (see Section 6.1.3) is included in Oracle and Model Selector approaches.
Much like the image classification results, energy consumption is proportional to model
inference time for machine translation; therefore, overall inference time is reduced,
energy efficiency is improved. A major difference between energy consumption and in-
ference time is the emphasised ratios between each model – for example, gnmt_2_layer
is 1.24x quicker than gnmt_8_layer, but it uses 1.90x less energy, nearly half as much.
Overall, the Model Selector approach uses 1.39x less energy on average than the single
most capable model, without a significant change in F1 measure. Therefore, a Model
Selector approach is suitable for power-constrained devices, it can be used to improve
energy efficiency while having little impact on accuracy or, in some cases, seeing an
improvement in accuracy. Furthermore, in cases where the premodel predicts that none
of the included RNN models can make a successful prediction for a sentence, inference
can be skipped to avoid wasting power and time. Implementing such a condition results
in using 1.48x less energy on average than the single most capable RNN, gnmt_8_layer.
BLEU, Rouge, and F1-Measure. Finally, Figure 6.5c compares the BLEU, Rouge,
and F1 measure scores achieved by the selected RNNs against an Oracle and Model
Selector approach. The results here are very similar to those presented in the previous
paragraph, with the Model Selector approach outperforming individual RNN models; the
results are consistent across accuracy measures. As all RNNs do not fail on the same
sentences, a higher overall F1 measure is achieved by leveraging multiple RNNs. An
Oracle achieves an F1 measure of 47.54, a 20% increase over gnmt_8_layer, the single
most capable RNN, which achieves 39.71. The Model Selector approach achieves 83% of
the Oracle F1 measure. Overall, the Model Selector approach achieves approximately
the same F1 measure as the single most capable model and improves upon the accuracy
of gnmt_2_layer (the closest single RNN in terms of inference time) by 4%. For the
Model Selector premodel to achieve its full potential, as shown by the Oracle, more
data is required for premodel training and testing.
Conclusion. Overall, applying a Model Selector to the machine translation problem
results in an improvement in performance. By implementing a premodel in conjunction
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with off-the-shelf pre-trained RNNs, end-to-end accuracy is maintained while reducing
average inference time by 25.4% when compared to the single most capable RNN model
(gnmt_8_layer). In this case, the Model Selector approach fails to reach the potential
of an Oracle premodel; this is likely due to the lack of training data for the premodel-
10x less data is available when compared to image classification. An in-depth analysis of
a Model Selector approach when applied to machine translation is presented in the next
section.
6.1.3 In-Depth Analysis
This section analyses the working mechanisms of a Model Selector approach to DNN
inference, aiming to further explain the characteristics of the approach. First, the auto-
matic premodel generation method is analysed, showing it is effective at choosing the
best premodel architecture. Next, the importance of all candidate features are analysed,
followed by an in-depth analysis of the training and deployment overhead of a Model
Selector approach. A soundness analysis of the premodel effectiveness is then reported.
Finally, a number of smaller in-depth analyses are carried out.
Alternate Premodel Architectures
An automatic method for choosing the premodel architecture was designed for this work
as the optimal premodel architecture can change depending on the problem domain, as
shown across the two case studies presented in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. This section aims
to show the proposed method is effective by analysing the choices made by the automatic
method for both case studies. First, the notation used in this section is explained, followed
by an analysis of the premodel architectures for image classification, and then machine
translation.
Notation. In this section, a simple notation is used to concisely describe the premodel
architecture being discussed. Single classifier architectures are simply described using
their name or abbreviation from the following:
• KNN K-Nearest Neighbours
• SVM Support Vector Machine
• DT Decision Tree
• NB Naive Bayes
• CNN Convolutional Neural Network
Multiple classifier architecture premodel configurations are denoted as X .Y.Z, where
X , Y , and Z indicate the classifier for the first, second, and third level of the premodel,



































































































































































































































































Fig. 6.6 A comparison of alternate premodel architectures for image classification.
Results are reported as end-to-end performance. Inference time is reported as the average
per-image, and top-1 score is the geometric mean of 10-fold cross-validation. Lower is
better for inference time. Higher is better for top-1 score.
respectively. For example, KNN.SVM.KNN denotes using a KNN classifier for the first and
third levels, and an SVM classifier for the second level.
Image Classification. Figure 6.6 shows the average inference time and top-1 accuracy of
different premodel architectures when evaluated end-to-end on the image classification
problem. Here, each premodel architecture is learning to predict which of the CNNs,
MobileNet_v1_100. Inception_v4, or ResNet_v1_152, to use; the premodel can
also predict that all of the candidate CNNs will fail. The chosen CNN is then used to make
a prediction on the input image. A total of 31 premodel architectures were considered,
consisting of: every combination of KNN, SVM, and DT, to make a multiple classifier
architecture premodel (27); 3 single classifier architecture premodels using the same
three classifiers; and a CNN-based premodel. The CNN-based premodel is based on the
MobileNet architecture, as it has been designed for embedded inference; an automated
hyper-paramter tuner [63] was used to optimise the training parameters, and the model
was trained for more than 500 epochs.
Results. Given the high runtime overhead of a CNN premodel, the results are unexpect-
edly disappointing. It is likely that the poor performance of the CNN premodel is due to a
lack of training data, CNNs typically require significantly more training data than alternate
SML methods. Single architecture premodels based on KNN, DT, and SVM all have very
similar overheads; however, KNN is slightly faster and out-performs the other two in
terms of top-1 accuracy, achieving 82.6%. In this case, multiple classifier architecture
premodels introduce a small overhead over their single classifier architecture counter-
parts, while increasing end-to-end top-1 accuracy. SVM.SVM.SVM increases top-1 accuracy
over SVM by 11.4%, KNN.KNN.KNN increases top-1 accuracy over KNN by around 5%, and
DT.DT.DT increases top-1 accuracy over DT by just 1.4%. It is clear that the premodel
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Fig. 6.7 A comparison of alternate premodel architectures for machine translation.
Results are reported as end-to-end performance. Inference time is reported as the average
per-sentence, F1-measure is reported as the geometric mean of 10-fold cross-validation.
Lower is better for inference time. Higher is better for F1-measure.
architecture chosen by the designed automatic premodel generation tool (KNN.KNN.KNN)
is the best choice. It achieves the highest top-1 score of 87.4%, and a fast runtime of
241ms; only the single architecture premodels are marginally faster (around 10ms).
By utilising a KNN classifier at each level of the premodel a small optimisation can be
made, performing the neighbouring measurement only once, and sharing the results
across the KNN model at each level. With this optimisation, the runtime overhead is nearly
constant if KNN classifiers are used across all hierarchical levels. The KNN classifiers in
the KNN.KNN.KNN architecture achieve prediction accuracies of 95.8%, 80.1%, and 72.3%,
for the first, second, and third levels, respectively.
Machine Translation. Figure 6.7 shows the average inference time and F1-measure
of different premodel architectures when evaluated end-to-end on the machine trans-
lation problem. In this instance, each premodel is learning to predict which of the
RNNs, gnmt_2_layer, gnmt_8_layer, or gnmt_3_layer, to use; the premodel can
also predict that all of the candidate translators will fail. The chosen RNN is the used
to translate the input sentence. Based on the results from image classification, it was
discovered that the best performance was often achieved by using the same classifier for
each component. Therefore, a less exhaustive search was carried out in this case. Both
single and multiple classifier architectures have been evaluated for KNN, DT, SVM, and NB.
Finally, an alternate approach named Feature Stacking [82] was also included, bringing
the total up to 9 premodel architectures. Using feature stacking, premodel selection is
split into two classifiers, one using the BoW features and the other using the remaining
features; a probability measure of prediction is then used to choose the predicted RNN.
Results. For machine translation, it is clear that the single classifier architecture of
premodels always outperforms its multiple classifier architecture alternative. This is
likely due to the high-dimensional feature space, with a comparatively low training
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set size. In this case, a multiple classifier architecture premodel would be unwise.
Feature stacking performed poorly for this problem; in fact, it performs worse than all
other considered premodel architectures, indicating that the chosen features work better
together. Overall, there is little variance in the inference time of each approach; every
premodel architecture achieves an inference time between 1100 and 1140 ms. It is clear
that the premodel architecture chosen by the designed automatic premodel generation
tool (NB) is the best choice. It achieves the highest overall F1-measure, while achieving a
very similar average inference time to all other considered approaches.
DNN Selection Algorithm Sensitivity Analysis
Section 4.2.3 describes the created algorithm that is used when deciding which DNNs
to include in the premodel selection. This section analyses the tunable parameters of
the DNN selection algorithm, and how they effect the resultant end-to-end performance.
The results are presented for only the image classification problem as the results are
very similar for both image classification and machine translation. For this analysis, the
performance is presented as if a perfect predictor was implemented for the premodel,
that is, a premodel that is able to correctly predict the best DNN to use for every single
input. A perfect predictor is used prevent the premodel accuracy from introducing any
noise, allowing for a much clearer analysis of the DNN selection algorithm in isolation.
All three valid selection_method choices are considered alongside 4 different choices for
θ : 5.0, 2.0, 1.0, and 0.5. Every combination of selection_method and θ is considered for
a total of 12 parameter configurations.
Notation. In this section, a simple notation is used to concisely describe the DNN se-
lection algorithm parameter configuration being discussed. Parameter configurations
are denoted as selection_method-θ , where selection_method is one of: Accuracy, Opti-
mal, or Alternate; and θ is the numeric threshold parameter. For example, the notation
Accuracy-5.0 denotes that the most accurate DNN is selected in each iteration of the DNN
selection algorithm, the iterations stop when the accuracy improvement is less than 5.0%.
Results. Figure 6.8 shows the effect of different DNN selection algorithm parameters on
the end-to-end performance of the image classification problem. As a general rule, as the
value of θ decreases (making the DNN selection algorithm more tolerable), the number of
included DNNs increases. For example, for configurations Alternate-5.0 to Alternate-0.5,
3, 4, 5, and 7 DNNs are chosen, respectively. Increasing the number of DNNs can have a
positive effect, increasing overall top-1 accuracy; however, there are some drawbacks.
More DNNs leads to the premodel needing to make a more complex choice, possibly
reducing overall accuracy depending on the premodel accuracy. Furthermore, each
additional DNN will need to be held in system memory, this could be an issue for devices
with limited memory; resource usage is discussed in more detail in Section 6.1.3. It is
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Fig. 6.8 An comparison of the effect of different DNN selection algorithm parameters on
premodel performance. Results are reported as end-to-end performance. Inference time
is reported as the average per-image, top-1 score is reported as the geometric mean of
10-fold cross-validation. Lower is better for inference time. Higher is better for top-1
scoring.
worth noting that there is no change in DNN selection from Optimal-2.0 to Optimal-1.0, as
the next DNN to be added only only brings an accuracy improvement of 0.508, meaning
it will not be included until θ = 0.5. Finally, each selection_method displays its own
‘profile’ – that is, each has its own positive and negative impact. Optimal results in an
overall faster average inference time; however, it has a lower top-1 accuracy than the
other approaches. Accuracy is able to achieve the highest possible top-1 accuracy, but
this comes at the cost of speed, achieving a slowdown of 1.26x for a 2% increase in
accuracy. Alternate attempts to find a balance between the other two approaches; it is
able to achieve an accuracy and average inference time between Optimal and Accuracy.
Feature Importance
As part of this work, an automatic feature selection tool was created to decide which
features are best to include in the premodel when presented with a number of candidate
features. This section analyses the choices made by the automatic feature selection tool
on both of the case studies presented by analysing the importance of all features. Feature
importance is calculated by first training a premodel using all features (n) and taking
note of the premodel accuracy. Each feature is then removed, in turn, retraining and
evaluating the premodel on the remaining n−1 features, noting the drop in accuracy.
First, the image classification features are analysed, followed by the machine translation
features.
Image Classification. The automatic feature selection process, when applied to the
candidate image classification features resulted in seven features being used represent
each image for the premodel; described in detail in Section 6.1.1. Figure 6.9 shows the
importance of all features remaining after the correlation check (see Table 6.2), sorted
in order of importance. The first seven features are the most important, they are the
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Fig. 6.9 The importance of all candidate features remaining after a correlation check for
an image classification premodel. Values denote the loss in accuracy when each feature
is not used in the premodel. Higher values show more important features.
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Fig. 6.10 The premodel runtime cost and end-to-end top-1 score as the number of
features included in the premodel changes. End-to-end top-1 score is presented as the
geometric mean of 10-fold cross-validation, and premodel runtime is presented as the
average for each input image. Lower is better for premodel runtime, higher is better for
top-1 score.
final chosen features for image classification (see Table 6.3), as expected. There is also
a clear sudden drop at feature 8 (hue7), emphasising that feature removal during the
feature importance analysis stopped at the correct iteration. Furthermore, Figure 6.10
shows how the change in feature count effects the end-to-end top-1 score performance,
and the runtime overhead of the premodel. The feature count changes by adding or
removing the most or least important feature, respectively. When decreasing the number
of features there is a dramatic decrease of end-to-end top-1 accuracy score, with very
little impact on premodel overhead; in fact there is no decrease in premodel overhead
between 7 and 6 features. In order to reduce premodel overhead, the feature count needs
to be reduces to 5; however this brings just 50ms of savings in overhead at the cost of
13.9% end-to-end top-1 accuracy. Increasing the feature count has very little impact on
the premodel runtime overhead, this is due to the fact that the features being added are
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Fig. 6.11 The importance of all candidate features remaining after a correlation check for
a machine translation premodel. Values denote the loss in accuracy when each feature
is not used in the premodel. Higher values show more important features.














Fig. 6.12 The premodel accuracy loss when using different values of k for a BoW
representation of sentences; k represents the number of words in the BoW vocabulary.
k = 2000 is used as the baseline, as that is the value chosen in Section 6.1.2. In this case,
lower is better.
hue7 and edge_angle5, which are calculated at the same time as hue1 and edge_length2
(which are already included), respectively. Surprisingly, increasing the feature count
actually introduces a small decrease in top-1 accuracy, this is likely due to the premodel
making some mis-predictions. From this, it is clear that using seven features is ideal.
Machine Translation. Here, the premodel features for the machine translation case
study are analysed. In this case, the BoW features are analysed separately to allow for a
clear analysis of the choices made. The automatic feature selection process, when applied
to the candidate machine translation features resulted in just two features (plus a BoW
representation) being used represent each input sentence for the premodel; described
in detail in Section 6.1.2. Figure 6.11 shows the importance of all features remaining
after the correlation check (see Table 6.5), sorted in order of importance. It is clear
that the first two features are far more important then all the others, as expected; it is
clear that removing either feature severely deteriorates the accuracy of the premodel.
Including avg_sat_adj results in a 2.9% increase in premodel accuracy; however it is
left out because it provides negligible improvements when used in conjunction to BoW.
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Bag of Words. Applying a Model Selector to machine translation requires classification
of each individual sentence in order to predict its optimal RNN. Text classification is a
notoriously difficult task, the difficulty is only exacerbated when only a single sentence
is available to gather features from. It is possible to create a successful premodel using
only the candidate features presented in Table 6.4; however, with the addition of a BoW
representation of each sentence, premodel accuracy increases. Furthermore, previous
work in sentence classification [61, 82, 87] often makes use of a BoW representation,
suggesting that BoW can be useful for characterising and modelling a sentence. A BoW
representation of text describes the occurrence of words within the text, represented as
a vector based on a vocabulary. Here, the BoW representation used in Section 6.1.2 is
analysed.
Figure 6.12 analyses the effect different values of k has on the premodel accuracy;
k = 2000 has been used as a baseline. The chi-squared test is used to test and evaluate
each row of the BoW vector, the top k rows are then chosen. It is clear that k = 2000
was the correct choice, choosing a value greater than 2000 results in a dramatic loss
in accuracy (nearly 4%), which quickly increases to 5.75% as k increases. The loss in
accuracy is likely due to the premodel over-fitting as k increases due to the large feature
count. Setting k = 1500 results in a very small loss of premodel accuracy (just 0.23%);
however reducing it further leads to much larger losses in accuracy, up to 6.75%. In
this case, the loss in premodel accuracy is likely due to k values less than 1500 being
unable to capture all of the information necessary for accurate predictions. Therefore, the
optimal value of k sits around the 2000 to 1500 mark. As the overhead of increasing k is
negligible and k = 2000 achieves slightly better premodel accuracy, it is the best choice.
Training and Deployment Overhead
In order to implement a Model Selector approach for any DNN domain a training and
deployment overhead is introduced, this section analyses theses costs. Training of a
premodel is a one-off cost that is dominated by the time taken for premodel training
data generation. In total premodel training took less than a day on the GPU-server;
premodel training data generation could be spread across multiple machines in order
to speed up total premodel training time. When compared to the typical training time
of a DNN, the training of a premodel is negligible. Due to a Model Selector approach
trading off RAM space for improved accuracy and reduced inference time, an evaluation
of resource utilisation is provided in Section 6.1.3. In addition to the case studies
presented in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, premodel runtime overhead was analysed for
object detection using the COCO dataset [80]; the runtime overhead makes up less than
13.5% of the average inference time per input.
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Image Classification. For image classification, the runtime overhead of a premodel is
minimal, as depicted in Figure 6.2a. The total average execution time per image is just
less than 1 second, the premodel accounts for 28% of this time. In comparison, this is
12.9% and 71.7% of the average execution time of the most (ResNet_v1_152) and least
(MobileNet_v1_100) expensive models, respectively. Furthermore, the deployment
overhead in terms of energy consumption is smaller, making up just 11% of the total
cost on average, per image. In comparison to the most and least expensive models that is
an overhead of 7% and 25% of their costs, respectively. The deployment overhead of
a premodel is dominated by the cost of feature extraction from images; therefore, the
overhead can be reduced by optimising feature extraction.
Machine Translation. Feature extraction costs for machine translation are significantly
cheaper when compared to image classification, resulting in much smaller overheads
in this DNN domain. On average, the premodel accounts for just 0.5% (less than 6ms)
of the end-to-end time taken to translate a sentence. Similarly, the energy cost of the
premodel accounts for just 0.48% of the overall energy cost. The memory footprint of
the premodel is also insignificant.
Soundness Analysis
Inherently, it is possible that a premodel will provide an incorrect prediction for any
input. In other words, the premodel could choose either a DNN that gives an incorrect
result or a more expensive DNN. This section analyses the possibility of such an event
happening in order the provide a soundness guarantee on the prediction ability of a
premodel. Theoretical proof of soundness guarantee of machine learning models is an
outstanding challenge and is outside the scope of this thesis [5]. Due to the difficulty in
soundness guarantee, results are only presented for image classification. Nonetheless,
there are two possible ways to empirically estimate the prediction confidence: (1) using
the distance on the feature space as a soundness measurement, or (2) using statistical
assessments. Both methods are described below, in turn.
Distance Measurement. Figure 6.13 shows how the end-to-end top-1 accuracy score is
affected as the permissible distance for choosing the nearest training images changes.
Recall that each training image is associated with an optimal model for that image, and
by choosing the nearest training images to the input, a voting scheme can be used to
determine which of the associate DNNs to use for the input image. Here, the distance is
calculated by computing the Euclidean distance between the input testing image and a
training image on the feature space. The results are averaged across all testing images
using 10-fold cross-validation. From 0 there is a steep increase in end-to-end top-1 score,
before reaching a peak when the radius is equal to 2. The increase in accuracy is due
to short distances reducing the chances of finding a testing image that is close enough,
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Fig. 6.13 The change in end-to-end top-1 accuracy when changing the radius of consid-
ered values in a KNN based premodel. As radius increases, each input will consider a
wider radius of points when choosing which label it belongs to. In this case, Higher is
better.
leading to a default prediction indicating that all premodel DNNs will fail. However,
when the permissible distance is increase beyond 2, the end-to-end top-1 score begins
to drop until it plateaus around 72%. The drop in end-to-end top-1 accuracy is likely
due to more training images being considered for each input, introducing noise, and an
incorrect selection. This example shows that the permissible distance can be empirically
determined and used as a proxy for the accuracy confidence.
Statistical Assessment. Another method for soundness guarantee is to combine prob-
abilistic and statistical assessments. This can be done by using a Conformal Predictor
(CP) [117] to determine to what degree a new, unseen input conforms to previously seen
training samples. The CP is a statistical assessment method for quantifying how much a
model’s prediction can be trusted. This is achieved by learning a nonconformity function
from the model’s training data. This function estimates the “strangeness" from input fea-
tures, x, to a prediction output, y, by looking at the input and the probability distribution
of the model prediction. Specifically, a nonconformity function, f , is learned from the
premodel training dataset, which produces a nonconformity score for the premodel’s
input xi and output yi, formalised as:
f (xi,yi) = 1− P̂h(yi|xi) (6.1)
Here, P̂h is the statistical distribution of the premodel’s probabilistic output, calculated
as:
pyixi =
|{z j ∈ Z : a j > ayii }|
q+1
+θ
|{z j ∈ Z : a j = ayii }|+1
q+1
,θ ∈ [0,1] (6.2)
where Z is part of the training dataset chosen by the CP, q is the length of Z, ai is the
calibration score learned from training data, ayii is the statistical score for premodel
prediction yi, and θ is a calibration factor learned by the CP.
The learned function f produces a non-conformity score between 0 and 1 for every
class for each given input. The closer the score to 0, the more likely the input is to
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Fig. 6.14 The change in end-to-end top-1 accuracy and average inference time per image
when changing the number of DNNs included in the premodel. Values are reported as
the geometric mean of 10-fold cross-validation. Higher is better for top-1 score, lower is
better for inference time.
conform to the premodel’s output, i.e. the input is similar to training samples of that
class. By choosing a threshold, it is possible to predict whether the premodel will
give an incorrect DNN for a given input, comparing this prediction to the actual results
the accuracy of the CP can be calculated. By implementing an SVM based conformal
predictor for image classification, and using a threshold value of 0.5, it is possible to
correctly predict when the premodel will choose an incorrect DNN 87.4% of the time;
achieving a false positive rate of 5.5%. This experiment shows that a CP can be used to
estimate if the premodel’s output can be trusted in order to provide a certain degree of
soundness guarantee.
Further In-Depth Analysis
This section presents a few short in-depth analyses of different aspects of the Model
Selector approach. The analyses are reported for the image classification case study only;
when applied to machine translation very similar results are observed. First, the effects
of altering the number of DNNs included in the premodel is analysed, followed by an
analysis of the system resource utilisation. Finally, a small study is presented on how
a Model Selector can be used in conjunction with DNN compression to produce faster
overall inference times.
Varying the Premodel Size. Section 4.2.3 describes the DNN selection algorithm, that
is, the method that is used to select which DNNs to include in a premodel. Using
Accuracy as the selection_method, and temporarily ignoring the threshold parameter θ
in Algorithm 1, Figure 6.14 was created. Figure 6.13 compares the end-to-end top-1
accuracy and average inference time per image when including up to five DNN models.
As the number of DNN inference models increases, the average end-to-end inference
time per image also increases, this is due to more expensive DNN inference models being
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Fig. 6.15 The utilisation percentage of each DNN included in the image classification
premodel. Values should be read as the percentage of test images that were predicted to
have each DNN as its optimal model. The total of all values adds up to 100%.
included and chosen more often. At the same time, however, the top-1 accuracy reaches
a plateau of ≈ 87.5% when just three DNN inferencing models are used. The optimal
solution in this case is to used three DNN inferencing models, as there is no longer an
accuracy increase to justify the costs of using more; this is in line with the choice of
θ = 0.5 during Section 6.1.1. Additionally, Figure 6.15 shows the utilization percentage
of each DNN inferencing model when using the premodel described in Section 6.1.1. The
Model Selector approach can also choose to not select any of the DNN inferencing models
for an input image if it deems that none of the available models are suitable; the label
Failure is used to represent this case. Overall, 87.5% of the time a model is selected, with
MobileNet_v1_100 making up the majority of it (72.7%), leaving 12.5% of the time
Failure is selected.
Resource Utilisation. Figure 6.16 shows the average CPU, GPU, and memory utilisation
of all candidate CNNs for image classification against the Model Selector approach
implemented in Section 6.1.1. The reported values are the averages across every single
image in the testing dataset (ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 validation dataset). Each resource
is briefly discussed in turn below.
• CPU. Figure 6.16a shows the CPU utilization. All DNNs primarily run on the GPU,
hence the low CPU utilization overall; no DNN has a CPU utilisation higher than
30%. The Model Selector approach is one of the most expensive, using 28.11% of
the CPU; it is only cheaper than MobileNet_v1 and Inception_v4, which use
32.63% and 29.42%, respectively. In this category, the Model Selector approach is
expensive, as it include the two most expensive models in terms of CPU utilisation.
• GPU. Figure 6.16b shows the GPU utilisation. As expected, the GPU utilisation is
much higher in comparison to CPU utilisation as the GPU is the primary processor
for DNNs. The majority of DNNs use between 70% and 90% of the GPU. In contrast,
the Model Selector approach has a much lower average utilisation of 37.46%,
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Fig. 6.16 The average CPU, GPU, and memory utilisation of the implemented Model
Selector approach compared against each individual candidate CNN. The values are
presented as the average utilisation across every test image in a 10-fold cross-validation.
Lower is better for all figures.
which is 52.18% lower than the most expensive model (ResNet_v2_152), which a
Model Selector approach outperforms. This is achieved by utilising MobileNet_v1
whenever possible, which has an average GPU utilization of 10.57%, bringing the
Model Selector approach much lower.
• Memory. Finally, Figure 6.16c compares the memory utilisation of a Model
Selector approach against individual DNNs. In this category, the Model Selector
approach is the most expensive as it requires that all component DNNs that the
premodel chooses between need to be held in memory. However, this approach
only requires 16% more memory than the most expensive model, a small cost
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Table 6.7 The change in size of ResNet_v2_152 when using different compression
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Fig. 6.17 The end-to-end top-1, top-5, and average inference time of a Model Selector
approach when used in conjunction with DNN compression techniques. Higher is better
for top-1 and top-5, lower is better for average inference time.
to pay for reduced CPU and GPU load, and a faster inference time with higher
accuracy.
Compression. Up until now, all results have focussed on a scenario where multiple
pre-trained candidate DNNs are available to solve the problem at hand. In some cases,
only a single trained DNN is available; this could occue for several reasons, such as no
pre-trained models being available and a restricted training time frame. This section
presents a method of combining DNN compression with a Model Selector approach to
improve average end-to-end inference time without a significant loss in accuracy. For this
example, two different compression algorithms have been used: Deep Compression [36],
and quantisation [56]. By first applying Deep Compression followed by quantisation,
there is effectively have a third compression “algorithm”. Compression is designed to
make a DNN lighter, giving it a faster inference time and a smaller size (see Table 6.7);
however, as a consequence, the model accuracy also degrades. ResNet_v2_152 was
chosen as the starting DNN. It is the most complex DNN considered in this work, meaning
it achieves the highest top-1 and top-5 accuracy, and the longest inferencing time,
at 2026ms. A total of four DNNs can be created by applying the three compression
algorithms, plus the original DNN; this will form the pool of candidate DNNs. The entire
end-to-end process can now be applied to select features, generate a premodel, and use
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10-fold cross-validation to evaluate. Figure 6.17 compares a Model Selector approach
against the original DNN (No Compression) and each compressed version of the DNN.
Each approach is evaluated on average end-to-end inference time and top-1 and top-5
accuracy scores. A clear trend is shown in Figure 6.17, applying compression to the
original DNN inference time is reduced at the cost of accuracy, as expected. Applying both
compression methods in practice would result in an unacceptable accuracy drop, reducing
top-1 accuracy by 34.32%. However, in this case, it makes sense. The Model Selector
approach is able to make use of a DNN with such low accuracy by leveraging its relatively
fast inference time (1.1s), almost 2x quicker than the base DNN, for the 43.4% of images
it can correctly classify under top-1 scoring (or 68.86% for top-5 scoring). End-to-end,
a Model Selector approach is able to achieve only a minor drop in accuracy, 1.76% for
top-1, and 0.31% for top-5, while reducing average inference time by 1.52x. Effectively,
a Model Selector approach is able to utilise the positive effects of compression (reduced
inferencing times) while maintaining the accuracy of the original DNN.
6.1.4 Revisit Research Goals
In this section the research questions originally defined in Chapter 1 are revisited, they
are discussed in order to formally assess the accomplishments of this evaluation with
regards to the overall research goals. Only a brief discussion is presented here, a more
comprehensive discussion can be found in Section 7.2. Two of the defined research
questions (RQ1 and RQ2) have been conclusively answered by this evaluation, a third
question has been touched on (RQ3), but not thoroughly evaluated. The following
paragraphs discuss each research question in turn, referring to where each has been
evaluated.
[RQ 1] By combining multiple DNNs, is it possible to reduce the average inference time
and computational cost across a dataset without causing a reduction in accuracy?
Moreover, how much can inference time be reduced by?
This research question has been answered during this evaluation by the Oracle premodel,
showing the best possible average reduction in computational complexity and inference
time, while increasing end-to-end accuracy. Both case studies clearly answer this ques-
tion. The image classification case study (Section 6.1.1) shows that average inference
time can be reduced by 45%, while increasing top-1 and top-5 scores by 14.48% (to
91.2%) and 3.16% (to 98.3%), respectively, when compared to the single most capable
DNN. The machine translation case study (Section 6.1.2 shows that the end-to-end accu-
racy can potentially be increased by 25.7%, while decreasing average inference time by
24.5%
[RQ 2] Is it possible to train a statistical machine learning model to choose the optimal
DNN, at runtime, depending on the input and precision requirement?
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The two case studies presented in this evaluation try to answer this question; briefly, the
evaluation shows that it is possible. There are two important caveats to note here: (i) use
of this method requires all component DNNs to be held in memory, therefore there is a
trade-off of increased memory consumption for the gains presented; and (ii) the reported
inference time gains are on average across the dataset, there are some inputs that the
input will take longer using this approach. Cases where the inference time is longer are
few and far between, making up less than 2.3% of all inputs across both case studies; in
all cases the inference time is only by the length of time the premodel takes to execute.
The image classification case study (Section 6.1.1) shows that a trained premodel can
achieve a 7.52% increase in top-1, and a 2.9% increase in top-5 accuracy, when compared
to the single most capable DNN, with a 44.45% reduction in average runtime. The machine
translation case study (Section 6.1.2 is less successful than the image classification case
study, but is still able to achieve a 25.37% decrease in average inference time, with no
significant impact on the end-to-end accuracy. The less successful machine translation
premodel can be attributed to significantly less premodel training data being available,
10x to be exact.
[RQ 3] Can orthogonal DNN optimisation techniques such as model compression be used in
conjunction with a statistical machine learning model to further reduce inference
time without a cost in accuracy?
This research question is briefly touched on during this evaluation, but it is not thoroughly
investigated. The upcoming evaluation (Section 6.2) covers this research question more
comprehensively. Section 6.1.3, specifically Figure 6.17, analyses a simple approach
of employing DNN compression techniques to produce a number of smaller and faster
DNNs based on a starting model. This analysis indicates some potential for such an
approach, specifically achieving a 90 ms reduction in average inference time, with a
16.37% improvement in end-to-end accuracy when compared to the closest comparable
compression technique in terms of inference time.
6.1.5 Summary
This section presented a novel approach to efficient DNN inference for embedded systems,
termed a Model Selector approach. The presented approach leverages multiple DNNs
through the use of a premodel that is able to dynamically select the optimal DNN to
use, depending on the model input and evaluation criterion, at runtime. Furthermore,
an automatic approach to premodel generation, feature selection and tuning, and DNN
selection was presented. The Model Selector approach was evaluated against two
popular DNN application domains: image classification and machine translation; making
use of convolutional and recurrent neural network architectures, respectively. The
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presented experimental results indicate that a Model Selector approach to DNN inference
optimisation is able to achieve good performance across DNN application domains and
neural network architectures.
Image Classification. Experimental results show that a Model Selector approach
achieves an overall top-1 accuracy of 87.44%, translating into an improvement of 7.52%.
Furthermore, a 44.5% reduction in average end-to-end inference time is achieved when
compared to the most accurate single image classification DNN.
Machine Translation. For machine translation a Model Selector approach is able to
reduce average end-to-end inference time by 25.4%, when compared to the single most
capable model RNN, without significantly effecting accuracy. If more premodel training
data was available the Model Selector approach could achieve the Oracle premodel
performance: a 25.4% reduction in average end-to-end inference time while increasing
F1 measure by 20.51%.
The next section of evaluation will take the approach one step further. This section
focused on the premodel, using off-the-shelf DNNs, whereas the next section focusses
on the creation of a set of specialised DNNs to use in conjunction with a premodel.
6.2 DNN Specialisation - Evaluation
This section is based on work that is not yet published. The previous section evaluated
the proposed approach to DNN inference optimisation of using a premodel to choose the
optimal DNN to use, at runtime. Upon evaluation, some exciting results were revealed: it
is possible to reduce inference time through the use of a premodel, in fact it is possible
to even increase top-1, top-5, precision, recall, and F1 score. This section aims to take
that work one step further, by generating the component DNNs. More specifically, this
sections attempts to answer the question: Is it possible to automatically synthesise both
the premodel and the component DNNs (which form the ensemble) at the same time, from
a single seed-DNN, in order to gain improved accuracy and inference time?
Evaluation is split into four main sections: an end-to-end evaluation, analysis of
the Data Segmentation Process (introduced in Section 4.3.2), analysis of the Sub-DNN
Creation Process (introduced in Section 4.3.3), and a further in-depth analysis of the
entire process. An end-to-end evaluation is provided in order to fully evaluate the DNN
specialisation process from the point a user provides input until the final inference accu-
racy and runtime is presented. The end-to-end evaluation aims to provide a higher level
of evaluation. Data Segmentation and Sub-DNN Creation analysis sections investigate
their respective DNN specialisation components individually, aiming to further explain
the characteristics of this approach. Next, a number of further in-depth analyses are
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provided. Finally, this section ends by revisiting the research goals, then providing a
short summary.
6.2.1 End-To-End Evaluation
End-to-end evaluation of the DNN Specialisation is carried out using image classification
as a case study. The initial end-to-end results based on an Oracle premodel, that is
able to predict the correct sub-DNN to use every time, proved to be promising for image
classification. However, once a premodel was trained based on the Model Selector
approach, these results were not realised; the premodel was just not accurate enough.
Image classification was chosen to evaluate this work due to its excellent results in the
previous evaluation.
Moreover, while ResNet_v2_152 was used during the evaluation of the Model
Selector approach, it could not be used here. Previously, each DNN was only used for
inference during premodel design, DNN specialisation requires some model training in
order to function. Training a DNN requires significantly more GPU memory than inference
as it is completed in batches, which inference does not require. ResNet_v2_152 is
considerably large, containing around 60.4 million parameters; a server capable of
training a model of such size was not available; ResNet_v2_50 was used instead, which
contains approximately 25.6 million parameters. Due to both DNNs being the same
ResNet architecture (ResNet_v2_152 containing more of the repeated ResNet module)
it is reasonable to assume that the inference time gains presented in this section would
carry over to ResNet_v2_152. It is more difficult to compare the potential accuracy
scores between the two DNN models, and whether DNN specialisation would still see an
increase in accuracy when ResNet_v2_152 instead.
First, the evaluation setup is described, followed by the data segmentation and sub-
DNN creation processes. The section ends with an analysis of the end-to-end performance
of the generated sub-DNNs and premodel when working together.
Setup
A pre-trained version of ResNet_v2_50 was used that was built and trained by indepen-
dent researchers using Keras and the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 training dataset. A subset
of the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 training dataset was used for data segmentation, allowing
for a much faster search during data segmentation. The data segmentation training
dataset was formed of 500k randomly selected images from the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012
training dataset; an equal number of images were selected from each of the 1k classes -
forming a training dataset that is just less than half the size of the original. The ImageNet
ILSVRC 2012 validation dataset is used to train and evaluate the premodel using k-fold
cross-validation.
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Data Segmentation
The data segmentation process and its respective feature selection process is presented in
this section. Throughout, the 500k images forming the data segmentation training dataset
is used; all candidate features are extracted from each image. A value of 0.1 is used for
δ , the MSC tolerance parameter, as it produced good results in pilot experiments, this
parameter is analysed in more detail in Section 6.2.2. First, all candidate features are
described, alongside the initial feature selection process. Next, the greedy feature search
is described, followed by a search for the best number of data segments. Finally, the
process of selecting the best data segmentation is presented.
Features. A total of 29 candidate features were considered for data segmentation, shown
in Table 6.1; the same features are used in the image classification case study of the Model
Selector (Section 6.1.1). The same features were used as they performed exceptionally
well for a premodel, achieving 98% accuracy overall. Again a correlation-based feature
selection process was used to remove redundant features; Table 6.2 summarises the
features removed, leaving 17 features. Next, a greedy search is performed in order to
find the best set of features for clustering.
Greedy Feature Search. The importance of each remaining feature, after feature selec-
tion, is analysed next. Feature importance is determined by first generating a clustering
using all features (n) and taking note of the Mean Silhouette Coefficient (MSC). Each
feature is then removed, in turn, retraining and evaluating the clustering on the remaining
n−1 features, noting the drop (or increase) in MSC. The feature that, when removed,
results in the lowest drop (or highest increase) in MSC score is permanently removed,
and the next iteration of the greedy search begins. This process is repeated iteratively
until only 2 features remain; the MSC and Mean Squared Error (MSE) is recorded at
the start of each iteration. The recorded MSC and MSE values are used later on when
choosing the best features and data segment count. Once all iterations are complete the
best three performing feature sets, in terms of MSC score, are recorded. Next, the search
for the best number of data segments is described.
Data Segment Search. The above greedy feature search is repeated for numerous
numbers of clusters, in this case values between 2 and 10 are considered. For each
iteration of the data segment search the best three performing feature sets is recorded.
Feature sets are named using the following convention KMeans_i_j, where i is the number
of clusters, and j is the ID of the feature set used; each considered feature set is given
a unique ID. A full list of the features contained in each relevant feature is provided in
Appendix A. For reference, the feature set with ID 199 contains the following features:
edge_angle_4, area_by_perim, aspect_ratio, hue1, and hue7. Next, all of the saved
results are analysed to find the best segmentation of the training data.
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Table 6.8 The best performing feature sets from each number of clusters. The feature sets
that produce invalid cluster sizes have been removed. A full list of the features contained
in each feature-set is provided in Appendix A.
KMeans_2_193 KMeans_2_187 KMeans_3_228 KMeans_3_233

































































































Fig. 6.18 Mean Silhouette Coefficient (MSC) of the best feature sets for every considered
number of clusters. The x axis of this figure matches Figure 6.19. Lower MSC threshold,
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Fig. 6.19 Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the best feature sets for every considered number
of clusters. The x axis of this figure matches Figure 6.18. Red tilde marks show the
feature sets that are greater than the lower MSC threshold of 0.518. For MSE, lower is
better.
Best Data Segmentation. Finally, the best feature set and number of clusters is chosen;
the chosen values are then used to split the training data into data segments. As stated
in Section 4.1.2, MSC and MSE can be misleading when considered alone, therefore
a hybrid of both methods is used. First, each of the best performing feature sets for
each number of clusters are analysed, any feature set that produces a single cluster
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containing less than 10% of the data is considered invalid and removed. A minimum
cluster size threshold (θ ) value of 10 (representing 10% of the data) was chosen as a
sub-DNN trained on less than 10% of the data would have reduced effectiveness [47, 155].
Table 6.8 shows the feature sets that achieve the highest MSC score, after invalid feature
sets are removed. Next, every feature set remaining is scored against every number
of clusters; again, any feature set that produces a single cluster containing less than
10% of the data is considered invalid and removed. Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the
MSC and MSE scores achieved by all remaining feature sets at this stage. It is clear in
Figure 6.18 that many of the remaining feature sets achieve very similar scores, there
is no runaway winner, emphasising the need for a hybrid approach. The lower MSC
threshold is determined next as MSC− δ , producing a value of 0.518, marked with a
dashed line in Figure 6.18; every feature set that achieves a MSC score lower than the
lower MSC threshold is removed and no longer considered. Looking at Figure 6.19
there is a clear winner, KMeans_5_199 achieves the lowest MSE score, therefore data
segmentation will create 5 data segments of the training data using the feature set with
ID 199. Each data segment will be used to train an individual sub-DNN, based on the
original seed DNN, ResNet_v2_50; the process is described in full in the next section.
Sub-DNN Creation
The sub-DNN creation process is described in this section; this process follows on from
data segmentation described in the previous section. As input, this process requires a
copy of the seed-DNN, in this case ResNet_v2_50, and the data segments created in the
previous section. Data segments are received via text files containing a list of images
corresponding to a different data segment, numbered 0-4. During the sub-DNN creation
process the first 35% of each sub-DNN is left untouched, as it learns generic features [98];
35% was chosen as it produced good results in pilot experiments. If utilised effectively,
the first 35% of the DNN that each sub-DNN will share can be leveraged to reduce storage
requirements and memory usage; analysed further in Section 6.2.4. For reference, the
base ResNet_v2_50 achieves an average per image inference time of 369.4ms, and
top-1 and top-5 accuracy scores of 67.25% and 87.75%, respectively. The next few
paragraphs describe the initial fine-tuning, pruning and fine-tuning, and final fine-tuning
steps, providing a description of the sub-DNN performance at each stage.
Initial Fine-Tuning. To begin, the seed-DNN is cloned, creating an exact copy, ready
to be specialised into a sub-DNN; 5 sub-DNNs are created in this case. This step aims
to slightly adjust the weights of each sub-DNN in order to prevent the first iteration of
pruning from removing the same filters for every sub-DNN. In turn, each data segment is
assigned a sub-DNN, and brief fine-tuning is performed to begin the specialisation process.
A learning rate of 1×10−5 is used for 10 epochs, or until the validation loss begins to
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increase instead of decrease, indicating over-fitting. No sub-DNNs stopped early in this
case. After initial fine-tuning the sub-DNN overall accuracy (across the entire ImageNet
ILSVRC validation dataset) did not significantly change. Inference runtime is also not
effected at this stage.
Pruning and Fine-Tuning. Now that the sub-DNN has been fine-tuned, pruning can
begin. Pruning is an iterative process that happens per layer. After every 4 layers of
pruning, the sub-DNN is fine-tuned for 3 epochs, at a low learning rate (1×10−5). During
this process, every convolutional layer (after the first 35%) is pruned, in turn, by 40%;
that is, 40% of all filters in a layer will be removed, based on their ranking. Pruning by
40% in each layer proved to be effective at reducing DNN overheads without significantly
affecting accuracy during pilot experiments. In order to reduce the time taken in this stage
of sub-DNN creation the models were not evaluated after each fine-tuning step, only at the
end of all pruning and fine-tuning. However, investigating the fine-tuning loss, which
was stable throughout this step, reveals that the final evaluation score is indicative of
the end-to-end accuracy scores throughout. At the end of this stage of sub-DNN creation,
top-1 accuracy for all 5 sub-DNNs ranges between 33% and 37%, the final fine-tuning
stage next aims to increase this. Inference runtime of each sub-DNN decreased by around
35% during this stage as well.
Final Fine-Tuning. Finally, each sub-DNN undergoes some fine-tuning, designed to
recover some of the accuracy lost during the pruning and fine-tuning stage. In this stage,
the first 35% of the sub-DNN is not changed. A learning rate of 1×10−5 was used until
20 epochs were completed, or the loss started to increase instead of decrease, indicating
over-fitting. All sub-DNNs completed at least 16 epochs before exiting fine-tuning; only
one sub-DNN reached 20 epochs. Final fine-tuning increased overall accuracy for all 5
sub-DNNs to a range between 47% and 54%; sub-DNN accuracy on its data segment only
is analysed in Section 6.2.3. Inference runtime was not effected during this stage. Overall
the sub-DNN creation process took around 20 hours per sub-DNN, around 4 days in total
for 5 sub-DNNs, when running the the GPU-server described in Section 5.1.1.
Premodel Generation
The premodel, considering only the sub-DNNs created so far, and feature selection
process is presented in this section; it is similar to the process described in section 6.1.1
as the same candidate features are used, shown in Table 6.1. There is no need to utilise
the DNN selection algorithm in this case as the sub-DNNs have been designed specifically
to work together. Unfortunately, an accurate premodel could not be created using
the premodel generation method described in Section 4.2; therefore, some alternate
premodel methods are described in this section. Possible reasons for the low premodel
accuracy are described in more detail in Section 6.2.4. The premodel is also discussed
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further in Section 7.3. First, this section describes the candidate features used and the
feature selection method to remove redundant features. Next, the feature analysis method
is described. Alternate methods of premodel generation are then described, followed by
a CNN based premodel. Finally, this section ends in a short summary.
Feature Selection. A total of 29 candidate features were considered based on previous
image classification work [40, 130]. First, a correlation based feature selection method
is applied, designed to remove redundant features. As this feature selection method does
not consider the output label of each data point, this check results in the same features
being removed as in Section 6.1.1, shown in Table 6.2. Of the 29 candidate features, only
17 remain; reduced further by feature analysis.
Feature Analysis. The feature analysis process was carried out individually for each
of the premodel methods described in the next paragraph. During feature analysis,
the importance of each feature is analysed, and the least important feature is removed,
iteratively, until just 2 features remain. The accuracy of the proposed premodel is
recorded each time a feature is removed, and the set of features that give the highest
accuracy are chosen for that premodel. This stage aims to reduce the feature count
without reducing premodel accuracy; in some cases accuracy can increase when bad
features are removed.
Premodel Training Data. Unfortunately, an accurate premodel could not be created
using the premodel generation method described in Section 4.2. A discussion of possible
reasons is provided in Section 6.2.4. In order to work around this issue, a couple of
alternate premodel training data generation techniques were implemented and tested,
these methods utilise the data segmentation procedure to create training data better suited
to the premodel. Each of the presented methods follow the full premodel generation
method described in Section 4.2, the difference is the labels given to the training data.
The following methods of training data generation were used:
• Optimal DNN Premodel. The premodel training data is generated in the same
way as when off-the-shelf DNNs were used. An optimal DNN is found for each
image in the ImageNet ILSVRC validation dataset. Cross-validation is used to
evaluate the premodel, which is trained to predict the optimal DNN for each input
it receives.
• ClusterBased. This premodel training data is based on the output of the data
segmentation clustering, hence the name. A premodel is trained on the ImageNet
ILSVRC training dataset, using the labels generated from data segmentation; the
premodel is trained to predict which data segment, and therefore which sub-DNN,
each image belongs to. The premodel then predicts the data segment for every
image in the ImageNet ILSVRC validation dataset, and the corresponding sub-DNN
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is used for image classification. In the cases where a sub-DNNs fails the classify
an image, the image is re-assigned to a "failed" label. A premodel is then cross
validated, including the added "failed" label.
• ClusterBased-Improved. This method builds upon the previous method. During
experimentation it was revealed that some images assigned to a data segment by
the ClusterBased method could not be correctly classified by the corresponding
sub-DNN. However, in some cases, an alternate sub-DNN could correctly classify
the image. Using this method, such images were reassigned to the closest data
segment that could correctly classify it. This premodel aims to predict the correct
data segment for each input image is receives.
CNN based Premodel. Similar to Section 6.1.1, a CNN based premodel is trained and
evaluated. Previously, a CNN based premodel achieved low accuracy, translating into low
end-to-end top-1 and top-5 scores. The low accuracy can be attributed to the small amount
of training data available in comparison the typical CNN training data. However, data
segmentation provides a solution to this problem. By utilising the ClusterBased method
of premodel training data generation, a premodel effectively gains 500k training data
points. With more training data, a CNN based premodel should be able to achieve a
higher accuracy, and therefore, higher end-to-end top-1 and top-5 scores. The CNN based
premodel uses a pre-trained MobileNet_v1_100 network as a base, before fine-tuning
the network on the ClusterBased premodel training data.
Summary. Finally, the training data has been split, individual sub-DNNs created for each
data split, and a number of premodels generated ready for evaluation. The next section
presents an evaluation of the generated premodels and sub-DNNs against the seed-DNN,
ResNet_v2_50.
Overall Performance
Figures 6.20, 6.21, and 6.22 present the overall performance of DNN specialisation, in
conjunction to a premodel, on the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 validation dataset. This
section analyses the end-to-end performance of such an approach, using the generated
sub-DNNs and premodel described above, at a high level; individual components of this
approach are analysed later. Each version of the premodel (utilising the sub-DNNs) is
compared against the individual sub-DNN performance, an Oracle premodel (showing
the best possible performance), and the starting seed-DNN: ResNet_v2_50. The following
paragraphs analyse the inference times, accuracy scores, and precision, recall, and F1
scores of each of the approaches, before ending with a short summary.
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Fig. 6.20 A comparison of the end-to-end average inference times of each individ-
ual sub-DNN (numbered 0-4), different premodel methods, and the starting seed-DNN
(ResNet_v2_50). The cost of the premodel is clearly shown in a lighter colour. An
Oracle premodel is also shown, showing the inference time cost if a premodel is 100%
accurate; the assumed cost of the Oracle premodel is the average of all other method’s
costs. The final column, Oracle-Optimised, shows an optimised premodel runtime.
This is not directly implemented due to library dependencies. Lower is better.
Inference Time. Figure 6.20 compares the inference times of each of the DNNs and
premodel approaches; the cost of the premodel is also included and clearly shown. The
best performance in terms of inference time is each of the sub-DNNs, running around 35%
faster than the seed-DNN. It is important to note that the reduction in inference time also
comes at a cost in end-to-end accuracy when each sub-DNN is considered individually.
Without considering the premodel cost, the end-to-end average inference time of each of
the premodel approaches, including the Oracle, all achieve a reduction of approximately
35%. It is expected that a Model Selector approach will achieve a similar average runtime
to the created sub-DNNs as it only utilises those models. Therefore, for this approach
to reduce the inference time, including the premodel overhead, each sub-DNN needs a
reduction in inference time greater than the premodel overhead. Unfortunately, in this
case the premodel overhead is slightly higher than the inference time saved; 130ms is
saved, and the premodel overhead is 167.8ms. However, provided the same parameters
are used for sub-DNN creation using a bigger seed-DNN such as ResNet_v2_152, the same
percentage of runtime reduction is expected, equating to a reduction of 303ms per image.
Most premodel overhead is due to feature extraction. Furthermore, Oracle-Optimised
shows the runtime of the premodel after some optimisation. The optimisation could
not be applied directly to the production premodel due to contention between library
dependencies on the NVIDIA Jetson TX2; the optimisation includes some GPU support
in OpenCV when extracting features. Not all feature extraction tools are supported on
the GPU at the time of writing, therefore further optimisation is expected. It is worth
noting that the premodel inference time stated is the worst case scenario, where a single
image is being processed at a time; if images are processed in batches the premodel
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Fig. 6.21 A comparison of the end-to-end top-1 and top-5 scores of each individ-
ual sub-DNN (numbered 0-4), different premodel methods, and the starting seed-DNN
(ResNet_v2_50). Top-1 (Oracle) and top-5 (Oracle-top-5) premodels are also shown,
showing the highest achievable top-1 and top-5 scores if a premodel is 100% accurate,
and optimising for that metric. Higher is better for all measures.
overhead would be significantly reduced per image. Finally, as expected the CNN based
premodel is the most expensive, it would only be worth the added cost if it was a more
accurate premodel, which is does not appear to be. Nevertheless, only considering
ResNet_v2_50, given that DNN specialisation has the potential to significantly improve
accuracy compared the the seed DNN, the small added inference time cost is acceptable.
Accuracy Scores. Figure 6.21 compares the top-1 and top-5 accuracy of each of the DNNs
and premodel approaches. Here, the Oracle premodel shows the theoretically highest
possible top-1 and top-5 scores achievable using the generated sub-DNNs. Interestingly,
the Oracle premodel is able to achieve a higher top-1 accuracy than the original
seed-DNN, increasing accuracy by 5.15%; indicating that each sub-DNN has learned
some features not in the original seed-DNN. In this case, the Oracletop-5 accuracy has
reduced in comparison to the seed-DNN, this is likely due to the each sub-DNN losing its
generalisability; this could possibly be improved by training each sub-DNN on the entire
training dataset for a few epochs. Furthermore, the Oracle is currently optimising for
top-1 accuracy, if a premodel is trained to optimise for top-5 accuracy, such as Oracle-
top-5, the end-to-end top-5 accuracy is also improved by 0.7%; as Section 6.1.1 shows, a
it is much harder to improve top-5 accuracy when using a Model Selector approach. Both
Oracle, and Oracle-top-5 use the same sub-DNNs, but they have different training data
depending on their optimisation goal. Unfortunately, none of the proposed premodel
approaches are capable of achieving the Oracle performance, this could be for a number
of reasons, discussed in detail in Section 6.1.3. It is especially surprising that a CNN
based premodel is unable to successfully classify the incoming images. Overall, if a
premodel is able to achieve close to the Oracle performance, such as in Section 6.1.1,
a 5.15% or 0.7% improvement in top-1 or top-5 scores can be achieved.
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Fig. 6.22 A comparison of the end-to-end precision, recall, and f1 scores of each indi-
vidual sub-DNN (numbered 0-4), different premodel methods, and the starting seed-DNN
(ResNet_v2_50). An Oracle premodel is also shown, showing the highest achievable
scores if a premodel is 100% accurate. Higher is better for all measures.
Precision, Recall, and F1 Score. Finally, Figure 6.22 compares the precision, recall
and F1 scores of each of the DNNs and premodel approaches. The results here are very
similar to those presented in the previous paragraph, the Oracle premodel is able to
significantly improve all metrics over the seed-DNN, however, none of the premodel
approaches are able to match it. Specifically, the Oracle is able to improve precision,
recall, and f1 scores by 12.1%, 7.7%, and 8.7%, respectively. High precision can reduce
false positives, which is important for certain domains like video surveillance because it
can reduce the human involvement for inspecting false-positive predictions.
Conclusion. Overall, the Oracle shows that DNN specialisation has the potential to
improve DNN accuracy in every measure (top-1, top-5, precision, recall, and F1-score),
however, none if the proposed premodel approaches are able to reach that potential. The
failure of the premodel approaches, and possible solutions, is discussed in detail in Sec-
tion 6.1.3. As mentioned during the introduction to this section, ResNet_v2_50 was used
for evaluation as there was no server available that is capable of training ResNet_v2_152.
Due to both DNNs being part of the same architecture - ResNet_v2_152 has more repeat-
ing ResNet modules than ResNet_v2_50 - some assumptions can be made to extrapolate
the results presented here to ResNet_v2_152. As both models are the same architecture,
it is safe to assume that the reduction in inference time would carry over, leading to
a 725ms reduction in average inference time per sub-DNN, over the normal runtime of
ResNet_v2_152 of 2048ms. When the cost of the premodel is accounted for, this
translates into a 27.3% reduction in end-to-end average inference time using DNN spe-
cialisation and ResNet_v2_152. Furthermore, as ResNet_v2_152 is a larger model it
is reasonable to expect that it will be possible to use a higher level of pruning for each
sub-DNN, as it a much bigger model classifying the same problem that ResNet_v2_50
is able to; this is discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.4. There are some cases where
the DNN specialisation approach is unable to classify an image that the original seed-DNN
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could, however these cases are few and far between, occurring just 5.50% of the time,
analysed further in Section 6.2.4.
This sections attempts to answer the question: Is it possible to automatically synthe-
sise both the premodel and the component DNNs (which form the ensemble) at the same
time, from a single seed-DNN, in order to gain improved accuracy and inference time?
The results presented up until now would imply that such an approach is not possible.
Remaining sections in this evaluation analyse the inner workings of DNN specialisation,
seeking to answer why it did not work in this case, when use of off-the-shelf DNNs did.
Analysis has narrowed down the answer to one of 3 possible factors: (i) the metrics
used to evaluate data segmentation are not sufficient or accurate, (ii) the features used
to segment the training data are not sufficient, or (iii) choosing between multiple sub-
DNNs is simply too complex for SML models. The following sections analyse individual
components of DNN specialisation, making the case for the above factors. First the data
segmentation process is analysed, followed by sub-DNN creation, before ending on an
in-depth analysis of DNN specialisation.
6.2.2 Data Segmentation Analysis
This section analyses the working mechanisms of the data segmentation process in DNN
specialisation, aiming to further explain the characteristics of such an approach. First the
relative sizes of the data segments are analysed between the ImageNet ILSVRC training
and validation datasets. Next, the feature selection process is analysed, followed by the
number of data segments chosen.
Segment Size Changes
Figure 6.23 compares the sizes of the data segments between the initial data segmen-
tation clusters, and those produced by each of the premodel approaches described in
Section 6.2.1. Ideally, the best data segmentation would have a fairly even split between
all segments that is also replicated in the premodel approach; this would indicate that
the premodel and data segmentation are learning similar splits across the training and
validation datasets. Each of the premodel approaches are evaluated in turn below.
Optimal Premodel. An optimal premodel approach produces similar cluster sizes to
the DNN utilisation shown in Section 6.1, on which it is based; the skew is caused by
some overlap in the sub-DNN prediction capabilities. Sub-DNN 0 is slightly faster than all
other sub-DNNs, therefore it is chosen as the optimal DNN for every image it is capable of
predicting, leaving sub-DNNs such as 2 to be left with just 1.86% of the data. It is likely
that this is why the optimal premodel is so inaccurate (only 49%).
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Fig. 6.23 A comparison of the change in data segment sizes between training dataset,
which data segmentation is carried out on, and different premodel approaches on the
ImageNet ILSVRC validation dataset. Numbers 0-4 represent different data segments,
fail represents the set of images that the premodel learns cannot be correctly predicted
by any of the sub-DNNs. The segment sizes show the predictions made by each of the
premodel approaches. An Oracle premodel is not included here as it is ambiguous.
ClusterBased and ClusterBased-Improved. The ClusterBased and ClusterBased-
Improved premodel approaches reveal the need for an improved version, and a potential
fault in the data segmentation approach. Figure 6.23 clearly shows a huge amount of the
validation data being marked as Fail, 44.97%, whereas only 27.6% of the images actually
fail. Originally, segment labels are assigned based on a SML model trained on the training
dataset segments, which then predicts the labels for the validation dataset; in this case
a number of images originally assigned to each segment cannot be correctly classified
by the sub-DNN, resulting in the high Fail rate. ClusterBased-Improved builds on this by
re-assigning Fail images to the next nearest segment (in terms of clusters) able to make a
correct classification, revealing that 17.37% can be re-assigned for correct classification.
It is not clear if this disconnect between training and validation datasets comes from
an inherent disconnect between the datasets, meaning training a SML model in one and
predicting on the other will always give bad results; or the data segmentation parameters
chosen are simply bad parameters, resulting in sub-DNNs that are not specialising well to
segment of images assigned to it. ClusterBased-Improved gives 5 fairly evenly distributed
clusters.
CNN-Premodel. It was expected that the CNN-premodel would segment the validation
dataset in a similar way to the segmentation of the training dataset. Data segments
3 and 4 are very similar to one another, both within 2%. However, segment 0 grows
by 10.1% in the validation set, with 1 and 2 both shrinking by around 5% each. As a
CNN-premodel is expected to be the most accurate (it is the most powerful model used),
a deeper investigation into the change in segment size could reveal some key insights.
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Table 6.9 The features that make up each of the feature sets used in Figure 6.24.
Model_Selector_Features are the same as those used in Section 6.1.1. All Features
are described in full in Table 6.1.
Feature Set Features
n_keypoints avg_perc_brightness aspect_ratio hue1
Model_Selector_Features
contrast area_by_perim edge_length1
edge_angle3 area_by_perim hue1 hue7
fid_199
aspect_ratio
edge_angle3 area_by_perim hue1 hue7
fid_193
aspect_ratio n_keypoints
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Fig. 6.24 A comparison of the end-to-end top-1 accuracy and average inference time
achieved by an Oracle premodel when changing the feature set used; feature sets are
described in Table 6.9. An Oracle premodel shows the best achievable scores in each
metric. Note that the right axis starts at 50, to better show the top-1 accuracy change.
Higher is better for top-1 accuracy, lower is better for average inference time.
Feature Selection
Figure 6.24 compares the end-to-end top-1 accuracy and average inference time achieved
when using different feature sets to form the data segments; Oracle premodel scores
have been used to ensure the premodel does not introduce noise. Feature sets are de-
scribed in Table 6.9. Five data segments have been used each time, which reduces the
number of valid feature sets (from Section 6.2.1) down to 2. The results presented in
Section 6.2.1 are the same as fid_199. The feature sets are also compared against the
seed-DNN used, and a data segmentation process using the features selected during Model
Selector evaluation (Section 6.1.1), termed Model_Selector_Features; these features have
been proved to generate a good premodel. For context, the Model_Selector_Features
clustering achieves a MSC of 0.274, much lower than fid_199 and fid_193 scores of
0.532 and 0.613, respectively. Looking at Figure 6.24, the three feature sets being
compared all appear to produce very similar performance for both average inference
time, and top-1 accuracy. Given the MSC scores, Model_Selector_Features is expected
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Fig. 6.25 A comparison of the end-to-end top-1 accuracy and average inference time
achieved by an Oracle premodel when changing the number of data segments used. An
Oracle premodel shows the best achievable scores in each metric. Note that the right
axis starts at 50, to better show the top-1 accuracy change. Higher is better for top-1
accuracy, lower is better for average inference time.
to perform much worse than fid_199 and fid_193, however that is not the case. Surpris-
ingly, Model_Selector_Features actually out-performs the other two feature sets in every
evaluation metric, implying that MSC and MSE are bad predictors of data segmentation
performance after sub-DNN evaluation. Solutions to this problem are discussed further in
Section 7.3.
Data Segment Counts
Figure 6.25 compares the end-to-end top-1 accuracy and average inference time achieved
when using different counts of data segments; Oracle premodel scores have been used
to ensure the premodel does not introduce noise. The same feature set (fid_199) was used
each time. No more than 5 data segments were considered as any more produced invalid
data segmentation clusterings, see Section 6.2.1. The results presented in Section 6.2.1
are the same as 5_segments. Across every count of segments the end-to-end average
inference time stays the same, this is because the level of pruning has not been changed.
As the data segment count increases each sub-DNN can be pruned more without affecting
accuracy, this is evaluated further in Section 6.2.3. Figure 6.25 reveals a clear trend, as the
data segment count increases, so does the potential for end-to-end top-1 accuracy; in fact,
using 3 data segments or more increases top-1 accuracy. It is interesting that end-to-end
top-1 accuracy can be improved simply by splitting a problem into numerous smaller
problems. Perhaps breaking the problem down, and assigning each to its own DNN, is
similar to simply using a larger DNN. Both approaches introduce more computational
power for the same problem, however, breaking the problem down means an increase
in inference time is not be necessary. Furthermore, the Model Selector approach uses
off-the-shelf DNNs, it could be the case that different DNN architectures are better at
learning different features, and therefore capable of classifying different images. The fact
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(b) Precision, Recall, and F1
Fig. 6.26 The overall performance of each sub-DNN created during Section 6.2.1 on
the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 validation dataset images that are predicted to belong to
that data segment. The prediction is made by the most accurate premodel approach:
CNN-premodel. Higher is better for all metrics.
that utilising a premodel works with off-the-shelf DNNs and not for DNN specialisation
implies that the fault lies in the data segmentation. Similar to feature selection, the best
performers achieve bad MSC and MSE scores, providing further evidence that MSC
and MSE are bad predictors of data segmentation performance after sub-DNN evaluation.
Possible solutions are discussed in Section 7.3.
6.2.3 Sub-DNN Creation Analysis
This section analyses the working mechanisms of the sub-DNN creation process in DNN
specialisation, aiming to further explain the characteristics of such an approach. First,
the accuracy of each individual sub-DNN is analysed, followed by an analysis of the effect
pruning has on end-to-end accuracy scores and inference times.
Sub-DNN Accuracy
Figure 6.26 presents the accuracy scores of each of the sub-DNNs created during Sec-
tion 6.2.1. Unlike Figure 6.21, which shows the accuracy across the entire ImageNet
ILSVRC 2012 validation dataset, this Figure only shows each sub-DNN’s accuracy on
images that are predicted to belong to that data segment. The labels used were made
by the best performing Oracle premodel approach: ClusterBased-Improved; the failed
images have been assigned their original sub-DNN. If the Fail label was included, each
sub-DNN would achieve 100% accuracy as all the images that could not be predicted
would never be seen by a sub-DNN. Across the entire ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 validation
dataset the sub-DNNs achieve top-1 accuracy scores ranging from 47.7% to 53.6%. When
each sub-DNN focusses on the images it has been trained to specialise in, top-1 accuracy
scores range from 68.71% (sub-DNN 3) to 75.14% (sub-DNN 4), a significant increase.
Moreover each sub-DNN on its dataset out-performs the seed-DNN, ResNet_v2_50, across
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Fig. 6.27 A comparison of the end-to-end top-1 accuracy and average inference time
achieved by an Oracle premodel when changing the level of pruning used during sub-
DNN creation. An Oracle premodel shows the best achievable scores in each metric.
Note that the right axis starts at 50, to better show the top-1 accuracy change. Higher is
better for top-1 accuracy, lower is better for average inference time.
all images; this is what causes the increase in overall top-1 accuracy when using a DNN
specialisation approach. Unfortunately, for top-5 accuracy each sub-DNN is out-performed
by around 5% by the seed-DNN, indicating a loss of generalisability of each sub-DNN- this
is to be expected as each sub-DNN is being specialised for a subset of the total dataset.
Finally, all sub-DNNs except sub-DNN 0 out-perform the seed-DNN in precision, recall, and
F1 scores; sub-DNN 0 achieves a recall score 0.05 lower than the seed-DNN.
Sub-DNN Pruning
Figure 6.27 compares the end-to-end top-1 accuracy and average inference time achieved
when using different levels of pruning during sub-DNN creation; Oracle premodel scores
have been used to ensure the premodel does not introduce noise. The results presented in
Section 6.2.1 are the same as 40% Pruned, only the level of pruning was changed between
evaluations. As expected, the general trend shows that more pruning leads to a faster end-
to-end average inference time. By pruning the seed-DNN by 60% during specialisation a
average inference time gain of around 208ms per can be achieved, however this comes
at the cost of accuracy, dropping accuracy by 68.81%; slightly higher accuracy than
the seed-DNN which achieves 67.25%. Furthermore, by pruning each sub-DNN by 80%,
inference time can be further reduced to 181ms, while still increasing accuracy over the
seed-DNN by 1.55%. The perfect level of pruning to use, that is, the level of pruning that
reduces inference time without losing accuracy, in this case is unclear. Furthermore using
the same level of pruning for all layers may not be the ideal approach, however that is
out of the scope of this work, and is discussed further in Section 7.3. Another interesting
point of investigation could be an analysis of how the number of data segments relates to
the best level of pruning, also discussed further in Section 7.3.
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Fig. 6.28 The average CPU, GPU, and memory utilisation of the implemented DNN
Specialisation approach compared against each individual sub-DNN and the seed-DNN.
The values are presented as the average utilisation across every test image in a 10-fold
cross-validation. Lower is better for all figures.
6.2.4 Further Analysis
This section presents a few short in-depth analyses of different aspects of DNN special-
isation. First, the resource utilisation of the DNN specialisation approach is analysed,
followed by a comparison of the predictive power of the seed-DNN and DNN specialisation
approach. Next, each of the proposed premodel approaches is analysed and discussed.
Finally, DNN specialisation is evaluated using a toy dataset and DNN model, and the results
discussed.
Resource Utilisation
In general, DNN specialisation has a similar resource utilisation as a Model Selector
approach using pre-trained off-the-shelf DNNs. Figure 6.28 compares the average CPU,
GPU, and memory utilisation of the implemented DNN Specialisation approach (Sec-
tion 6.2.1) against each individual sub-DNN and the seed-DNN. Each SML premodel
approach produces similar resource utilisation as they are all based on the sub-DNNs.
The reported values are the averages across every single image in the testing dataset
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Table 6.10 The predictive power of DNN specialisation compared to the seed-DNN,
ResNet_v2_50. Total is the top-1 accuracy of each approach on the ImageNet ILSVRC
2012 validation dataset. Overlap is the percentage of all images that both approaches
can correctly classify under top-1 scoring, and Unique is the percentage of all images
that each approach can correctly classify and the other cannot, under top-1 scoring.
Model Total Overlap Unique
ResNet_v2_50 67.25% 61.75% 5.50%
DNN Specialisation 72.40% 61.75% 10.65%
(ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 validation dataset). Each resource is briefly discussed in turn
below.
• CPU. Figure 6.28a presents the CPU utilisation. Similar to a Model Selector
approach all DNNs run on the GPU, therefore CPU utilisation is not signifi-
cantly effected, and depends on the utilisation of the sub-DNNs used. In this
case ResNet_v2_50 was used, giving a CPU utilisation of 12.32%.
• GPU. Figure 6.28b shows the GPU utilisation; as expected, this is much higher
than the CPU utilisation. Similar to a Model Selector approach, DNN specialisation
results in lower average GPU utilisation across the dataset when using DNN special-
isation the drop in GPU utilisation directly relates to the amount that each sub-DNN
is pruned. Using DNN specialisation, GPU utilisation is 20.96% lower on average.
• Memory. Finally, Figure 6.28c compares the memory utilisation of a DNN spe-
cialisation approach. DNN specialisation is the most expensive in this area as it
required that all sub-DNNs are held in memory ready for inference. If each sub-DNN
in pruned further, memory consumption can be reduced; discussed further in Sec-
tion 6.2.3. This approach only requires 16.52% more memory than the seed-DNN
alone, a small cost to pay for reduced GPU load, a faster inference time, and a
more accurate predictor.
Predictive Power
It is possible that the generated sub-DNNs are not able to make all of the same predictions
as the original seed-DNN. In other words, there could be a set of images that the seed-DNN
is capable of correctly classifying under top-1 or top-5 accuracy scoring, that the set
of sub-DNNs is unable to classify under the same scoring metric. This section analyses
the predictive power of each of the approaches and compares them in order to quantify
the occurrence of such an event. Table 6.10 presents a comparison of the predictive
capabilities of DNN specialisation and ResNet_v2_50 on the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012
validation dataset. Although the sub-DNNs are based on the seed-DNN, they ‘forget’ how
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to classify 5.50% of the validation images; however, collectively they learn how to
classify an extra 10.65% of the images, resulting in a net increase in accuracy of 5.15%.
It is unclear why DNN specialisation is unable to classify some of the images that the
seed-DNN can, two reasons are suggested here: (i) it is due to the images requiring a
more complex DNN, something that DNN specialisation does not provide; or (ii) it is due
to the sub-DNNs over-fitting as they have been fine-tuned on a smaller set of images.
Furthermore, this also indicates that the overall end-to-end top-1 accuracy could be
increased to 77.90%, a 10.65% increase over the seed-DNN, if it is also included in the
premodel’s pool of DNNs to choose from. This opens up a new research opportunity,
adding the seed-DNN would make the premodel’s task more complex - a task that the
premodel is currently unable to accurately predict as is. More research is required to
improve premodel accuracy.
Premodel Analysis
This section analyses each of the premodel methods introduced in Section 6.2.1,
analysing the automatic premodels that were created, and discussing why they are
not able to perform as well as in Section 6.1.1. First, the architecture of each premodel
approach (generated using the automatic method introduced in Section 4.2) is analysed
alongside their respective accuracies. Next, an alternate premodel approach, ignoring
the Fail label is discussed, followed by a summary and short discussion of potential
future work regarding the premodel.
Premodel Approaches. Each of the premodel approaches introduced in Section 6.2.1
utilised the automatic premodel generation process introduced in Section 4.2. This
section provides a short summary of the results of that automatic process; every multi-
ple classifier architecture contained 5 classifiers, one for each sub-DNN. Below a short
analysis of the premodel generated, and premodel accuracy for each of the premodel
approaches is given.
• Optimal Premodel. This was the initial premodel generated, choosing a single
classifier architecture KNN model. An accuracy of just 48% was achieved by this
premodel approach.
• Clusterbased. Based on the assumption that data segments in the training and
validation datasets would be the same, this premodel also chose a single classi-
fier architecture KNN model. This premodel approach improved on the Optimal
premodel slightly, achieving a prediction accuracy of 54%.
• Clusterbased-Improved. The only premodel approach to choose a multiple
classifier architecture, made of KNN models. This approach was designed with the
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aim of improving end-to-end top-1 accuracy, at the cost of potentially introducing
some noise into the training data. However, no noise seemed to be introduced, this
approach achieved a prediction accuracy of 54% too. Unfortunately, end-to-end
top-1 accuracy was not improved.
• CNN-Premodel. Finally, it was expected that the CNN-premodel would achieve a
high end-to-end top-1 accuracy score due to its ability to solve complex problems,
and large amount of training data. Unfortunately this was not the case, achieving
similar end-to-end top-1 accuracy as ClusterBased. Positively, ClusterBased and
this premodel approach often agreed on the correct sub-DNN for an image, not
counting the images predicted as Fail (as CNN-premodel is unable to make that
prediction).
For each of the premodel approaches a greedy feature search was carried out to find
the best features. The features chosen were often the same, or very similar, to the
features used during data segmentation. In the cases where very similar feature sets
were chosen, the premodel was again analysed using the data segmentation features,
achieving a prediction accuracy that was not statistically significant from the chosen
features. This indicates there is a strong relationship between the segments created
during data segmentation, and the resulting segments in the validation dataset; premodel
classifiers were always chosen to be KNN models, which is closely related to KMeans,
indicating further evidence of the relationship. Furthermore, experimentation revealed
that when utilising DNN specialisation the automatic premodel generator appears to be
more likely to choose a single architecture premodel, this is likely due to the bigger
choice of DNNs available alongside the generally lower accuracy scores.
Alternate Premodel Approaches. This section briefly explores an alternate approach
considered for premodel training data generation. The approach discussed here was not
included in the full results due to its bad end-to-end performance results, nonetheless; it
reveals interesting insights into the segmentation of the training and validation dataset.
After creation of the ClusterBased-Improved premodel training dataset, it became clear
that a large number of images were being predicted as Fail, 47.65% to be exact, much
higher than the Oracle prediction rate of 27.6%. It was speculated that this could be
due to the actual Fail images not forming any proper boundaries outside of the predicted
data segments, therefore introducing noise into the model. In order to test this theory a
new training dataset was created based on ClusterBased-Improved, except the images
that no sub-DNN could predict were not re-assigned to a Fail label. Using this approach a
premodel was generated using the automatic premodel generation method and evaluated
for its end-to-end performance. Although this approach increased premodel accuracy
from 54% (using the ClusterBased-Improved approach) up to 86%, the end-to-end top-1
and top-5 scores did not significantly change. This analysis further indicates that the
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Fig. 6.29 A comparison of the end-to-end top-1 and top-5 scores of each individual
sub-DNN (0, 1), different premodel methods, and the starting seed-DNN (ResNet_v2_18).
Top-1 (Oracle) and top-5 (Oracle-top-5) premodels are also shown, showing the
highest achievable top-1 and top-5 scores if a premodel is 100% accurate, and optimising
for that metric. Higher is better for all measures.
segmentation in sub-DNN prediction power is not the same as the segmentation produced
by training a model on the training data segmentation, then predicting on the validation
data.
Summary. This section analysed each of the premodel approaches introduced in Sec-
tion 6.2.1. It is clear from the results presented that the suggested premodel approaches
are not able to accurately predict the correct sub-DNN to use for each image. Furthermore,
when a premodel is cross-validated for the same task (predicting the correct data segment
for an image) on the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 training dataset, it is able to achieve a high
accuracy. For example, a ClusterBased premodel trained using the training data of data
segmentation in Section 6.2.1 results in 87% accuracy, much higher then the validation
dataset accuracy of 54%. Clearly, the parameters used to evaluate data segmentation
clusters (MSC and MSE) are not up to the task, they are unable to accurately predict if a
data segmentation will be good when evaluated end-to-end. Solutions to this problem
are discussed in more detail in Section 7.3.
Toy Dataset and Model
This section evaluates the DNN specialisation approach against a toy dataset and DNN
model. The evaluation has been carried out in order to reveal new insights into why
the DNN specialisation premodel does not perform as well as the premodel described
in Section 6.1.1. Although toy datasets and models are not always representative of
the performance gain that can be provided by a full DNN and dataset, they do allow
rapid prototyping and testing; that has been their use case here. The following para-
graphs describe the setup of this experiment, followed by a discussion of the results and
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Fig. 6.30 A comparison of the end-to-end precision, recall, and f1 scores of each
individual sub-DNN (0, 1), different premodel methods, and the starting seed-DNN
(ResNet_v2_18). An Oracle premodel is also shown, showing the highest achiev-
able scores if a premodel is 100% accurate. Higher is better for all measures.
premodel accuracy. To end this section, a discussion is provided on the implications of
the presented results.
Setup. ResNet_v2_18 and Cifar-10 1 were chosen due to their popularity and availability.
ResNet_v2_18 follows the same ResNet architecture as ResNet_v2_50, however, it is
much smaller. Cifar-10 contains 60,000 images which belong to 10 classes; 50,000 of the
images form the training dataset, and the remaining 10,000 images form the test dataset.
The presented results are from the top-scoring data segmentation during that process.
A small discussion has been added at the end of this section; other data segmentation
results are discussed there. All other aspects of the toy dataset and model evaluation
were exactly the same as the experiments described in Section 6.2.1.
Results. Figures 6.29 and 6.30 compare the end-to-end accuracy of the generated
premodels and Oracle against the seed-DNN and created sub-DNNs. Runtime and energy
consumption data is not shown here; however, the results follow the same patterns shown
in Section 6.2.1, that is, the sub-DNNs and premodel result in faster runtime, and lower
energy use. A big difference between this and previous results is the low drops in
accuracy for sub-DNNs. Sub-DNN 0 shows a negligible drop in accuracy, almost matching
the seed DNN, and sub-DNN 1 only drops 2.6% accuracy over the seed DNN. The reasons
for this are likely two fold: (1) Only 2 sub-DNNs were created, therefore, each will be
less specialised and generalise better to the whole dataset; (2) Cifar-10 is a much simpler
dataset, containing only 10 classes, making their predictions much easier than Imagenet
predictions. More accurate sub-DNNs easily translate into better end-to-end accuracy,
discussed in the next paragraph.
Premodel. Similar to the overall results, a number of different premodel architectures
were considered, alongside two different Oracle premodels. As a reminder, an Oracle
1http://www.cs.toronto.edu/ kriz/cifar.html
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in this thesis is a perfect predictor that is capable of achieving 100% accurate predic-
tions; it indicates the best possible end-to-end accuracy that could have been achieved.
In this case the best premodel (clusterbased) was more accurate – reaching 87.45%
accuracy. This is likely due to a much less complex prediction that needs to be carried
out; the premodel only needs to choose between two sub-DNNs. Higher premodel
accuracy translates into higher end-to-end accuracy improving upon the seed DNN alone;
albeit only a 2.21% accuracy increase. For this experiment, none of the premodel
architectures first introduced in Section 6.1.1 were able to achieve a high accuracy.
Multi-KNearestNeighbour achieved the best accuracy, at only 43.76%. This indicates
that data segmentation is having an impact on the ability of the premodel to achieve
accurate predictions, and a different kind of premodel is required, such as clusterbased,
which uses the data from data segmentation to create a premodel. Finally, the Oracle
achieves a 11.72% increase over the seed-DNN. slightly higher than the full evaluation in
Section 6.1.1, again this is likely due to the simpler task at hand.
Summary. So far, the results have focussed on the best performing segmentation from the
data segmentation process. As performing end-to-end evaluations is much quicker using
toy datasets, a number of top performing datasets, and some badly performing datasets,
were evaluated end-to-end. The results follow the same pattern as those presented in
Section 6.2.2: the accuracy scores achieved do not correlate with MSC and MSE scores;
data segmentations which score low with MSC and MSE are able to achieve high end-
to-end accuracy. This again indicates that data segmentation, specifically MSC and
MSE, are to blame for the difference between the results in this section and 6.1.1. A
more exhaustive search, perhaps using the toy dataset and model described here, will
be required in order to develop a better set of heuristics for evaluation of different data
segmentations. This is discussed further in future work (Section 7.3).
6.2.5 Revisit Research Goals
This section again revisits the research questions originally laid out in Chapter 1, in the
context of the above results. Both RQ1 and RQ2 were conclusively show to be answered
in Section 6.1.4. Some results in this evaluation bring RQ2 into question, however further
analysis reveals the premodel is likely not to blame. In order to keep this section brief,
RQ2 is discussed further in Section 7.2. This evaluation mainly focussed on attempting
to answer RQ3 and RQ4, they are discussed in turn below, referring to where each has
been evaluated.
[RQ 3] Can orthogonal DNN optimisation techniques such as model compression be used in
conjunction with a statistical machine learning model to further reduce inference
time without a cost in accuracy?
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This research question can be answered by investigating the Oracle performance in
Section 6.2.1. In brief, the results presented during this evaluation remain inconclusive.
The case study provided, using a relatively simple DNN (ResNet_v2_50), shows the
potential for this approach, but is unable to prove it. Extrapolating the results to applying
this approach to a more complex DNN, such as ResNet_v2_152, it is easy to assume the
same percentage drop in inference time (35%) can be achieved. It is likely that each
sub-DNN can be further pruned as the seed-DNN is much larger, but trying to solve the
same sub-problem. Also, a smaller percentage of the DNN will be frozen in order to
maintain the common, simple features, yielding even further inference time reductions.
Furthermore, this approach allows for more efficient memory usage, reducing memory
consumption over off-the-shelf DNNs. This approach is potentially more beneficial than
simple DNN compression alone.
[RQ 4] Can a set of DNNs be generated that are optimised to work together, when combined
with a statistical machine learning model, that achieve even further reductions in
computational costs and inference times?
Similar to RQ3, the evaluation in this section has been unable to conclusively answer this
research question. The evaluation does show the potential for this approach, but is unable
to reach it. Section 6.2.1 shows the potential of automatic ensemble creation, indicating
that with an accurate premodel inference time can be reduced and accuracy increased.
In order to conclusively answer this question, more work is needed. Sections 7.2 and 7.3
discuss this question in more depth, and the future work required on order to answer this
question more conclusively.
6.2.6 Summary
This section built upon the previous to present DNN specialisation, combined with a
premodel, to create a novel approach to efficient DNN inference for embedded systems.
The presented approach analyses the DNN training data and splits it into a number of
data segments. The data segments are designed so that each segment contains similar
images while being as dissimilar as possible to every other data segment. Each data
segment is used to train and specialise a DNN based on a pre-trained seed-DNN, such
as ResNet_v2_152, termed a sub-DNN. Finally, a premodel (from the Model Selector
approach in the previous section) is trained to dynamically select the correct sub-DNN
to use at runtime. The DNN specialisation approach was evaluated against image clas-
sification, a popular DNN application domain. Based on an Oracle premodel, that is,
a premodel able to predict the correct sub-DNN to used for every input, the presented
results indicate that DNN specialisation has the potential to reduce inference time and
increase accuracy, similar to a Model Selector approach. Furthermore, compared to a
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Model Selector approach, DNN specialisation has the potential to further reduce inference
time, GPU utilisation, and memory consumption while still retaining an increase in
accuracy. Unfortunately the results also show that no premodel could be generated that
is accurate enough to utilise this potential. This could be due to pruning, sub-DNN training,
or data segmentation, further investigation is required; discussed further in Section 7.3
Chapter 7
Conclusion
To end this thesis a brief summary of the work presented, the goals that were met, the
goals that need more work, and a discussion on the future work in this area is given. First,
a summary of this thesis is presented, highlighting the main successes and contributions
of this work. Next, the research questions (laid out in Chapter 1) are discussed, noting
where and how each research question has been answered. A discussion of the possible
future work which could enhance and improve on what has been presented here is next.
Finally, this thesis ends with some final remarks.
7.1 Thesis Summary
In recent years, DNNs have continuously set new state-of-the-art performance in numerous
complex tasks that conventional methods struggled to solve, two of which have been
explored in this thesis: image classification and machine translation. However, to a
certain extent these breakthroughs have become possible through adding layers and
increasing the size of the networks [143]. One drawback of the resulting DNNs is the
increase in computational complexity, and therefore runtime [9]. Furthermore, many
of the applications of DNNs are also of interest to mobile and embedded systems in
order to bring forward advances such as automated driving, augmented reality, and more
intelligent personal assistants. However, the resultant complexity of the state-of-the-art
DNNs often mean it is prohibitive to run the model on-device, due to long inferencing
times and power consumption, yet off-loading computation leads to privacy concerns,
connectivity issues, and long latency for results.
Mobile and embedded systems manufacturers have helped to alleviate this problem
by designing devices with multiple CPU cores of different levels of energy efficiency, and
a GPU capable of DNN inference [124]. Popular mobile phone operating systems are also
helping, iOS and Android now natively support DNN applications through CoreML [133]
and TensorFlow Lite [81], respectively. Furthermore, the NVIDIA Jetson TX2, an
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embedded deep learning platform, was designed specifically for embedded applications
that require high performance computing [30]; designed to run GPU workloads on-
device in a fast and energy efficient manner [112]. However this is not enough, the
most complex state-of-the-art DNNs are still slow on mobile and embedded devices. For
example, ResNet_v2_152, a very accurate DNN for image classification, takes around 2
seconds to make a prediction on a single image on the NVIDIA Jetson TX2 [130].
This thesis offered a novel software-based approach to executing DNN inference on
embedded systems, aiming to reduce end-to-end inference runtime without a loss in
accuracy. In fact, as a by-product, by utilising multiple DNN models it is possible to
actually increase end-to-end accuracy across a dataset such as the ImageNet ILSVRC
2012 dataset; even when compared to state-of-the-art models such as ResNet_v2_152.
The key insight in this thesis is that there is no one-size-fits-all model for all inputs, the
optimal model - the one that is able to give the correct input in the fastest time - varies as
the input and evaluation criteria changes. Furthermore, given the quickly evolving nature
of DNN research and its many applications, the best selection strategy is likely to change
over time. Therefore, an adaptive strategy that is able to learn the best DNN for each input
and evaluation criteria is required; that is what this thesis aimed to supply.
The work in this thesis can be broken down into two main components: a Model
Selector, and DNN specialisation; summarised below:
Model Selector. Alone, the model selector leverages multiple off-the-shelf pre-trained
DNNs through the use of a premodel that dynamically selects the optimal DNN to use, at
runtime, depending on the model input and evaluation criterion. An automatic approach
to premodel generation, feature selection, and premodel tuning was presented. The
Model Selector approach was applied to two typical DNN application domains: image
classification and machine translation, which utilise convolutional and recurrent neural
network architectures, respectively. Experimental results show that such an approach is
able to deliver portable good performance across application domains and neural network
architectures. For image classification, an overall top-1 accuracy of is 87.44% is achieved,
translating to a 7.52% increase over the most-capable single DNN model, while reducing
inference time by 44.45%. For machine translation, inference time is reduced by 25.37%
over the most-capable model with negligible impact on the quality of the translation.
With more training data an Oracle premodel (one that is 100% accurate) could achieve
the same reduction in inference time while increasing F1 measure by 20.51%.
DNN Specialisation. To further advance the Model Selector approach, a method of
starting with a single seed DNN and generating a pool of smaller, specialised DNNs,
designed to work together was suggested, termed DNN specialisation. The smaller,
specialised DNNs are designed to be inference-time-optimised while not causing a drop
in end-to-end accuracy when used in conjunction with a Model Selector. The key insight
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being that different parts of a DNN learn and utilise different features of the input which
are used to larger or smaller degrees in classifying particular inputs [103, 98]; in other
words, every image does not use every part of a DNN. An automatic approach to split
the DNN training data into segments was proposed, each training data segment being
used to train and specialise a DNN. A premodel is then trained to choose between the
specialised DNNs. Due to the lack of available machine translation training data, this was
only evaluated on the image classification application domain. Unfortunately, during
experimentation a premodel struggled to accurately predict the correct DNN to use. It
is not clear why an accurate premodel could not be trained, potential issues and their
solutions are discussed further in Section 7.3. Looking at an Oracle premodel can give
an indication of the potential of such an approach, should an accurate enough premodel
be trained. Considering an Oracle premodel, DNN specialisation has the potential to
further reduce resource utilisation over using a Model Selector alone, while reducing
inference time and increasing inference accuracy by 5.15%.
7.2 Revisiting The Research Questions
[RQ 1] By combining multiple DNNs, is it possible to reduce the average inference time
and computational cost across a dataset without causing a reduction in accuracy?
Moreover, how much can inference time be reduced by?
This thesis has conclusively shown that the average inference time and computational
cost can be reduced across a dataset by combining the capabilities of multiple DNNs.
Moreover, this thesis has shown that it is also possible to increase end-to-end accuracy
across a dataset. Key to this approach working is the utilisation of a diverse set of DNNs
ranging in terms of computational complexity and inference time. In this way, the faster
and computationally cheaper DNN can be utilised for every input it is capable of correctly
classifying, a more expensive DNN is then only employed when required. Furthermore,
the possible reduction in inference time depends on the inference time range of DNNs
available and the cost of the premodel used. This question is answered in the following
places:
• Section 4.1.1, specifically Figure 4.1, first shows the potential of using multiple
off-the-shelf DNNs. It shows that multiple DNNs are capable of classifying the same
images, and if the fastest capable DNN is chosen for each image then the average
inference time can be reduced. Furthermore, it shows that accuracy scores are not
effected by using multiple DNNs.
• Section 4.2.1, specifically Equation 4.2, formalises the potential average inference
time gain depending on the DNNs available, and the cost of a premodel. The
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equation shows that the best way to retain a high accuracy while reducing inference
time is to include a range of DNNs of varying complexity. The faster the fastest
DNN is, the better, and the more accurate the most accurate DNN is, the better.
• By analysing the performance of an Oracle premodel, Section 6.1.1 quantita-
tively shows the full potential of utilising multiple DNNs when applied to image
classification. This section shows that average inference time can be reduced
by 45%, while increasing top-1 and top-5 scores by 14.48% (to 91.2%) and
3.16% (to 98.3%), respectively, when compared to the single most capable DNN:
ResNet_v1_152.
• Similar to image classification, Section 6.1.2 analyses an Oracle premodel to
show the full potential of utilising multiple DNNs when applied to machine transla-
tion. This sections shows that the end-to-end accuracy can potentially be increased
by 25.7%, while decreasing average inference time by 24.5%.
[RQ 2] Is it possible to train a statistical machine learning model to choose the optimal
DNN, at runtime, depending on the input and precision requirement?
This thesis has shown that it is possible to train a SML model, termed premodel in this
thesis, capable of choosing the optimal DNN at runtime; a new model needs to be trained
for different precision requirements. Such an approach requires that all component DNNs
that the premodel chooses from must be held in memory for fast inferencing. Therefore
the cost of the proposed solution is an increase in memory usage. This research question
has been evaluated in a similar way to RQ 1, with a small distinction. RQ 1 focusses
on the maximum potential accuracy increase and inference time decrease, whereas this
research question is evaluated based on the achieved values when utilising a premodel.
This question is answered in the following places:
• Section 6.1.1 analyses the end-to-end performance of an implemented premodel
when applied to image classification. This premodel achieves very close to perfect
performance, achieving a prediction accuracy of 98%. With such high accuracy
the premodel achieves close to the maximum potential premodel accuracy at a
7.52% increase in top-1, and a 2.9% increase in top-5 accuracy, when compared to
the single most capable DNN. A 44.45% reduction in average inference time is also
achieved.
• Section 6.1.2 analyses the end-to-end performance of an implemented premodel
when applied to machine translation. In this case, the premodel is not as successful,
achieving a 25.37% decrease in average inference time, with no significant impact
on the end-to-end accuracy; a big difference from the potential 24.5% decrease
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in average inference time, and 25.7% increase in end-to-end accuracy. Lower
performance of the machine translation premodel can be attributed to significantly
less premodel training data being available, 10x to be exact.
• Section 6.2.3 discusses the premodel with respect to DNN specialisation and im-
age classification. In this Section it is not clear if the fault of low premodel
accuracy lies with the premodel or the underlying choice of data segmentation.
However, the analysis presented in Section 6.2.2 implies that the fault lies in data
segmentation. Furthermore, given the positive results achieved using pre-trained
off-the-shelf DNNs, this point is further reinforced; it is likely that the premodel is
not at fault here.
[RQ 3] Can orthogonal DNN optimisation techniques such as model compression be used in
conjunction with a statistical machine learning model to further reduce inference
time without a cost in accuracy?
This thesis has shown that typical DNN compression techniques can be used in conjunc-
tion with a premodel to reduce average inferencing time without reducing end-to-end
accuracy. Other orthogonal DNN optimisation techniques, such as kernel computation
optimisation, could be used alongside the work in this thesis as well, provided they do not
effect DNN accuracy. Here, the technique involves using DNN to create multiple models of
varying accuracies and complexities, then get the premodel to choose the optimal DNN
for the task at hand. Similar to RQ 1, the potential gain in inference time is dependant
on how much the original DNN is compressed by. Provided that the premodel is able to
accurately choose between the new compressed DNNs and the original DNN, there will be
no reduction in accuracy. This question is answered in the following places:
• Section 6.1.3, specifically Figure 6.17, analyses a simple approach of employing
DNN compression techniques to produce a number of smaller and faster DNNs based
on a starting model. Each DNN created is smaller, but it suffers a reduction in
accuracy at the same time. Figure 6.17 shows that by employing DNN compression
alongside a premodel, accuracy can be better maintained while reducing inference
time slightly more than using DNN compression alone; therefore the proposed
solution works even when multiple pre-trained DNNs are not available. Specifically,
the closest comparable compression technique is improved upon by a 90 ms
reduction in average inference time, with a 16.37% improvement in end-to-end
accuracy, translating to a 1.76% accuracy reduction when compared to the starting
DNN.
• Section 6.2.1 takes DNN compression one step further. Instead of simply com-
pressing a starting DNN to different levels, this section attempts to smartly segment
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the dataset in order to generate smaller and more specialised DNNs. While an
accurate enough premodel could not be generated to utilise the specialised DNNs,
this section shows the high potential of such an approach. With an accurate enough
premodel, this approach is capable of reducing inference time while maintaining,
and even sometimes improving, on end-to-end accuracy. Such an approach is
potentially even more successful than simple DNN compression alone.
[RQ 4] Can a set of DNNs be generated that are optimised to work together, when combined
with a statistical machine learning model, that achieve even further reductions in
computational costs and inference times?
Finally, this thesis investigated the potential of automatic ensemble creation, generating
a pool of specialised DNNs for the premodel to choose from. Unfortunately, the results
here are less conclusive. Evaluation of this work has shown clearly that such an approach
has the potential to yield further reductions in computational costs and inference times
while maintaining accuracy. However, the work in this thesis was unable to create a
premodel accurate enough to utilise the generated specialised DNNs effectively. The
following sections indicate the potential for automatic ensemble creation, and analyse
the inner workings of the suggested approach, indicating where further work is needed
to definitely answer this question.
• Section 6.2.1 shows the potential of automatic ensemble creation, indicating that
with an accurate premodel inference time can be reduced and accuracy increased.
• Section 6.2.2 analyses the data segmentation component of DNN specialisation.
This analysis indicates that data segmentation is to blame for the low premodel
accuracy. The metrics used to evaluate each potential segmentation of the data are
not sufficient to fully evaluate the potential end-to-end performance. Further work
is needed here.
• Section 6.2.3 analyses the sub-DNN creation process component of DNN special-
isation. This analysis indicates that, in itself, sub-DNN creation performs well,
producing fast and highly accurate sub-DNNs (for their data segment). This section
shows the high potential for DNN specialisation.
• Section 6.2.4 analyses a number of suggested premodel strategies. Here, the key
take away is that all proposed premodels perform equally badly when evaluated
end-to-end, even the powerful CNN based premodel. These results indicate that the
problem the premodel is trying to solve is simply too complex, however this does
not necessarily mean the premodel is to blame. Further analysis in this sections
shows that there is a disparity in the data segmentations of the training dataset and
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the validation dataset with regards to the best sub-DNN. Further investigation is
needed here.
7.3 Future Work
Finally, this thesis finishes with a discussion of possible research directions that this work
can continue in. The excellent work utilising pre-trained off-the-shelf DNNs suggest future
work in: processor choice, and machine translation optimisation. The less conclusive
results in automated ensemble creation suggest that there are a number of interesting
areas that future work could investigate; evaluation of automated ensemble creation
revealed the potential for improved optimisation over using off-the-shelf DNNs. Areas
for improvement include: memory consumption, evaluating data segmentation, feature
importance based data segmentation, and sub-DNN pruning optimisation. The future
work is split into two sections, directly relating to the two main components of the work
presented. First, research directions that would benefit and improve the accuracy or
capabilities of a premodel are presented. To finish, further investigations into the DNN
Specialisation process are discussed; potential methods to improve Oracle potential,
and premodel accuracy.
7.3.1 Model Selector
Computation Offloading. This work focuses on accelerating inference on the current
device. There are a number of drawbacks to computation offloading, however future
research may find solutions to such issues. In such a case this work would still be
beneficial, by only offloading work when there are no drawbacks. Future work could
involve an environment with the opportunity to offload some of the computation to
either cloud servers, edge devices, or even other mobile and embedded devices [25].
Accomplishing this would require a method to measure and predict network latency,
allowing an educated decision to be made at runtime. SML techniques are shown to be
effective in learning a cost function for profitability analysis [33]. This can be integrated
with the current proposed learning framework.
Processor choice. By default, inference is carried out on the GPU, but this may not
always be the best choice. Previous work has already shown SML techniques to be
successful at selecting the optimal computing device [129]. This can be integrated
into our existing learning framework. Furthermore, an interesting direction that the
community has yet to explore may be to combine this work with computation offloading.
This could result in a framework which is able to identify when it is beneficial to offload
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computation, given the current state of the environment (which processors are free, or
best for the task at hand).
Machine Translation. There is room for improvement in the machine translation
premodel. During evaluation it was not possible to reach the full potential shown by the
Oracle. To aid the premodel in reaching its full potential would require improving its
accuracy; in order to achieve this, more training data is required. Only 5K sentences were
available for machine translation, in comparison to 50k images for image classification.
Furthermore, with more training data it would be possible to test and evaluate DNN
specialisation on the machine translation problem, potentially revealing new insights into
the research.
7.3.2 DNN Specialisation
Memory Consumption. The work in this thesis utilises multiple DNN models for infer-
ence, in comparison, the default method is to simply use a single model. Therefore, our
approach requires more storage space. A solution for this would involve investigating
how the models weights change during the sub-DNN Creation stage of DNN specialisation.
The weights that show very little change between models could be locked at the same
value and stored once for all sub-DNNs. This would be an especially effective tool for the
weights at the input end of each sub-DNN as they are not fine-tuned due to them learning
basic features relevant to all inputs. The result of this is numerous models sharing many
weights in common, allowing the cost of using multiple models to be amortised.
Evaluating Data Segmentation. Evaluation revealed that the scoring methods used in
order to evaluate and choose the best data segmentation are not sufficient. To this end,
it would be useful to develop an approach to predict or infer the premodel accuracy
and/or end-to-end top-1/top-5 accuracy scores based on a data segmentation. This is
a non-trivial task, a large enough set of data segmentations would need to be fully
evaluated from end-to-end, requiring sub-DNNs to be created, and their achieved scores
recorded. The recorded data will then need analysing to reveal the key indicators of
a good data segmentation. Furthermore, if such a method of segmentation analysis is
cheap enough, then a smarter or more exhaustive search can be carried out to find better
data segmentations for each DNN application domain.
Feature Importance Based Data Segmentation. Extending a Model Selector to in-
clude DNN specialisation did not appear to work during the evaluation presented in this
thesis. Due to the number of moving parts in the approach, it is difficult to narrow down
precisely what the cause of the problem is; one reason could be a bad data segmentation.
If an effective method of evaluating the importance of each neuron for each image is
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developed, it could be used for data segmentation. It makes intuitive sense, based on the
motivation presented in Section 4.1.2, that this would work; the goal of data segmentation
is to group images together which agree that the same neurons are unimportant, so they
can be pruned. However, this is a non-trivial task. For a relatively small DNN such as
ResNet_v2_50 this would result in 26500 features, one for each convolutional filter.
With so many features, for even a small DNN, it could lead to an in-accurate model that
is prone to over-fitting. Therefore, this method requires some work to summarise the
features in a way that makes sense to the data it represents.
Sub-DNN Pruning Optimisation. During evaluation of DNN specialisation,| pruning of
the sub-DNNs was required in order to achieve an overall end-to-end inference speed
up; however the level of pruning was not deeply investigated. An interesting research
direction that is yet to be explored may be an investigation into the perfect level of
pruning to use per sub-DNN. That is, the level of pruning that reduces inference time
without a loss in accuracy. Further interesting research topics involve: investigating how
the ideal level or pruning changes layer to layer, and sub-DNN to sub-DNN; and an analysis
of how the perfect level of pruning varies as the number of data segments increases or
decreases. As with much research in pruning, it is expected that more pruning leads to
a higher drop in accuracy. However, in this case the user would simply be sacrificing
the accuracy gains achieved by using multiple DNNs; potentially leading to even further
pruning, without a loss in end-to-end accuracy, than conventional methods.
7.4 Final Remarks
In summary, this thesis presented a novel approach to DNN inference optimisation. By
utilising multiple DNN models, and choosing the best one to use at runtime, the average
inference time can be greatly reduced, without reducing accuracy; in fact, accuracy can
even be increased in cases such as image classification. The drawback of the proposed
approach is an increase in memory usage, however it was not an issue on the evaluation
platform used. Furthermore, the work was extended to generate a pool of smaller,
specialised DNNs from a starting single seed DNN; the generated DNNs are designed to
work together. Unfortunately, the evaluation of automated ensemble creation were less
conclusive, however primary results indicate the potential for a further reduction in
inference time and resource consumption over a method using pre-trained off-the-shelf
DNNs. Finally, a number of directions have been suggested in order to improve on the
suggested automated ensemble creation, and reach its full potential. With the success of
the suggested future work the work presented in this thesis would help bring forward fast
and accurate DNN inference on embedded an mobile devices.
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Appendix A
DNN Specialisation Feature Sets
Table A.1 The features that make up each of the feature sets used in used in this thesis.
All Features are described in full in Table 6.1.
Feature Set Features
aspect_ratio edge_angle1 edge_angle2 edge_angle3 hue7
fid_171
n_keypoints edge_angle4 edge_angle5 hue1
aspect_ratio area_by_perim edge_angle2 edge_angle3 hue7
fid_187
n_keypoints hue1
aspect_ratio area_by_perim edge_angle2 edge_angle3 hue7
fid_190
n_keypoints edge_angle5
aspect_ratio area_by_perim edge_angle3 hue1 hue7
fid_193
n_keypoints
fid_199 aspect_ratio area_by_perim edge_angle3 hue1 hue7
aspect_ratio edge_angle1 edge_angle3 edge_angle5 hue7
fid_228
n_keypoints
fid_233 aspect_ratio edge_angle1 edge_angle3 edge_angle5 hue7
aspect_ratio area_by_perim edge_angle2 edge_angle4 hue7
fid_320
n_keypoints
aspect_ratio edge_angle1 edge_angle3 edge_angle5 hue7
fid_373
area_by_perim hue1
aspect_ratio area_by_perim edge_angle1 edge_angle3 hue7
fid_373
n_keypoints hue1
